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MEGHALAYA EDUCATION COMMISSION 
SHILLONG

Shillong the 19th May, ’78
Dr. Chandran D. S. Devanesen 
Chairman

Dear Mr. Chief Minister,

We have much pleasure in submitting to you the Report of 
the Education Commission set up by the Government of 
Meghalaya. We are aware of your keen interest in the 
development of all aspects of education as you have held the 
portfolio of this important subject as a Minister in the past 
and continue to do so now thereby giving it added significance.

Though most of the problems we have dealt with are common 
to the rest of the country we have to bear in mind some of 
the^unique aspects of the way of life and culture of the people 
of Meghalaya in the manner in which our recommendations 
aie implemented. The educational system envisaged, should 
have the dual purpose of preserving what is good in the local 
cultural heritage while at the same time upholding the cherished 
principle of unity in diversity which provides a solid founda
tion for the integration of our Nation. We are confident 
that this beautiful State has much to give and much to gain 
from fruitful interaction with the rest of the Country.

Education is a fundamental necessity for any form of develop
ment. We are sure that the Government of Meghalaya is 
fully aware of this fact and will do all in its power to imple
ment the Report.

Though we have explained, elsewhere, some of the reasons 
for the tardiness in submitting this Report we once again 

,apologise for the delay while expressing hope that in spite of 
ijt this document will be both helpful and useful for educational 
i planning and development.

^Vith kind regards,

Yours sincerely, 
Chandran D. S. Devanesen

Shri D. D. Pugh
Chief Minister of Meghalaya
Shillong.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

1. The Commission will make an inquiry into all aspects, 
academic administration and financial, of the prevailing system 
of School Education in Meghalaya with special reference to 
general education from the Pre-Primary to the Higher Secon
dary level.

2. The Commission will make recommendations on the 
implementation of the 10 +  2 schooling system in Meghalaya 
in all its aspects together with a suitable system for the 2 year 
post High School Education.

3. The Commission will make a special study of techni
cal education in Meghalaya and the need for introducing 
vocational education at various levels of schooling, and recom
mend the manner in which vocational education can best be 
introduced in Meghalaya.

4. A Notification in January 1977 included college educa
tion where implications of +  2 will affect colleges in 
Meghalaya.





F O R E W O R D

Sine© it has taken more time than we had anticipated to 
prepire #ris Report the Commission would like to explain the 
reasons For what may appear to be undue delay in its presen
tation.

Firstly, we adopted the democratic approach by trying 
to involve as many people as possible in identifying the 
problems and discussing possible solutions along with sugges
tions for innovation and experiment. Democratic procedures 
are slow but they do help by involving a number of participants 
drawn not only from the field of eduction but from other 
walks of life. Ft promotes a feeling that education and edtiea- 
tional policies are matters of concern not only to administrators 
and educationists but to the people as a whole.

* Secondly, we did depend to some extent on expertise and 
consultancy service through the help rendered by the NCERT 
We gratefully acknowledge the valuable suggestions and advice 
given So- Hie Commission by Dr. Misra and Dr. Rawat whd 
came all the way from Delhi to be present with us at several 
meetings. But keeping in touch with the NCERT in Delhi 
involved a time factor though it was certainly worthwhile.

Thirdly, the collection of statistical data not easily or 
readily available also took time and energy as it had to be 
checked and verified.

We believe we have covered most of the ground in the 
Report but there is a lot of work still to be done. We have 
made many suggestions and proposals which may need further 
study and revision as more data becomes available.

One area of education which requires further thought and 
study is higher education in the State. The largest number of 
colleges affiliated to the North-Eastern Hill University are 
located in Meghalaya. It will be worthwhile to set up another 
Commission to study collegiate education in depth in collabo
ration with NEHU since the University’s Act stipulates t l i t  
its headquarters shall be in Shillong.



There is no reason why a small State like Meghalaya 
should not aim at establishing an outstanding educatiomal 
system which could even serve as a model for the rest of the 
region. Just as the small size ©f Athens did not prevent tteat 
city state from becoming the School of Hellas there is Mo 
reason why Meghalaya should not become a significant educa
tional centre in the whole country. We hope that our educa
tional policy makers, while owning special responsibility for 
education in Meghalaya, will also be inspired by a vision o f the 
contribution that this beautiful hill State can make to the 
nation in the spirit of unity in diversity.

While we worked together as a team we would like to 
thank Rev. Fr, Joseph for chairing the meetings during, the 
time that the Chairman was ill. Special mention must also 
be made of the constant assistance rendered by Miss Marion 
Pugh*. We thank all who assisted the Commission in its 
labours (Vide Appendix B and C) including those, who did 
all the clerical and typing work.

- Finally, we, would plead , for speedy nation and iny^emen- 
tatjpn of the Report so that the educational system of 
Meghalaya may keep pace with the socio-economic cjhanges 
that' are needed for the happiness' and welfare: of/the people.
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INTRODUCTION

During the second half of 1970 at a period when 
Meghalaya had barely emerged as an Autonomous St(ate, the 
question of setting up a committee or a Commission to study 
various problems of Education in Meghalaya, was raised in 
the Legislative Assembly.

The first Education Commission, therefore, came into 
being in April 1972 with Dr H. C. Bhuyan as Chairman. 
Briefly, the terms of reference which covered both Elementary 
Education and Secondary Education, was to examine whether 
Elementary Education, had developed on proper lines such 
a$ tp provide a strong, suitable base for education in the 

keeping in view that the National Policy was to streng
then this level of Education. It was also to examine how far 
the transfer of administration of Primary Schools to the 
District Councils had improved the standard of Elementary 
Ediication ; and to submit recommendations on any problems 
arising from the above.

On Secondary Education, the Commission was to examine 
and submit recommendations for rationalisation of education 
so as to improve the quality of Secondary Education The 
terms of reference among others also included points regar
ding the needs and aspirations of the people, how far the 
existing system was responsible for unemployment in'"the State, 
and the need for a Board of Secondary Education.

The Commission had not, however, made much headway, 
^nd during this period the Chairman passed away.

|  Meanwhile the Department of Education with its sfcejeton 
st$fF in the newly created State, set about organising its 
Department under the greatly changed context of an embryonic 
State. It was in keeping with these circumstances that 
Government wished the Commission’s work, findings and 
recommendations to be such as to help to enable the Govern
ment of Meghalaya to bring a change in the mode of the 
life of the people in keeping with conditions obtaining in the



The ground work of the information was to be a compre
hensive survey of conditions in Meghalaya to be conducted 
with the help of the National Council of Educational Research 
and Training.

The present Education Commission was, therefore, 
constituted by a ‘Government Notification on 30th. June,. 19/5, 
with terms of reference laid down by Government.

A questionnaire was sent out to elicit opinions under the 
broad f e d  of General (such as on the particular problems 
in school education, measures to achieve higher Itandaxds 
and an Teacher Training Programmes, Tekcher W$fejre, 
and Curricnifam.

Two thousand questionnaires weresent out, but only 116 
mWies were received £t the time of tabulation. 'nib tkftubtfdii 
attti consolidation o f answers was done c# the M. Ed. ^dfefos 
of the Department of Educational Research anid Studies u n ^ r  
the detection o f  the Head df the th p & rtm n i J

The following outline of the state SSucktii'n since 
Independence, points out the need to highlight the ̂ problems 
ifi Ou^edWicatib'n^ en^eavour.....................

Serious consideration to britig education to tfie populace 
in Meghalaya as in other parts o f  the country gained momen
tum orrty after Independence. For instance in 1951 just four 
years alfer Independence when the country was still In the throes 
of setting its house in order, the number o f fiterates in IVfegha- 
laya was 87003. Of these male literates numbered 57018, and 
female 29985: The Garo Hills accounted for a total of 17710, of 
which there were H 767 male and 5943 female literates. In the 
Khasi, Jaintia Hills there were 45251 male and 24042 female 
literates. In 1961 out of a total population of 4,62,152, the 
total number of literates including those of matriculation level 
and above, was 1,45,748. But in 1975-76 in class A alone of 
the Primary stage, the number enrolled was 73462, while in 
the MsS&q and High School levels the enrolment was 51707.

In 1966-67 the proposed outlay was 907 lakh rupees which 
included expenditure for General Education, Technical Edu
cation and Craftsman’s Training and Rural Vocational 
Training. While in 1975-76 the direct expenditure on school 
education alone from Pre-Primary to the High School stage

xvi
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was Rs. 2,30,84,096, excluding amounts disbursed in scholar
ships.

The number of school level institutions in 1966, almost 
twenty years after Independence had risen gradually to 1955 
Primary Schools, 174 Middle English Schools, and 70 high 
and Higher Secondary Schools. Ten years later the number 
of Primary Schools had risen to 3195, Middle English 
Schools to 387, and High Schools to 147.

Figures notwithstanding, as the chapter on school edu
cation will make clear, there are serious problems of wastage, 
stagnation, number and quality of teachers, the backwardness 
in our science education and great lack of technical and voca
tional education. Our administration of education needs to 
be modernised and systematised. However, to aid the adminis
tration in its effort towards the progress of education in 
keeping with the magnitude of projected development, it is 
essential to have the support of finance and legislation, in 
order to realistically achieve our goals.





DEVELOPMENT AND OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION IN
MEGHALAYA

1.1 Historical Background

Meghalaya with its capital at Shillong, is a hilly area, and 
according to the Census of India 1971, the State has an area 
of 22,489 square kilometres and a total population of 1,011,699. 
Today it has a mixed ethnic population consisting of tribals 
and non-tribals who follow a variety of religious beliefs and 
who speak several languages.

1.1.1 Meghalaya was granted Autonomous Statehood in 
1970, and was carved out of unreorganised Assam. In 1972 
it became a full-fledged State.

1.2 Development before Independence

Prior to the British period, indigenous “education” in its 
broadest sense, was prevalent among the Garos, Khasis and 
Jaintias, who constituted the main population of the area 
approximating what is now called Meghalaya. In 1866 the 
British Government constituted the Garo Hills as a separate 
administrative unit and the headquarters were set up in Tura 
in 1867. However, since the first decade of the last century 
the British Government had a policy of indirect participation 
of the administration till the sixties. In 1833 Khasi Hills 
came under the control of the British Political Agent and 
Jaintia Hills in 1835.

1.2.1 Towards the end of 1826 the British Government 
started a school in Singmari in Garo Hills, but the project 
failed, as did other attempts made in the following couple of 
years. Then another British Officer etablished a school which 
carried on for several years, but seemingly with small success?. 
In the sixties of the last century, a new influence and education 
was brought to the Garo Hills by the American Baptist mis
sionaries, whose centre of operation was at Goalpara. As the 
work advanced in 1878 the missionaries made a settlement in 
Tura, conversion to Christianity was attended by conversion

1



to iteracy. In 1871 Christians numbered 670 and encreased to 
5439 in 1901. Nearly half of the Christians of all years were 
returned as able to read and write.

1.2.2 Apparently up to 1905 the administration of pri
mary education in the Garo Hills was left almost entirely in 
the hands of the American Baptist Mission. But in 1905 Sir 
Bamphlde Fuller the Chief Commissioner of Assam, ordered 
the opening of a number of State schools. In 1906 Govern
ment manifested further interest by placing the Middle English 
School at Tura on a grant-in-aid basis, and. by the appointment 
of a Deputy Inspector of Schools to supervise the educational 
affairs of the district. The establishment of a Garo school 
for the training of Garo primary teachers was also sanctioned.

1.2.3 For Secondary Education by 1914 there was a 
Middle English school at Tura, and also on the borders at 
Mahendraganj.

1.2.4 By 1941 literacy had progressed in the Gairo Hills 
as shown below.

Garo Hills
1921 1941

Per-' Maie F&- ' Per Male Fe- ' Per- Made Fe-
sons male sons male sons male

.99 1.7! .25 2.1V 3.48 .69 5.47 8.23 2.§5

1.2.5 The story of educational work in Garo Hills seems 
to have been one of irregular fluctuation and development. 
One major pioblem appears to have been the transitory nature 
of the village, which shifted from site to site along with their 
shifting cultivation, and the fact that large villages broke up 
into hamlets. Even if the site of the parent village remained 
unaltered, yet the fact that a considerable proportion of the 
villagers lived in fields for several months, would be bound to 
affedt the schooling of minors.

1.2.6 In June 1841, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones arrived 
in Cherrapunjee Khasi Hills, and in eight months learned 
enough Khasi to put down the language in the Roman alpha
bet. Early in 1842 Jones decided to open schools in two or 
three villages. Some youths had taken instruction under the 
Jones, and from among these the first teachers for the schools

2



were obtained. The first Mission School was built at Maws- 
mai, a village two miles from Cherrapunjee. About the same 
time a school was opened in Mawmluh, a neighbouring village.

1.2.7 A British Government Officer’s report for 1864-65 
on education in the Khasi and Jaintia Hills showed that the 
schools were entirely under the management and control of the 
Welsh Presbyterian Mission, who had 50 schools established 
and six in the course of being opened, 53 boys and 3 girls 
schools. The total number of pupils was 1395, males 1343, 
females 55. With the total population computed as 1,20,925, 
the percentage of students was 1.2. The report recorded 130 
pupil teachers. English, Bengali and Khasi appeared to be 
taught in 16 of the schools, English and Khasi appeared to be 
taught at 4 schools, and Khasi at 36 schools. The teachers 
seemed to be men of very little qualification and did not leave 
a favourable impression.

1.2.8 In 1867 the Government of India sanctioned the 
establishment of a Normal School in the Khasi and Jaintia Hills 
at Cherrapunjee for training of teachers for the schools in these 
hills. In 1892 it was reported that the Normal School pre
pared teachers for the Primary and Middle Schools. In 1&99 
the Government decided to amalgamate the Normal School 
section of the Cherrapunjee school with the Government and 
Mission High School of Shillong.

1.2.9 By 1941 literacy had progressed in the Khasi and 
Jaintia Hills as shown below:

Khasi 1901 1921
Jaitstia Per Male Fe- Per Male Fe-
HiMs. sons male sons male

6.72 9.64 4.01 0.05 12.44 5.78

1.3 Development after Independence

After Independence came the Plans, and the country felt 
and realised the urgent need to educate its masses. With this 
there was some change in the complexion of education. Since 
the time of composite Assam it was felt that it might be wise 
to let the District Councils manage elementary education. At 
the Block level the implementation of the concept 
o f  social education sought to bring education to as

1941
Per Male Fe- 
sons male

16.15 21.58 10.51
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many as possible in the villages and specially to the 
interior, lhe need to impart a wider, broader, extensive, 
more varied, and also more practical type of education and 
training, led to the introduction of craftsman training centres, 
and to a variety of technical education. Both Government and 
voluntary agencies attempted to meet the challenge of educa
ting the very young, thus balwadis, creches and nursery schools 
cropped up, just as night schools sprang up, though at times 
haphazardly and sporadically, for the adult illiterates, in towns 
and villages.

1.3.1 In 1951 just a few years after Independence the 
total number of literates in Meghalaya was 87,003 that is, in 
Khasi and Jaintia Hills 69,293, and in Garo Hills 17,710. In 
1961 the total number of literates in Meghalaya was 207,097, 
that is in Khasi and Jaintia Hills 145,763 and in Garo Hills 
61,334. By 1971 Khasi and Jaintia Hills were separate dis
tricts, and the figures are as follows.

Meghalaya with a population of 10,11,699 has 2,98,312 
literates, that is 29,49 per cent.

1.3.2 On the whole after Independence the variety and 
the numbers of institutions increased, such as Training Institu
tions foi Industrial and Technical Arts and Crafts, Social 
Adult Educational Institutions, Vocational Institutions etc. 
The Meghalaya Statistics Department, has numbered 159 
institutions excluding Teachers’ Training Centres, under the 
category of schools for Vocational/Professional/Special, other 
Education which appears impressive enough. Nevertheless there 
are serious and challenging problems which require attention, 
which will be discussed in the following chapters.

1.4 Objectives of Education

In the context of life today, the role of education is vital 
for economic growth and employment, and is most important

Total
Population

Total Per cent
Literates

Garo Hills 4,06,615
Khasi Hills 491,209
Jaintia' Hills ' ' ' 133;875 '

95,825
179,779
22:708

23.58
36.60
19.94
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as an instrument of change towards progress and development. 
But education must take cognisance of and be related to the 
life, needs and aspirations of the people and of the local milieu 
and conditions.

1.4.1 It is important for the education system, among 
other things, to be so oriented that students are prepared for 
employment and able to obtain employment suitable to their 
interests. Education to be relevant not only to the privileged 
few but to all, must enhance employment opportunities and, 
therefore, the educational programme must be linked to 
productivity. However, if there is a large illiterate populace, 
education cannot be very relevant to all. The universalisation 
of literacy and their spreading of literacy as quickly as 
possible is, therefore, of top priority, as our literacy rate is 
still only 29.49 per cent (1971 census figures).

1.4.2 Science and Science-based technology are important 
for the modernization of agricultural activities and the develop
ment of both agro and non-agro based industry in Meghalaya. 
The study of science leading to technological knowledge, skills 
and employment potentials is very important for the economic 
and technological progress in Meghalaya, and needs to be 
organised dynamically. Our objective should be modernised 
in terms of use of new technology for exploitation of our 
natural resources. Our varied traditional way of life, and at 
times our close knit societies, resulting in lack of interaction 
need not as a corollary, hamper the growth of our scientific 
and technological outlook, and effective social living.

1.4.3 It must be stressed that the natural resources and 
potentialities in the State are great, for the area is fortunate 
in its abundant rainfalls and waterfalls. It is rich in its flora, 
fauna and exportable products, such as pineapples, oranges, 
bananas, bay leaf, cinnamon, to name a few. Besides other 
agricultural crops and forest produce for local and outside 
consumption, it has plants with important and exotic medicinal 
properties. Meghalaya also has coal, limestone, silimanite and 
rocks of various types, suitable for construction purposes, but 
these have not been harnessed judiciously to create a more 
satisfying and abundant life for the people.

1.4.4 A healthy and practical attitude to work, and 
the dignity of labour which has been the tradition of a major 
part of the local people, should not be allowed to be lost.

5



Every effort has to be made to nurse this attitude back among 
the people. Vocationalisation and work experience are pro
grammes in education which could help to cultivate these atti
tudes and also bring to the masses who are being educated, 
the opportunity to reach goals for work and employment at an 
early stage, and one satisfying their particular aptitudes.

1.4.5 The impact of urbanisation has not been strong. 
The rural areas with lands still under jhuraing type of cultiva
tion are rather under-developed, and Shillong the capital is 
practically the only urban centre, with schools and colleges 
concentrated there. Tura and Jowai towns have only lecentty 
begun to develop their urban amenities, and schools aad 
colleges in these two towns vis-a-vis Shillong, refiect this 
situation. Adequate communication between these centres hasd 
not been developed and it isonly since Meghalaya became M- 
full-fledged State that road communications connecting these 
three towns and other areas of the Garo, Khasi and Jaintia 
Hills are being developed. In the bitly terrain, good con
venient and fast communication are essential throughout the 
State to link all the Districts and Subdivisions, if there is to be 
educational arid all round progress.

1.4.6 Urbanisation leads to an open mind and secularism 
.with, respect ,a**d, understanding for 611 religious beliefs and 
cultural differences, and to an open yet' crilical 'appreciation 
of the advantages and disadvantages of science and technology. 
However, the effective impact o f urbanisation is practical? 
limited to Shillong and its hinterland. It must be stressed that 
without easy communication interlinking the different areas, in 
the State, there cannot, be the needed flow of education and 
ideas to bring balanced progress throughout the State.

1.4.7 A special objective should be to take into consi
deration the potential and special wealth of human resources 
in Meghalaya, and that of its natural resources, and dievelop 
these for a more abundant life for its people. Local human 
talents should be encouraged and nurtured both for the indivi
dual and the social good.
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PROBLEMS OF SCHOOL EDUCATION IN MEGHALAYA

PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION

2.1. Problems Common with the Rest of the Country
The need and importance of Pre-Primary Education is 

universally recognised. It frees the family members 'from day
long care of the child and is also an arrangement to socialise 
the child and to prepare it for formal education. It is very 
important for if the age of admission in the formal school 
system is 6 +  the child gets at least 2 years for Pre-Primary 
Education.

2.1.1 Both rural and urban areas require facilities for 
this stage of education, but since in more developed parts of 
the country, rural areas tend to lose out, the importance of 
giving facilities to rural areas must be stressed.

2.2 Problems Typical of Meghalaya
Pre-Primary Education is a very important stage of educa

tion, and its growth in Meghalaya has been practically indepen
dent of rules and regulations, for Voluntary Agencies seem to 
have arrogated to themselves the task of establishing and 
running institutions for Pre-Primary Education. There are no 
prescribed, regulated pay scales for teachers uikler this 
category, and no standardisation of syllabi, norm of admission, 
or of fees etc. Pre-Primary Schools in the State consist of 
types such as Montessori Schools, kindergartens, balwadis and 
hybrids of these types. That most of these schools are popular, 
definitely indicates that there is a great need for schools for 
children below the age of five.

2.2.1 The Department of Education does, however give 
grants to Pre-Primary institutions for maintenance of teachers 
and non-recurring grants for buildings, furniture etc. In 
1976-77 grants were distributed as follows :—

Khasi Hills Total ^t64-Sc^ools Rs. 1,26,650
Jaintia Hills ” 25 ” Rs. 15,600
Garo Hills ” 87 ” Rs. 65,070
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2.2.2 The usual conditions of the Department of Educa
tion for giving grants-in-aid to Pre-Primary Schools are given 
below :—

(1) The Deputy Inspector of Schools is to give permis
sion for opening schools, and recognition.

(2) The Deputy Inspector of Schools is to send the 
recommendation/proposal for grant-in-aid.

(3) There should be a duly constituted Managing 
Committee.

2.2.3 Government has not yet taken any firm steps to 
control or run Pre-Primary Schools. Nor are there any 
training facilities for training teachers to teach children of this 
stage of schooling. It is recommended that Pre-Primary 
education may largely remain in the private sector, with Go
vernment aid being used as an incentive. However, there is an 
immediate need for training schools and model institutions 
which Government may provide. It should be made necessary 
for institutions to employ trained teachers as and when availa
ble. Arrangement may be made to see that maximum stan
dards are maintained.

PRIMARY EDUCATION 
' 2.'3 ' Problems Common with the Rest of the Country • *

Primary Education in Meghalaya is free. It is the first 
level of Education and the common goal of this level is uni
versal]’sation.

2.3.1 The result of the 3rd All India Survey, shows that 
provision for school education is not adequate. Efforts should 
be directed not only towards establishing schools in unserved 
rural areas, but also towards consolidation and strengthening 
of institutions.

2.3.2 The point to be emphasised regarding Primary 
Education are that serious attempts may be made for provision 
of universal education by establishing a network of Primary 
Schools within easy reach of every school going child.

2.3.3 Efforts are also needed to provide accommodation 
and facilities in schools. In this connection the State Depart
ment may perhaps draw up a list of minimum essential require
ments for the existing institutions as also for new institutions, 
to be satisfied if they are to be recognised.
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2.3.4 Standardisation of Primary Education needs 
to be stressed, since this stage of education is the 
foundation for the rest of education. It is therefore necessary 
to see that the machinery for administering this part of educa
tion is sound and strong.

2.4 Problems Typical of Meghalaya

Although Primary Education is free, in Meghalaya how
ever, because of the topographical constraints, not all the 
eligible children of this age group are in schools. In reality 
standard primary schooling is available mainly in District Head 
Quarters and in Shillong, but in rural areas a large fraction o f' 
the pupils are in schools which have shorter Working days and 
less facilities. The rate of drop-outs and the repeater’s percent
age is high and the quality of education low.

2.4.1 In the 4841 habitations in the State, the distance at 
which Primary schooling facilities are available is as follows

2.4.2 Distribution of Habitation According to the Accessi
bility of Primary Education

HABITATIONS

Neighbouring Habitation

Within Within 
own 05 Km 

habits-, 
tion

06-1 Km! 1.1-5 Km 1.6-2 Km 2-Km Total

Khasi 1192 23 44
' . i '

5 41 594 1899

Jaintia 284 19 j 2
:

1 2 102 410

Garo 1316 152 253 94 178 539 2532

Total 
for the 
State

2792 194 299 100 221 1235 4841

£



2.4.3 The figures above as given in the Third All India 
Educational Survey show that in the case of 12.45 of the, 
papulation Primary schools are available only beyond & 
distance of 2 Kms. However, what needs to be highlighted m  
that it is not the fact of the distance, that maizes a school 
inaccessible, but that of the terrain, which makes the whole 
difference. A river or a deep gorge ean naaJse it weHnigh 
impossible to reach a school, especially for Primary school 
apt children.

2.4.4 The parents in the interior have an ambivalent 
attitude since they are neither against sending th ech M im  to

Sool nor do they compel their children attend schools, 
.s is perhaps due to the fact that the education they receiw 
is^flot relevant in terms of their environment or because tfcer 

need is not apparent or felt.

1.4.5 In Meghalaya, District CmumaHs wmmge Primary
sehoofe, other than those within the SMkmg Muoieapafiiy, 
Cantonment area etc. Primary Education however, suffers from 
mBk eondiions as, single teacher schools m t  taring teachers 
trained in multiple class toastiing, jaay'Mste of teachers are not 
uniform or standardised, resulting in what may seem as a hap
hazard payment of teachers within the same The pro
blems of salaries may arise because of the' unsystematic methods 
of grawts and al& ^ions grant-in-aid by the District Council. 
Teachers suffer due to feck o f  service conditions. H is  also 
acts as a handicapfor administration. The District Councils’ 
administrative machinery seems not to be adequate enough to 
operate effectively, and the management and operation of the 
schools unsatisfactory.

2.4.6 Schools in the rural areas lose oat by having much 
shorter working hours, which condition prevails because 
teachers are unable to spend the required time due to such local 
social milieu requirements of market days, social duties during 
deaths, marriages, etc. Or because in some cases teachers have 
to travel long distances to reach their schools.

2.4.7 Supervision and Inspection is most inadequate, 
which adversely affects the quality and quantity of teaching.

2.4.8 Tn Garo Hills, a very special problem arises from 
the cultural situation where whole villages frequently move



because of their method of shifting cultivation, to new areas. 
The setting up of schools in Garo Hills in the interior has to 
take this cultural situation into consideration, and to formula^ 
some scheme with imagination, like schools with hostels of 
centrally located schools to which children are brought by 
buses.

2.4.9 A problem which will be discussed tinder the chap
ter on Schools and Enrolment is that of the very large number 
of drop outs from class A to B in the Primary Stage and of 
the smaller numbers of drop outs in the later stages up to 
class III. The degree of wastage and stagnation is also very 
large. Other problems which riddle this stage of school 
education are the dearth of trained teachers, the low level and 
quality of education of those who teach in Primary Schools, 
the great lack of inspection and supervision which is needed 
to raise the quality of teaching, the unsatisfactory state of 
affairs regarding salaries and regularity of payment to teacheis, 
lack of service conditions, the inadequacy of administration, 
and the need for effective rules and regulations in administra
tion, finance etc. These problems are discussed in greater 
detatt ta  the relevant chapters.

MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

2.5 Problems Common withthe Rest oftheCountry

As in some parts o f 4he country, where there is a 
lack of good and standard school buildings, play growid 
facilities, teaching aids, so too in Meghalaya these problems 
exist, excepfthat they are more acute in this area. Serious 
thought needs to be given to providing adequate building faci
lities, which need not necessarily be expensive, but which 
could be suitable and in keeping with the locale and environ
ment of this area. Arrangement also needs to be made fox 
playgrounds.

2.5.1 The problem of teaching languages exists here as 
it does in other parts of the country. Although the teaciriag 
of science and mathematics may be a problem in other 
parts of the country, this remains a very knotty problem here. 
Teaching aids, and better teaching methods and especially 
trained teachers would be needed for realistically coping with 
the problem of teaching languages, science and mathematics.



2.5.2 The problem -of unplanned prosecution of studies 
without any specific goals is perhaps more serious and acute 
in Meghalaya. There is a need for a very serious effort to 
channelise the studies towards a specific goal and a career 
or vocation. The existing facilities for vocational guidance 
needs to be strengthened, broadened, and its efforts spread 
out to the rural areas, where the lack of guidance is very 
great and needed urgently.

2.5.3 The dearth and often the complete lack of school 
libraries, especially in the rural areas is a great lacuna in our 
schools. Wherever there are school libraries these heed
be modernised and the collection of books expanded to cover 
a wider variety of subjects. They should be made attractive 
in order to entice the students and the staff to become library 
minded.

MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

2.6 Problems Typical of Meghalaya
Both in the case of Middle English Schools, and 

High Schools there has been a tendency for the unplanned 
growth in the number of schools. In the Middle English 
School stage there has been a mushroom growth of sub

standard, schools all seeking government grants, which are 
run and managed by local organisations, religions Organisations 
or other private bodies. A number of such schools are started 
without any prior permission from the authorities. Thus the 
conditions for starting such schools are not always suitable.

2.6.1 In the High School sector too there is an unplanned 
and unsystematic increase of schools.

2.6.2 What actually occurs is that many of the Middle 
English Schools start High School classes without the permission 
of the authorities. In the absence of specific rule s and norms 
these schools go ahead first and then seek permission later.

2.6.3 On the other hand some schools which have 
already received permission or recognition for sometime are 
nevertheless still unable to attain any standard whatsoever, 
for reasons such as shortage of qualified teachers, insufficient 
teaching aids, insufficient class rooms, low pay scale and so on. 
Then there are cases and times when norms are not strictly 
followed at prescribed in the sanction of maintenance grants.



2.6.4 The unplanned growth of schools adversely affects 
and Jeads to such problems as low standard of education, poor 
quality of teachers and leaching, a relative absence of teaching 
aids, shabby and inadequate buildings and equipment, which 
in turn helps to produce a sense of frustration, especially 
among teachers of schools in the private sector.

2.6.5 On the other hand it must however be stressed that 
there are still areas where schools are sadly lacking.

. 2.6.6. The very great shortage of trained teachers is a 
very serious defect in the school system. The figures below 
highlight the position.

Middle English No. of Teachers Percentage
Category
Trained 314 19*3%
Untrained 1309 80*7%

Total 1623

High School

Trained 321
Untrained 653

Total 974

2.6.7 The overall calculation clearly shows that in the 
147 High Schools in the State, there are 974 teachers, the majo
rity of whom are untrained. The figures of untrained teachers 
for the Middle English School section is even more dismal.

2.6.8 In-Service Training for teachers is also lacking and 
hardly any attempts [ are made to familiarise them with the 
latest techniques and methods of teaching.

2.6.9. This situation outlined above obviously would 
affect the quality of education received by students.

2.6.10 The whole question of Adhoc-grants-in-aid espe
cially in Middle English Schools and the concomitant problem 
of poor and or irregular salaries to teachers, creates difficulties 
for the management. This makes it difficult to attract trained

32*9%
67*1%



^f^jtualified teachers. And in the event of qualified teachers 
joHMDgrsiicdi schools th&y stay but briefly.

;.v 2.6; 11 It has been pointed out that occasionally monthly
&raa$s^ia-aid td schools are sanctioned after a lapse of over sm. 
months.

216.12 A somewhat allied problem is that of private 
schools. A large part of the woes of the private schools which 
are said to be mismanaged institutions are those under the 
charge ©fManaging Committees, who also must await grants, 
ft lias been indicated that managements do not always 
manage to cope with the problems. At times the Headmasters 
are not appointed as Secretary of the school, thus causing ad- 
^^Bfetrartive and other difficulties.

2.6.13 In some cases the low level of the inefficient or
ganisation of High Schools has tended to lower the standards 
of education meted out to the pupils. While Heads of Institu
tion of Middle English Schools who are expected to administer 
the schools are handicapped, because there are not the necessa
ry administrative guidelines to aid them. Unequivocally 
worded guidelines, rules and regulations for the proper and 
effective ̂ management and supervision of institutions are, there-

• fore, very necessary. ,

26.14 Although some of the problems of teaching lang
uages, science and mathematics have been mentioned under 
gfoblems which are common with other parts of the country, 
3*el these are so vital for Meghalaya, and are in some cases 
fi^her ccaispicuous by their absence so that these particular 
shortcomings need to be highlighted here again. For example, 
the teaching of science in the Middle English Schools is so neg- 
Hgi&le, it is almost absent In the High Schools, the teaching 
^subjects such as Mathematics, English and Science which,are 
important subjects is far from satisfactory. The table, Percen
tage of Failure in Four Subjects, worked out from the matri- 
®a£a.tion result is revealing. See Appendix Table 2.1. Most of 
the schools, especially those in the rural areas, suffer from the 
lack of qualified and trained teachers in these subjects. This has 
asoentuated the problem of deteriorating standards as it hinders 
tfae development of the pupils’ capacity to speedily*solve t o  
Qsdstuary nu merical and geometrical problems. The students 
tfaas do not get a firm foundation in this important subject.
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2.6.15 At the High School, science is taught as a compul
sory subject up to Class VIII and as an optional in Classes IX 
and X. .;'However, science is taught in a classroom like any 
Other subject without any demonstration or any laboratory. 
This state of affairs is due to the lack of qualified teachers to 
teach and to,guide, znd  the absence of science laboratories.

2.6.16 The teaching of Hindi, including the methods, 
need to be improved. This would be in the interest of national 
integration.

2.6.17 Both fox the Middle English Schools and the High 
Schools, some of the syllabi and text books are outdated, and 
no longer suifSble in the present context. There has been no 
change or revision in the curriculum.

2.6.18 For both the Middle English and the High School 
levels, extra-curricular activities are either not conducted at all 
or else -very indifferently. Hostels and equipment for schools 
are also far from adequate.

2.6.19 In the interior the working hours and days faU 
short of the expected time, due to the absence of teachers for 
various reasons; It must be mentioned that teachers’ salaries, 
for most categories of schools are normally very low.

2;6.20 Stagnation and wastage at all levels and in most 
schools is fairly large. In some instances especially in the 
Hitcdoif theatre due feD nOn-availability of text books, lack 
of school teM tute, stc; It must be pointed out that many 
schools Jade basis amenities such asdrinking  water and 
toilets. j

?Fj®aliy w la t requires stress is the major problem 
of thevery great absence of adequate supervision and inspec- 
ifcte.T The interior areas -4re the greatest sufferers in this 
respect.

2.6.22 The Inspector of Schools has no subject supervisors 
^specialised; personnel and is expected to handle all that 

himself. Consequently, one cannot expect effective supervision 
in all subjects. The supervisory system too is loose. The fact 
that Sub-Inspector of Schools get a fixed T. A. per month 
regardless of whether they inspect the school or not, may need 
to be examined.
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SCHOOLS AMD EN&QLME&T

3.1 School education in  Maghalajfa nomaMy Jtarfe M  5 
w d.som m ts  of a Primary stage. f tie  s&netuse of winch 
comprises glasses A, I, II, and ill. 1%* MidkHe English 
Stage- #Qjisis& o f  classes IV, V, VI , and Higli Sdho©1 
Stage of classes VII, VIII. IX and X.

3.1.1 Nwehar nf scheols

The stage-wise number of schools and their area-wise 
<Jfetff>¥#DD iniJasState is given in the table below :

m&rVmtion of Sctook* in M«*faateya (75,76)

Khasi Hills Jaintia Hills Garo Hills Total
— y * ' j f T ' 1 7 * , i, , ,  ,  •, ) ; »? '    !,. . U T W *" 1'  I '» '■■»'■' ■' — — •

ftjm r v  . U 20 334 M M  3.145

Middle 2i4 40 . 131 . j |V
_____________ ____  - ______________________________________________________________________________________— ........... ...................... .. ‘‘kffi-------

nigh ; . f; 78 9 m : 147

1,6.12 m  \ m  i , m
—-— — — ■"" 7'r»; y i II I1'!1 iM̂yc 'H  W">

• Population’ 4,91,209 • ■ 1;13,875- 4,06,64 5- •
-*7rT ; TT*~TT" ~ rf n— »“?ry» i~v* fS**'■'*' <■'*'»’■«» 11 *.r3r**,w 1 1 

34.2 The schools are *&n either by iteta
Government, tjae Ĵ Hk$4rict C m m b  or ¥y Private Agw*®ie®. 
Tj^ distribution o f  schools acco*diag ie  m m igooxnt is as
follows: —

School* According t<i Mnaqgwwmt

Government Deficit Aided T aw

High 9 25 113 147

Mtddto 4f
1 I ! 'Tt ' ‘ I * ,.  - ■'■ -  '»

316
ri m  —p

387



The Deficit and Aided Schools are managed privately 
under the guidance of Managing Committees. The number 
of Government Schools are comparatively few.

3.1.3 The Middle English section is established either 
independently or amalgamated with the High School Section 
under one administration. Students studying in independent 
Middle English Schools have to appear in a public examina
tion, called the Middle English Leaving Certificate Examina
tion conducted by the Deputy Inspector of Schools of the 
respective Districts. But students studying in the amalga
mated High Schools do not have to appear in the Public 
Examinations.

3.1.4 Number of Institutions in Districts as on 1975-76 
According to Management.

District Government Deficit Aided Total

Khasi Hills 
East & West

21 11 182 214

Jaintia Hills 10 3 27 40

Garo Hills 14 12 107 133

Total 45 26 316 387

3.1.5 The High School Stage very definitely falls under 
the jurisdiction of the Inspector of Schools. Of all the three 
stages, the High School Stage has the least number of institu
tions. * In 1975-76, there were 147 High Schools in the State. 
The management of these institutions are specifically classified 
into the same groups as in the case of Middle English Schools.
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3.1.6 Types of Institutions In th* Districts by Management

Category District Govt. Deficit Aided Total

High School Khasi East 
and West

4 56 78;

High School Jaintia 2 l 6 9

High School Garo 3 6 50 60

Total 9 25 113 147

31.7 Students at the High School level have to appear 
in the public examination called the High School Leaving 
Certificate Examination which is conducted by the Meghalaya 
Board of School Education, and which is the compulsory 
public examination for all wishing to complete thfeii  ̂ High 
Scfyopl level course.

3.1.8 However some students studying in the Higher 
Secondary Education have to appear in the Higher Secondary 
School Leaving Certificate Examination, and not in the High 
School Leaving Certificate Examination. It should however, 
be noted that the Higher School System of Education now 
no longer operates in Meghalaya.

3.1.9 As it is today, students passing the High School 
Leaving Certificate Examination are allowed to take up the 
two years Course in the Pre-University Class, while those 
passing the Higher Secondary School Examination are eligible 
to join the second year in the University course.

3.2 Provision of Schooling Facilities

The Third All India Educational Survey indicates the 
following facilities in the State, available for schooling. For 
Middle English education, the figures below give a picture of 
the accessibility of education.
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3.2.1 Distribution of Population According to Accessi
bility of Middle School Education

Within Within Within Within Within Within Within
habitation l.Km 1.1-2 2.1-3 3.1-4 4.1-5 5+Km

Km Km Km Km

Percentage of population
Khasi 20.20 1.58 3.81 1.71 1.93 4.62 66.15
Jaintia 16.22 5.77 3.07 3.29 3.68 0.51 67.45
Garo 10.15 1.19 8.65 9.23 5.66 693 50.18
Total 15.20 5.50 5.92 5.29 3.82 5.20 59.07

3.2.2 The situation indicated in the table above is dis
couraging and very unsatisfactory, because a very large number 
do not have access to Middle English School educational 
facilities within 5 km of their residence.

3.2.3 The figures for High School educational facilities 
are also discouraging, as can be seen from the figures 
given below.

Distribution of Population According to Availability of High 
School Education Facilities

Within own Within 1.1-2 2.1-3 3.1-4 4.1-5 5+Km
habitation 1 Km. Km. Km. Km. Km.

Percentage of Population
Khasi ^.38 1.33 2.46 1.59 0.38 2.25 85.60
Jaintia 4.80 1.00 2.91 0.78 1.56 — 88.94
Garo 4.63 5.36 6.21 6.62 3.30 3.42 70.45

Total 5.41 3.11 4.21 3.78 1.84 2.53 79.12

3.2.4 The following figures give the distribution of Pri
mary, Middle and High Schools, according to total enrolment 
in them.



C)

of Pupils Enrolled (1973)
Enrolment No. of Schools

Below 10 12
11 — 20 208
21 — 30 643
31 — 40 564
41 — 50 423
51 — 60 324
61 — 70 216
71 — 80 132
81 — 90 90
91 — 100 58

101 — 200 145
201 to 400 27

2881

Distrilwtion of Primary Schools According to
of Pupils Enrolled (1973)

Enrolment No. of Schools
, Below , 20 , . 7,51

21 — 40 25.26
41 — 60 15*36
61 — 80 14:33
81 — 100 10.92

100 — 200 23.21
201 — 560 3.40

Distribution of High Schools According to Nu
Pupils Enrolled (1973)

Enrolment No. of Schools
Below 40 6

41 — 80 24
81 -  120 25

121 — 160 13
161 — 200 7
201 — 400 29
401 to 800 24
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Some of the major problems in Meghalaya School Educa
tion may be indicated as, universal provision for education, 
universal enrolment of the school going age group, universal 
retention, and of course improvement of quality. The availa
ble provision of schooling facilities have already been noted 
above and elsewhere.

3.3.1 Concerning enrolment, the figures in the chart, 
Class-wise Enrolment for 1971-72 to 75-76, points out the very 
large number of diop outs in the Primary Stage, especially the 
phenomenally large number of drop outs from class A to 
class B.

3.3 Enrolment

Class-wise Primary Stage Enrolment 1971-72 to 1975-76 
(figures in the brackets are girls)

Year A B I II III

1971-72 62806
(30434)

34841
(16943)

25437
(12192)

20721
(9806)

13056
(5968)

1972-73 67051
(32010)

35963
(17303)

24516
(11501)

19874
(9134)

12657
(5856)

1973-74 70002
(33394)

37659
(17908)

26483
(12558)

20907
(9710)

13646 
(6386)

1974-75 70913
(33428)

38398
(17941)

27253
(12793)

21508
(2757)

14180
(6455)

1975-76 76062
(36266)

40225
(19356)

26851
(12605)

21761
(10044)

14693
(6675)

3.3.2 A major malady in our school system is the high 
rate of wastage and stagnation. A comprehensive survey of 
this factor has not been undertaken. However, some of the 
sample studies indicate the extremely high rate of wastage and 
stagnation.

3.3.3 As the figures for the Primary School Section 
indicate in the table above, at a rough estimate the student 
population drops by about 50 per cent from class A to class 
B. However, thereafter also there is a steady decrease in enrol
ment up to class X as can be seen from the chart given below.
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Class wise Middle and High School Stage Enrolment 
1971-72 to 75-76

IV V VI VII VIII IX 3C- -
8§13 7624 6561 4753 4352 3560 2850

(3726) (3283) (2922) (1833) (1707) (129?) (1066)
9374 7685 6683 5763 469$ 4354 3107

(3933) (3445) (2946) (2482) (1870) (1667) (1088)
9886 8177 7243 5867 5037 4255 3280

(3967) (3278) (3089) (2570) (2085) (1757) (1237)
11313 9960 8251 5970 5211 44S>4 - ,3395
(5244) (4475) (36b4) (2658) (2228) (1866) ( 1 2 6 6 )
11754 10308 8623 6263 5214 4588 3458
(5311) (4555) (3909) (2686) m m m s * (1305)

3.3.4 The progressive reduction in the number of each 
cohort of pupils as they passed through the dflFerrajt edu
cational levels af the system is more dearly indicated in the 
table below.

3.3.5 Progressive Redaction from Different Cohorts of 
Ptipfte 71-72 to 75-76

71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76

A 100 57 42 34 23
100 56 41 32

100 53 38
100 57

Primary B 100 70 60 41 34
I 100 78 54 44 71

II 100 61 48 48 42
III 100 72 63 63 48
IV 100 89 , 84 69 61
V 100 88 77 69 m

Middle VI 100 88 77 68 53
v u 100 99 92 71

VIII 100 78 75
High IX 100 87

X 100 87

• X 100
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3.3.6 In 1975-76, the Primary Stage had the largest 
number o f student enrolment, numbering 1,79,592. The next 
highest enrolment was in the Middle English Stage at 1,30,685, 
with the lowest enrolment in the High School Stage at 19,523.

3.3.7 The high rate of enrolment in the Primary Section 
who are supposed to be the age group 6-11 years is high, 
because in fact both students below the age of 6 and above 
the age of 11 years are also enrolled in the Primary Section. 
This fact bloats the enrolment percentage of the Primary

f Section, who normally should have consisted only of children 
of age 6-11 years. Thus, for instance, the All India figures 
for l975-76 show that 76 7% of the students are in the Primary 
Section who are supposed to be in the age group of 6-11 
years, but the All India Report states that 23.83% of such 
student sare in the age group of less than live yearns and more 
than 11 years, hence the actual number of those within the 6-11 
age group would be only 52 per cent.

3.3.8 Therefore though the percentage of Meghalaya 
appears to be high at 92*57%, yet in fact it is deceptive as a 
sizable percentage of them are outside the age group of 
6-11 years.

3.3.9 It is revealing to note that according to the 3rd 
All India Educational Survey (1973-74) the actual percentage 
of enrolment between the age group from 6-11 years is m fact 
as low as 42.7%.

3.3.10 Enrolment in ‘A’ in Class 1971-72 was 62806 and
in 75-76 it was 76062. Thus after 5 years the enrolment in 
Class ‘A’ had jumped by 13256. It is interesting that in 
1971-72 the number of boys enrolled was 32372, and the 
number of girls 30434. In 75-76 the enrolment of boys num
bered 39796, and that of girls 36266. More girls than boys 
enrolled in the earlier period^ but the position reversed 
in .1975-76. ; ;

3.3.11 Nevertheless despite the increasing enrolment 
figures, what has to be emphasised is the drop-out and stagna
tion at the Primary level. Out of the total number of 62806 
students in Class‘A’ in 71-72 who should have proceeded to 
Class III in 75-76, there were in  fact, only 14693 students 
in Class III in 75-76. Thus only about 21 per cent of the 
students enrolled in Class ‘A’ proceeded to Class III.
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3.3.12 That wastage/stagnation is as high as 80 per cent 
clearly indicates that very serious thought has to be given and 
that this needs to be rectified: The clues to the problems 
may be found in the situation that prevails in our institutions, 
of which some problems have been discussed elsewhere. A 
number of villages have 2 to 3 Primary Schools established 
and managed by different organisations, leading to very 
low enrolment in some institutions. On the other hand some 
villages have no Primary Schools at all.

3.4 Universal Enrolment

According to statistics (1975-76), only the Middle School 
enrolment ratio is less than the All India average. However, 
it can be seen that a large number of those enrolled are from 
outside the corresponding age groups. A large number of 
children at all the three stages are not enrolled also. One o f 
the majoT tasks in Meghalaya education is to increase the 
enrolment at all the three stages. This problem is of special 
significance for the Primary Stage. Some of the factors 
resulting in poor enrolment, particularly at the Primary Stage, 
may be the following

3.4.1 Parental attitudes

In many cases l&e lukewarm attitude'of parents and lack 
of persuasion to send children to school, result in poor 
enrolment.

3.4.2 Non-availability of schools

Schools are not always necessarily available within easy 
walking distance of their residence.

3.4.3 Irrelevant curriculum
In a number of cases the children may find the school 

curriculum too formal, bookish, uninteresting and un-related 
to the needs of life as they experience life and perceive its 
development.

3.4.4 Poor conditions of schools

The accommodation facilities and other amenities provided 
in the schools do not always make them interesting, attractive 
or tolerable places where children would enjoy learning.
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3.4.5 Rigidity of schools

In the matter of working time and working days, the 
formal system of schooling does not show enough flexibility 
to adjust to the needs of the rural community.

3.4.6 Shifting population

In a fairly large area in Meghalaya, particularly in Garo 
Hills, the shifting of population due to the jhuming cultivation 
makes it difficult to provide permanent educational facilities.

3.4.7 Poor teaching

The majority of the teachers are untrained and are 
not qualified to teach Poor teaching results in poor 
learning, failure and drop-outs.

3.4.8 Lack of guidance or help for pupils

Most of the children come from families with a poor 
environment of learning and illiterate parents. The chances 
of getting non-formal education are very limited as are the 
chances of getting any help from other sources.

3.4.9 Indifferent work

In riiany of the schools in the interior, schools 
function in a very irregular fashion and in the absence 
of proper supervision, it is not possible to ensure quality 
of the work or to improve it.
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CURRICULUM JklsID> lEWMMA.m.(M

4.1 Need for Revision of

©ne <d the most kmpxaajtairrt task* in ewdving a. proper 
system af sci^waliifidaieattoH^ soeeds, lamst asjtiia-
tions is j the development -osSmn .a^pi^priBte ■ school ontniewm. 
This is a national problem which has engaged the attention 
of educationists all over the country.

414  'Th&t tke exi^tiai^ eumciiluTO is ®eijtdner -attuned 
Jto tihe needs *tod as>pira;i i©»s t&f tjhe j«**ple * nor affective in  
meeting the problems of society ftas ieen ptmteti m l  'Joyi d i 
merous expert bodies on education. Even though the role of 
school curriculuifi as 'a*  #n?«tT«ment ^ f  'Stofcial mtii 'eeouomic 
change was recognised, the cuiriculum of the imperial days 
(Seittimied witfc>oaly mai^iialf4&st«g8&. &* responding the 
-^Biepgkig need^*Hib <mr?k5iifktks &a$*afc©*<!* tike into - - account

tfee sdfco<$ jtt«hi^oiH€»f0 f  t%e 
explosion and the-i0G9^unk&t*@!0& tevoltttisiav 
phasis from quantum of knowledge given to the mastery over 
the tools and techniques of a c q u i r i n g t o  be 
reflected in the new curriculum. The current emphasis on 
contffKimgj’-and life #ong echi'eartion â s© have wwplfeations on 
the scho©? curricul«m.

4.2 Some Salient Features of ll^'iil^ge^ei^Wiew School 
Curriculum

4.2.1 Greater flexibility
Considering the variety and diversity of our country and 

the differences in the background of the learners the nejv cur
riculum is built on the principle of maximum flexibility within 
a frame work of accepted principle and values.

4.2.2 Relationship to the life, needs and aspirations of 
the people

To transfer education into an instrument of social changes, 
the curriculum has to be related to the life, needs, and aspira
tions of the people.
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The learning of science and mathematics is necessary for- 
productivity as weli as fo r  developing of a rational out4ook. 
These subjects should therefore be taught throughout the 
school stage:

4.2.4 Introduction of wor-kexiierie&ce

Work experience should be provided, which would be 
oriented* to the application of science, technology, and to the 
fwoductive pr>ocess; such that it' will give the opportunity to 
learn, fiKHn ,tfje>(us« o f  hands; It should, also give an insight 
into organised productive work and create an attitude of res
pect for work and accomplishment of tasks

4.2.5 Some of the other important features of the curri
culum are, relating education to life and work, developing 
concern f6r social justice, and democratic values, effective im
plementation of the three language formula, provision for sys
tematic physical education, special attention to character buii^ 
ding ana valtie development, provision for multiple entry, m- 
trddtictidn of the. semester system, unit mettodi of teaching:, 
and the etablfshment of a comprehensive evaluation systfem;

4.3 Subject Wise Objectives of DlfftrentLerete

The NCERT doetuia©ntwhAs ipeMed ©uti thej objectives of 
teaching differerent subjects at each of the three levels. This 
sbou}&|>iwt&rthfeguidelines fbr; selecting the ao^rsfc content 
for vaeicwisssu^ec^i

4 4 Metfcodalogy of Teaching

In itite methods of te^d itngrs^e  la^' reaching suggestions 
are made in the new curriculum.

4.4.1; Emphasis, on learning objectives, learning situa
tions, learning activities and the learning outcome.

4.4.2 A less dominating role for teachers and more ini
tiative for children.

4.4.3 ^reaterj empfaaisis <m experience as. the; basis of 
learning.

4:2:3. Teaching of Seieace and Mathematics
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4.4.4 Importance of motivating and stimulating the 
children to learn, emphasis on self-learning.

4.4.5 Attention to readiness to learn.

4.4.6 Relating learning to actual needs of life.

4.5 The Evaluation System

The present examination system should give way to a 
comprehensive evaluation system based on achievement of 
learning objectives, as evident by outcomes measured by what 
has beer learned and absorbed. Evaluation should cover 
the different objectives and the entiie learning system. It 
should use a variety of tools and techniques and it should 
also be continuous and comprehensive.

4.5.1 At the primary stage no rigid system and evalua
tion is necessary. Evaluation should be integrated with the 
process of learning itself. The pass and fail classification 
would go. Written examinations could be introduced from 
the Middle stage onwards. Letter grading would substitute 
marks, and the cumulative assessment should be put on re
cord- , TJhe, external public examination at the end o f  the
10 years also shoulcl be abolished. ...........................

4.6 Curriculum for Meghalaya Schools

In the new pattern class X is likely to become the ter
minal stage of education for a good number of children. So 
the curriculum for Class VIII to X would be designed and 
objectives of this stage set in such a manner, that a student 
completing this stage would have completed a cycle of edu
cation in terms of knowledge, skills etc. See Chart 4.2 in 
Appendix.

4.7 The following recommendations were made regard
ing curriculum.

4.7.1 Medium of instruction

In general the medium of instruction could be English 
and the local languages.
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Class I  to IV  Mother tongue may be used as medium 
of instruction. Attention has to be given to the use of Eng
lish equivalents particularly in the teaching of Science and 
Mathematics.

Class V to VII Mother tongue may be continued as 
medium but with increasing use of English to make medium 
of instruction more or less bilingual.

Class VIII - X  English should be the medium of instruction.

The suggestion made above shall not stand in the way 
of minority institutions and special institutions having other 
languages as medium.

4.7.2 Study of languages
#■

Mother tongue which is the medium of instruction in 
Class I - VII will continue as a subject. English will be intro
duced from Class III, thus medium of instruction would be 
practically bilingual up to class VII. From Class VIII Eng
lish could become the sole medium of instruction.

(In this case also minority and special institutions may 
be given freedom to have other languages as medium of ins
truction).

Third language which may be Hindi, may be introduced 
from Class V onwards. After Class VII much stress may 
not normally be able to be given to third language. However, 
special attention needs to be paid to the study of Hindi, 
especially for purpose of national integration.

4.7.3 Environmental Studies

Mathematics will have to be introduced from Class I. 
In Science, children should try to understand the scientific 
explanation of the natural phenomena from the Primary stage 
itself. Mathematics and Science will continue with increasing 
weightage till the end of the 10 years course.

4.7.4 Study of Social Sciences

The social sciences like Geography, History and Econo
mics will first be presented in the form of environmental studies 
with the immediate objectives of explaining the social environ-
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rr*esiti to the children. As they* progress m~ the school; science 
wili get cMsrantiated into: sacral and1 p$*ysi«aF sciences, att|i 
later on social studies itself will get divided in s^bjjects f^e  
History, Geography and Economics.

4 7  5 Preparation1 ofteachters

The most important step to be taken for the, injrodjjction 
of f&fc n«w curriciihanT is tlife'preparation of teachers, who 
would need to be given adequate orientation to the new curri- 
cuhmr before it is introduced. They shm iklnotr only be put 
thixMigll refresher'- oomses, but suitable teachers* guides &ould, 
be developed and made available to themv A comprefietisive 
plan for teacher preparation would have to be drawa up, and 
implemented as a first step in c u r r ie d  revision 

%
4& A ^ w  S e i ^  Pfcttari*

There j» snurgency and* » heed *to adopt a* paiternof edu
cation in kee^ag with the* reqtiifements- of the btirjiktg need^ 
of today. Ifrise^ett^norfc important because o f  th'er incrteasnrg 
demands tkatwili be; made*cnicittfra»$tin thetoent two^®cad*s.

, , 4.8.1, The .School Pattern, is an, important.elej^«^l>,m  
the school system. This includes the division of the school 
iilto-different stages and the provision1 for passage from class to 
dfcs# and ffom stag© to stage. The present'pattern.ia Megha
laya is a legaey of the Assam- Education” system. This con* 
sists of class Aand B and HoT O'with a 2 years Pi*ejUniversity 
and 2 years Degree* Course. There is no sttf ctstiptrfatftwr 
regarding the age of admission, and classes A and B ate largely 
loosely structured and infomialty' organised. F6t progressive 
re-orientation of education, it is necessary that Meghalaya 
change over to the suggested national Pattern of 16*+2+3. 
Ift* sclrool the Primary'stage would he classes 1 - 4 ; Middle 
English classes 5; 6, 7l and^the High School stage classes 8, 9*, 1 Or

4.8.2 The 10 years schooling; fdllowed by 2 years of 
Higher Secondary and 3 years Degree is a pattern which is 
recommended by several expert bodies. Hie SacPer Commis
sion of (1818-19) recommended, this and the University Edu
cation (1948-49) also favoured' t)ie Same. The Kothar* Com
mission also followed suit. This was included in the National 
Educational Policy declaration of 1968. The conference of
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the Secretaries Education amdthe D. P. Is in 1972, and the 
Cental Advisory Board on Education >1972 as well as Chief 
Ministers’ Conference 1973 endorsed this recommendation. 
The National Conference of school curriculum in 19*75 algo 
recommended the same pattern.

4.813 Ohiecfives under new pattern

1) The trend at present is to admit students about the 
age of 18 to the University. Otherwise they will be too imma
ture to pursue or to profit by the University level of knowledge 
a n d ‘University type of instruction. $y ^dmittw>g immature 
boys. and girls to the University the standard of University 
educatron itself has been deteriorating. Ttas trend should 
be arrested and this could be helped by admitting more mature 
students.

ii) Ail the students who tpass the |w-sseat M a t t i^ 8iti<0«\ 
flgsaalffimtkwsk are ii0 t  aible to pKQiit from the acattlemic type

i i i^ e r  attd trherale,©f wastage m Higher M u-
©aticm is kipfe, To cedwe tta's it is necessaiy to octrotae 
some kind of streaming at the Higher Secondary stage w*$i 
provision for vocational channels for those students who are 
feeller saitedJfor that tj^se ofedjBeataon. The vocational 
stceaftt fiJ idae Higher Secondiairy stag®, should result in a belter 
aolectaoa of studic^s aad .also ircdasati(m( m  the numbers of 
•stode»ts fakmg  up the acaaadesiicritjipe of study m  colleges.

iii) The present type? /of education has, mot been plaimesd
or oriented towards education in vocational fields. Conse- 
‘jqa3eiti% etven> a te r  i© years* or 12 years of 'sdTacatiFan the person 
numb Presto foir wcaftks®;, whfick is obvi«u#y ?a
wr|c iHjis»tisfact<wy .position. The 2 years Higher Secondary 
Qosddr piiowde the vocational cxrieiTtation lor those who me 
^ t  partkidjarly*tefn tfo take up .an sa^demic type of education. 
It has been* suggested ssbsewhere, in tke chapter ©it Technical 
; andV ocational Education, uterf: V ocstoial Edooaii®® msd 
fstd̂  prolllem.^f vocationali stream shoidd Ire o>ud®r the?0im - 
torate of Education. It is believed that those who go m  for 
the vocational type of education are as good as those who go 
i® i m fsth® academic typer of study. Thse Staite would make 
(betterfpDosgpe&s- if werrharaeLgftod;’ and M terprowsioff Jot t&ese 
wiw go ?b; the ^ocatioii^ typ© of education. Smfa fCGmffi- 
tiws wotiM jeotice snore to jom tike vocational stream. Pto-

for change ower 0*f the stream wiH ateo! be am tiie 
pattern.
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iv) The streaming of students at the Higher Secondary 
stage would help to separate those who are not keen on mostly 
academic studies. Degree Course should result in retaining 
only those dedicated to academic work and to thus improve 
the quality of students, and in the reduction in the number 
of unemployed and unemployable University Graduates. The 
addition of one more year to the first degree stage should 
consolidate the strength of the first degree level of education.

v) Although the core-curriculum would be the same 
all over the country with provision for changes in details to 
ake care of local needs and context, as far as the school pat

te rn  is concerned the division into Primary, Middle and High 
School could be as noted earlier above.

4.8.4 The interim report of the Education Commission 
has recommended that the school system may be restructured 
with a Primary stage of claves 1 to 4, Middle stage of classes
5 to 7, and Higher stage of classes 8 to 10. The age of admission 
is to be fixed at 6+ . If so, then Pre-Primary education will 
be up to the age o f  6.

4.8.5 In Meghalaya the study and teaching of science 
and mathematics has been neglected and has consequently

- thrown up very poor results'iri these’ subjects.' The Uhlcef 
project on science is a beginning, but there is need to pay very 
special attention to the organisation of teaching science and 
mathematics, from the earliest stages.

4.8.6 One very useful innovation, suggested in the new 
pattern, is to provide flexibility in entering the school system 
in any class so as to help those who may come from non-formal 
programmes. This could be facilitated by improving the organi
sation of school education such as changing the admission 
requirements at school hours. Those who drop out of the 
system and then take advantage of non-formal methods of 
studying, would thus still get the chance to go into the system 
again.

4.8.7 With less rigid system of evaluation, the suggested 
new pattern should result in reduction of stagnation also. 
The number of pupils who stagnate should reduce, if with 
proper attention and guidance from the teacher* students 
complete the learning activities provided. The unit pattern



of lesson organisation and the semester system recommended 
for adoption would provide great flexibility, promote better 
.efficiency and reduce the possibility of stagnation.

4:8.8 Ten years school curriculum will normally be uni
form for the first 10 years, and age need not necessarily be 
a bar. This will provide for the same course of studies all 
over the country. In general there will be no provision for 
any specialisation or for option during the first 10 years. The 
broad .contents of the different subjects will also be the same 
though some margin for adjustment according to local needs 
and problems will also be available.

4.8.9 A more comprehensive system of evaluation where 
the all-round progress of the students will be assessed and 
recorded would assure greater leeway in assesment, which 
should help to curtail stagnation. There should be far greater 
depen dance on internal assessment.

4.9 Strategy for Change Ov̂ r

Once .the decision to accept the new pattern is taken, 
the chaijg&'Over is to be planned and implemented very care
fully. Some of -the necessary steps in the .change over process 
are indicated below :

4.9.1 (Deciding on the >date of change over

It is to be decided as to which class would start .with the 
new curriculum and from which year. One possibility is 
to introduce the new curriculum simultaneously in the begin
ning classes of Primary, Middle and High School €tage.

4 3 .2 ^Preparation of teachers for the new cttFricolum

The teachers have to be given adequate orientation to 
teach 3he new curriculum. /

4.9.3 Preparation of the necessary infrastructure in the 
School

■Necessary infrastructure, academic and physical; 4ri terms 
of materM! aids and equipments are to be provided in schools 
to facilitate teaching of the new curriculum.



4.9.4 Preparation of instructional materials

The instruction ma erials like text books needed for tea
ching the new curriculum along with the aids like teachers 
guides, test materials etc., have to be prepared, produced and 
distributed in time for the change over.

4.9.5 Consolidation and standardisation of existing schools

The new pattern provides only for three stages. At pre
sent the State has schools with various class patterns. This 
has to be consolidated and standardised first, and then ensufed 
that there is a rational distribution of schools of all levels in 
the state.

4.9.6 Decision regarding the location of higher secondary
stage ,''"'

In terms of curriculum and instructional methods the 
Higher Secondary stage belongs to the school stage. This 
problem is tied up with the questjon 0f linkteg deli&teig the 
Pre-University etc., stages from the college, \vhich has bedn 
set forth in the chapter on + 2 and College Edudat!6n.

4.9.7 The vocationalisation of Higher Secondary Stage 
has to be done after careful survey of vocational facilities 
and prospects in each district. Early steps are necessary 
for this.

Co-Curricular Activities

4.10 Co-Curricular activities constitute an important part 
of school life. Pupils who are shy and do not participate 
in school can be helped to a better adjustment and ey^ntually 
to some degree of participation in the social life through co- 
curricular activities.

4.10.1 Physical fitness is very important for intellectual 
activity, as intelligence and skill can function at their best 
only when the body is healthy and strong. A physically fit 
person should have an ability to adjust to all the physical, 
social and emotional demands of the society.



There is a Sports Council at the State level which is con
cerned not only with the schools, but with sports activities 
for the whole state. The Sports Officer is the Secretary of 
the Council.

4.11.1 (The Sports structure of the State is shown at 
4.S-I in the Appendix.)

4.11.2 The Sports Officer whose duties consist of pro
motion of sports in the State, is attached to the Directorate 
of Public Instruction.

4.11.3 His main functions and duties are :—

i. To handle rural sports from the Block level to the 
the National tevel

i i  To assist in the Inter-School Sports in the Districts.
iii. To organise State level schools’ meet and National 

schools’ meet for both indoor and outdoor games.
iv. To organise State level sports meet which is open 

to all.
v. To establish rural sports centres.
vi. To coordinate the establishment of Nehru Yuvak 

Kendra.
vii. To channelise financial assistance from the Govern

ment of India for construction of play grounds,
r purchase of sports equipments etc.

viii. Matters relating to the construction of the State 
Stadium.

4.11.4 The Director of Public Instruction, empowers 
the Inspectors to organise Inter School Sports annually in 
each District. This mitigates the burden of the Sports Officer 
whose duties cover sports activities of the State.

4.11.5 There is one Inspector of Physical Training in 
the State who is attached to the Inspector of Schools East 
and West Khasi Hills. His main activities relate to the scheme 
of National Physical efficiency, and who therefore regularly 
visits different schools i

4.11 The Existing Position
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4.11.6 There are four Junior coaches m  the: State based 
at the Directorate of Public Instruction.

411.7 Their main fund&e&s and d u ti^  arer :r~

(a) To impart training to different schools.

(b) To assist and: condudi tatirname»ts of various schemes.

4.11.8 Considering the time consuming activities and 
the variety of programmes tx> b& launchedy sustmned and, orga
nised-, t?he Sports Officer is too busy to give ado^uatsa  ̂ thou^at 
and attention to sports in the schools.

4.11.9 Although the Physical Instructor is maanl for 
the whole State, he is attached to the Inspector of Schools, 
Mast and \$bst; Khasi1 MUk

411.1Qr Most o f Una Teachers In-Charge ofi sports in 
schools are neither sportsmen nor trained in sports ana games.

412 fcecoimneiidatiiw*s

In order to promote sports and gamts in the schools 
, in the State, the Goyernmept,should, inciea>e, the grant-ir>-aid 

to the schools concerned, to enablb them to mtget tike different 
requirements in tb* field of sports and games.

4 12.1 Every school should have a teacher with training 
in sports and game? a? In-Charge-of Shorts. He should have 
ftill charge of all aspects, and Be completely responsible for 
all sports matters in the school, including development of 
sports and games. Facilities should be made for PT . in 
schools.-

4.12.2 In planning the school routine great care should 
be taken to see that time is allotted to games and athletics, 
giving attention to the individual needs of children.

4.12.3 Providing the student time during school hours 
for sports and games could be looked into.

4.12.4 Coaches should tour && State. exteasivefe espe
cially to rural areas, to eBCourarge the school childif®a to parti
cipate in different sports activities.
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4.12.5 Schools, particularly in rural areas, should be 
provided with good play-grounds in close proximity 10  the 
school building to enable students to practice*

4.12.6 Indoor games should be encouraged5 in all the 
schools.

4.13 Staffing Pattern

The staffing pattern should be strengthened to ensure effec
tiveness, for the sports activities, especially at the top level, 
and a t fewer levels wherever this is called for.

4.13.1 A separate Sports Council for schools is not 
necessary, but the existing State Sports Council should be 
strengthened and? should be made to concentrate on institu
tions for the benefit of the- student. -

4.14 Bharat Scouts and Guides

The Bharat Scouts and Guides organisation is on the 
whofe' q&ite active in the State, and some of its officers and 
sections have won acclaim at t ie  State and; National kvel 
fof t%»r performance.

4.M l1 The State ©rgaaisatiouof Meghaiaya Bharat Scouts 
andGuideshas its- normal activities* w*fchthe State heael-qu&rtsrs 
a t SfciMe*Rg. T ie Governor of Meghalaya is the P re s id e  
o f fife1 Si&te Council.

414.2 There is a State Chief Ccmnisskmer and the 
State Executive Committee. All matters relating to the? Se© »t&  
are channelled through the State Commissioner Scouts, and 
those for the Guides, through Commissioner Guides.

4M3 At the Dmsional kvel,, there arethse^ Assistant 
State Commissioners for Scouts* one each for Gaaro Kills, 
M i a  HiHs and East and West Khasi Hails, For* the Guides 
tfreaw.». oiriy one Assistant State Cona^sioaae£ for Easjt Khasi 
M s ,.  Similarly .there are four D&tficfc Gommisskx^ts for 
Scooted (for Garo Hills* Jaintia Hills* Ea§t Khiasi Hills a id  
Wesk Khasi Hills), whereas for Guides the^e am only three 
Edstmt Commissioners (for G ^ o  Hills, Jaktfia Hills and 
East Khasi Hills).
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4.14.4 This organisational hierarchy breaks down fur
ther, to Group Leader with Group Committees and Group 
Councils for Scouts and Guides, to Rover Leaders, Scout
master, Cubmaster, Royer Crew, Scout Troup, and Club 
Pack for the boys. For the Guides’ section, the hierarchy 
breaks down to Group Leader, then Ranger Leader, Guide 
Captain and Flock Leader and further to Ranger Team, Guide 
Company, and Bulbul Flock. ^

4.14.5 The present strength of the Scouts sections are, 
Rover Crews 1 in East Khasi Hills, Scouts Troop 14 Wolf 
Cub Pack 1. For Guides, there is 1 Ranger Team, 29 Guide 
Companies, and 3 Bulbul Flock.

4.14.6 The areas that need more attention in terras of 
lack of any participation are West Khasi Stills. Participation 
in Garo Hitts and Jaintia Hills are in relatively the same position.

4.15 Suggestions

Over and above the co-curricular activities described 
above, it is necessary to add and improve isipon wjbat has al
ready been undertaken over the years. It is therefore suggested 
that the'activities be broadened to include a more vigorous 
programme of educational tours and trips than axe now being 
undertaken. There should also be a concerted effort! to orga
nise as a more regular feature, dramas, plays, elocution contest, 
ait (painting, drawing, sculpturing) contests and programmes ; 
and more debate^, quiz contest and essay competitions. High 
School students could also undertake small social service 
projects.

4.16 Text Books

Although certain text books have beeen selected and pre
pared, there is not a comprehensive plan for the preparation 
of text books for all stages of school education. Theie should 
be a clear cut policy laid down for the preparation, selection 
and prescription, of text books for the several stages of school 
education. Recently the Unicef project for the preparation 
of science text bdoks and help books has been undertaken. 
Nevertheless there is an urgent need to streamline the selection 
and preparation of text books.
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It is necessary that Government take due care to develop 
and make text books available. There should be a separate 
Text-Book Board for the entire State, to cover this very im
portant aspect of education.

4.17 Equipment

As the teaching of science needs very special attention 
in this State, it is essential that funds for science be made avail
able for equipment and other paraphernalia.
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TEACHERS

5.1 The most important resource in ?oux class rooms 
is -the teacher. The competence .atnd .performance of jteaohers 
are two of the most .invariant factors in the .determination 
of the quality of our education. It is not oiily necessary 
to have qualified and competent persons to teach, but condi
tions also have to be provided so as to bring out the best per
formance from them. Thus a good teacher management 
system with efficient recruitment and selection procedures, 
service conditions, effective arrangement for supervision and 
performance appraisal, is necessary for the overall efficiency 
of the education system. A basic requirement for all this 
is a good information system whereby detailed information 
which pertains*to hisfservice as a teacher, is available for each 
teacher.

Present Position

5.2 Number

Table 1. Number of School Teachers in Meghalaya

(75-76)

Level Male Female Total as %

High/H.S. 456 518 974 13.3
Middle 1133 490 1623 22.3
Primary 3254 1426 4680 64.3

Tolal : 4843 2434 7277

Figures for all those involved in teaching at the Pre- 
Primary level are not available.

5.2.1 The table above indicates that 66.5 per cent of 
teachers are male and 33.4 per cent female. Atthe Primary 
and Middle levels men teachers are far more numerous than.
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women teachers. Interestingly enough at the High School 
level the difference is not very great. This is a peculiar pheno
menon in this State. In other States a larger proportion of 
women teachers are found at lower levels. It may be noted 
that such a large number of teachers are managed in the educa
tion system without the help of any proper personnel manage
ment or information system. There is also no practice of 
projecting future requirement of teachers.

5.2.2 Teachers under different management 73-74.

Table 2

Primary Middle High Total

Govt. 468 284 113 865
Local Body 2500 69 2 2571
Aided (rec) 1237 971 707 2915
Aided (Unrecogn) 567 75 58 700

4772 1399 880 7051

From the table above which gives the distribution of tea
chers under different managements, we note that 12.27 per cent 
ate working under Government 36.47 per cent under local 
bodies, 41.33 per cent under recognised aided agencies, and 
9.93 percent under unrecognised aided agencies.

5.3 Qualifications

That teachers need professional preparation is now uni
versally recognised. A person who teaches children should 
know ; (a) What he is to teach - the subject matter ; (b) Why 
he is to teach - the objectives ; (c) How learning takes place - 
psychology of learning ; (d) How to teach - methods and techni
ques of teaching ; and (e) about the learner - the psychology 
of children. Without professional preparation he can only 
claim one of these - ’mastery of subject matter. The rest of 
the competences are to be developed through professional 
training.

5.3.1 Table 5.1 in the Appendix gives the qualifications 
and training of teachers in Meghalaya, according to the All
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Sadia E$u&nti0$al Sufv^y in ,R3-94* This £hofw& .th^t -$ut 
■of m itetal s&f tsatfhers 47,>14vpei q&nt are ma^iiablate
in thbir ^eadem*e qualifications.,. \iforse still; 3fi.1 i^er^^nt 
bf the fiUatriculiates watt untrained ala®. £Ql*s-
•tifUite omty -20 r4 f^ r om t *of,»tiae total <h tusker of'teachers, Jlgjv- 
.ewer &tetk them 67,6 par 'Gtfnt we>Fe ui^r4M#dr The
■fact -Khat only 15.1 per <smt rof the teachers .had ^oafific^ioos 
of graduation or above, /ip. am index ed t̂he $xa©r ed^jati^ELal 
calibre of teachers. It may also be noted that on the whole
64.7 $ei ce»t *>f teachers wme -unnamed.

5.3.2 Training position in 75-76 

TS&fc 3

fafrel Trained
No.

ttlntrainci 
N°* ^

as % Total

m k 321 653 67 ■ ‘. m
Middle 314 1309 m .9 >V6£3
Primary 2026 , . <2654 56.7 4680

066.1, 4646. . . -63.5 i 7277

Tl*e .table >afco*ve gives the position v̂f̂ h #f|gai4 rtV, <$^njj&g 
ua 75-7,6. jDf vT27J te^ohejs 63 5 fpeii j J J e
largest number .of untrained ieacl^r» wore ?at Middfe iligh 
and Primary levels in that order, ft may be seen that during 
the period 73-74 to 75-76, the tiamiqg {^as; • further
deteriorated.

5.3̂ 3 Under matrac teachers 

Table 4 Under Matric Teachers in School (75#6).
st j J ■'-t

M m tim d IM aiUdi as % w m \

High 4 22 ’95.7 . .23
Middle S7 337 7§.S 424
Primary 1393 1976 58.7 3369

1481 2335 ' 61/2 . m e
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Tb© table above gives the position about under matric 
tejac^rs ip 75- 16. It may be seen that the largest number 
oC matric were?- working at the Primary and f id d le
level a^d that a  large majority of them were untrained also. 
On, the whole, #2.2 per cent of the total teachers were, under 
matrics and among them 61.2 per cent were untrained-

3.3.4 The distribution of teachers under different manage^ 
rmsvts according to qualification and training, is givens in Table
5.2 hi the Appendix. This table j>hows that the aided; schools 
have a higher proportion of under qualified and untrained 
teachers.

5.3.5 Qualifications prescribed and pay scales in force 
at present

q^Jificalipris ap. prescjjib>-d. for differer*! cjtf.egQries 
af ^ a ^ r ^  a^d the pay scale? in force, j>gjyen in Tafefe 5.3'.

^peniiix . As fat as Gomntfl®nt cpjM&n^dv
eve$ i^iough a depision has been taken' not to recruit ^n^er- 
n ^ r i j s - j n o , J 5e,t training has not been decked as a necessary 

a teacher can gjet ppnfioaejd and1 cftaw in- 
Q Q ^ ^ .p \p n , without training, the incentive to acquire the 
qualifications is very poor, and there is also no disincentive 
to compel a person to undergo professional training. In 
private schools neither minimum qualifications nor training 
is strictly insisted upon. In pay scales and payment of salaries 
also, private schools present a chaotic picture.

5.3.6 Recruitment-of teachers

,A& far as Government Schools are cQ^sernedl all teachers 
of fik m  K of tijfr Meghalaya School Service are recruited 
iifoughlhe Public Service Commission, All teachers under 
Ggm&m;A:. and. B of Assam Lower School Service are, ui#?d; 
through tia« District Selection Bjoard.

5.4 Teacher Education

TiSBniflg facilities for graduates are avsUafrle W tw;o justi- 
tMtiona m  ^iHloag. One of them con d os a fi^l time. apd 
as.part to ®  course of the same duration, white the other one, 
hm  a #art time programme and is condw^d with th& 

the* nebular staff of an Arts College. The enrolment in 
tfrese programmes during the years 1972-73 to 75-76 was, 195 ;



224 ; 283 ; and 297. Training facilities for lower level training 
is found in eleven institutions. The enrolment in them during 
72-73 was 249. This rose to 256 in 73-74, 278 in 74-75 ^nd 
Was 274 in 75-76. However the existing programme of tea
chers’ training needs review and revision. The Department 
may immediately appoint a committee to review the curri
culum of the Normal Tiaining Schools as well as that of the 
Basic Training Schools. With the help of this review it should 
be possible to make the training programme more relevant 
to the actual teach'ng needs and conditions in schools.

5.4.1 Training policy

In developing a programme for teacher development 
a necessary step is the formulation of a Training Policy by 
the Government. Such a policy declaration should interalia 
take care of the following :— (a) Training should be declared 
a ncessary qualification for teaching at all levels ; (b) Only 
trained persons shall be recruited for teaching ; (c) ff due 
to genuine lack of trained persons, untrained persons are 
recruited, they should hot be confirmed or given incremehts 
if they fail to acquire training qualification within a stipulated 
period.

5.4.2 Preservice training

For non-graduates Preservice Training is available, and 
is taken advantage of in the eleven training centres,

5.4.3 A1 so available is training for graduates in two in sti- 
tutions. However, teachers’ training being a professional 
preparation, it is essential that training institutions are staffed 
with people of high professional competence and standing. 
Strengthening of teacher tiaining institutions in terms of staff, 
equipment and facilities is a problem that needs immediate 
attention. The governing bodies of these institutions need 
reconstitution to ensure adequate? representation of all con
cerned agencies like the SCERT. The B. Ed. Courses also 
have to be reviewed periodically to ensure theii relevance to 
the school situation. At present B. Ed. is offered as a full 
time course and  also as a part time course both for one year. 
This is a very unjustifiable practice. It has resulted in the 
decline in standards. As most of the persons who take part
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time course are not serving or deputed teachers, it does not 
contribute to the improvement of the quality of education. 
If it has to be offered as a part time course it should be of two 
years duration.

5.4.4 Inservice training
On the basis of detailed information about the age, ex

perience, qualifications etc., about untrained teachers in service, 
the Department should prepare a comprehensive plan aiming 
at clearing the backlog within a period of three years. In 
preparing a crash programme for training the following types 
of training programme may be considered

(a) Part time courses — to be organised in suitable insti
tutions in urban areas where there is a sizable concentration 
of untrained teachers and such courses may be organised 
either in the morning or in the evening so as to enable the 
working teachers tc take it ; (b) Winter/Summer Courses of 
two to three months duration to be organised in suitable places 
for 50 to 60 teachers from different parts of the ^iate ; (c) 
Courses of shorter duration requiring teachers to be present 
for 10 to 15 days continuously, at an interval of 2 to 3 months 
may also be considered ; (d) Content courses where there is 
a recognised need for teaching content, part time courses 
may be organised in existing High Schools ; (e) Correspondence 
cum contact programme could also be initiated.

5.4.5 Orientation and reorientation.
Foi the purpose of up-dating tht knowledge giving orient- 

tation for curriculum change*, familiarizing the teacher with 
new techniques in teaching, and to give information about 
developments in the field of education, it is necessary that 
suitable in-service training piogrammes are oigaaised to cover 
every teacher at least once in five years. This should be a 
majci responsibility of the State Council of Educational Re
search and Training. Teachers should also be encouraged 
and provided with opportunities for greater participation in 
State level and national programmes helpful to professional 
improvement.

5.4.6 Suggestions and recommendations for plans for 
teacher development

Any comprehensive plan for teacher development in the 
State can only be formulated, if there is a good information
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system* which m iiM  cow&m up to* m
quaUftcation&, wpm rnicst ag$ ofe «£ toMftirs, V&* 
of da&a, baife far new a$pj&aifite*8. and %> &as$ a ije ^ y  iq 
service, would help the administration in deQ*«#n- a t i ik j^  
Each teacher could thus be made to fill in three copies of an 
Informat:on Blank, in the form o f a card* wlfctfc- detail of 
qoalitetieiift, ca**er ole. uxmlti nenmsHy bo? 9* the
timrof afî dPCBtiaaniL €ap«&®£ thesfc §ftrd^QQH  ̂ be naaiar 
tained' in- the school ao& in DiiwRloi^, w^kj3b»fuld 
gwe r«a<fy iftftmmadou ate®dt alii te^nem itt th§ £t«te., pii& 
wosa&L quiqk inference fat jieGis^W a*rid action

5 A tlt Qualifications of teachers

Immediate st$ps are needed to improve- the cpaMc«l*of}<8- 
of teaffters, aud the Wowing steps are rew m w n^d1^

$ )  should tay down a mk&tttmv
fjcation, for ^chers at We& arid* the ferwest 
s ta M  pot be lowpc thpjv tj^hjed1 Martrfcuiaifeh:;; (tfjrHfr jifeafi 

this q*atfftc3tipir stimuli# be regt r̂wibd* as a seftdfcli 
teacher ; (c) i i  is d^iraWrtftaj: pay spates be mpfovitd and 

to ^llfication^ j (&t * system d f^ ti^w ip w -
v i m  of, walk ^i)4 ass^ssn?e»t ofteachbrs fras tor'lte ;
,(e) Thost, whpr 4a not âytisf̂  tfoe, nrirrimum i&r
teaching may bt> given a period of five years* U> Improve tHii* 
qualifications ; (f) Facilities like study leavs may be provided 
for improvement of 'qualifications.

5 .M  w m  JP*tette# *► teasiNp*

It? is geeessary that erily sueh wo©kas Ute taacket if* 
fied and competent to do  is-given* Ih e  woak sfconateli feet r> 
bated hi such a manner as t0 ‘e/mi*e *he n»0 St effiseat peffeir 
mance.

5.4.9) Existing training mstitetfom

The programme of existing training institution^, sucihas 
the Normal Training Schools need to be reviewed and revised. 
The curriculum of the Basic Tiainiftg SchftoIs also need to be 
reviewed and revised. It is suggested that there should be 
an emphasis for training teachers for m m l school, awl to 
make the training programme moce reisvant to; the  acjfcuaJ:
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leaching needs and conditions ir- schools. The location of 
Basic Training Schools should be more strategically selected, 
and they should make a serious effoit to teach basic education.

5.4.10 Need ‘for eftiedwe ^Bperviswta

As indicated elsewhere in this report, any teacher im
provement plan will not work withoirt’arTangeiiiasnts for<offective 
supervision. Supervision should not only help to improve 
tesrchiftti but also *to -identify dSffe* wtt oertcgorifcs performance 
amd to appraise the resnlts of such performance.

5.4/11 'Recrnftment procedure

For systema'tic recruitment and selestitm, it is /necessary 
Iftial ^djedtiofus of teacher n’eqiiiremewts m ate  weM m  
advatosfc. *Fhfc procedure for s&ledtkm of tteachws should lie 
sttdh ihat *te$chm fafth n # f t for ttfadiiftg and ithme 
in teaching are selected.

5.4.12 Salary and service conditions

The ^<^W ^s ‘St^ge^tiom ftpfKtiftg tha *salafy 
service conditions of teach^^have bee^'dj^ssed»in the ;oh#p- 
ters on Education Legislation and Education Finance. At 
present the pay scales as well as servteeoo^ftifms are unsatis
factory , narticul arly in the .case of the large n umber of teachers 
i|i im-alaed sdhobls. It is recoltfniMided fhat tthese he 
rav^esved ahd improved and compiehetttfive tttfes frartied as 
‘early as p>sdble.



EDUCATIONAL ADMIMISTRATIpN, PJ^VNNlNQ  AND
FINANCE

Administration of Education

6.1 The Administration, of E d u c a t i o n , i n ,  the case
of other facets of education, has also to be geared up, to provide 
a sound and efficient machinery with which to administer, 
in order to bring about the changes, ^(J^catjon! envisaged 
and recommended in the earlier chapters. It must be empha
sised tbat, the changed social a^d political context, of the State, 
which necessitates vast progress not only, q^Utativ^y pad 
quantitatively, but to maks up for the? backlog o£ stagna^pn 
of the entire gamut of edupatkm, such as .t^cfc^s,
curriculum, cannot conceivably be achieved without ap .^flfcient 
and flexible administrative machinery.

6.1.1 This chapter presents the situation in adminis- 
trationas iti^, and points out the lacuna, prQble#*$ $»d possible 
remedial action that could be taken.

6 12 The education system

The education System in Meghalaya has ih' i t  nio^! than 
3,500 institutions, over 7000 teachers and over 2.5 lakhs pupils. 
Its annual budget now is oVer 5.5 crores. In general it may 
be said that an education system has to achieve its purposes, 
maintain itself and adjust to the environment in which it func
tions.

6.1.3 Main tasks of administration

Considering the educational needs of the State, its re
sources position and the stage of its development, the main 
tasks in administering the system of education in Meghalaya 
may be identified as follows :

6.1.4 The system has to identify its objectives in terms 
of overall goals and specify the level wise objectives. The 
objectives have to be translated into policies and action through 
appropriate programmes. To achieve these pre-determined
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objectives, decisions on future action (planning decisions) 
have to be taken and implemented through programmes and 
projects.

6.1.5 The educational objectives are to be achieved 
through action in the education system. For this the system 
has to be structured and processes developed. This would 
involve the establishment of a school pattern, development 
of appropriate curriculum process, and also the establishment 
of necessary administrative structures and processes to sustain 
the educating function. The role and functions, procedures 
and rules including decentralisation and delegation are to be 
evolved. Activities like staffing, financing, provision of facilities, 
preparation of curriculum, arrangements for teaching and its 
evaluation, establishment of channels of communication and 
control are some of the other tasks involved in this.

6.1.6 The administration has to guide the system to its 
goals through proper communication and control systems. 
This involves the establishment of a proper monitoring and 
feedback system including adequate reporting procedures and 
arrangements for inspection and supervision.

6.1.7 The administration has also the task of innovating 
and evaluating—innovating to keep its aims relevant, its struc
tures effective and processes efficient and evaluating to find 
out to what extent the goals are achieved.

6.1.8 The Administrative set up

The Administrative set up in Meghalaya consists of the 
following administration levels :

1 S e c re ta ria t

2. Directorate

3. Inspectorate.

6.1 9 The Secretariat level set up is concerned with policy 
level decisions. It also controls the Directorate and field 
set up. The co-ordination with other departments is also 
done at this level.
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6.1.10 The Directorate set up

This consists of the Director of Public Instruction, the 
Deputy Directors and other officers-in-charge of intrepreting 
and implementing policy through programmes and action.

6.1.11 The Field setup

This consists of the Inspector of Schools, Assistant Ins
pectors of Schools, Deputy Inspectors of Schools and the 
Sub-Inspectors of Schools. The Inspector of Schools is in 
charge of a*id is responsible, foi the entiie Inspectorate set up, 
which includes inspection and teachers’ training schools. 
However, due to the heavy work load, worlc is usually divided. 
Thus the Inspecto. of Schools inspects, High Schools and ; 
Teachers Training Schools, and is assisted by the Assista.it! 
Inspector of Schools. For the s^ke of conveniencei, the Deputy 
Inspector of Schools is in overall charge of Middle English 
and Primary Schools, which he inspects. Primary Schools, 
except thoie within the Shillong . Municipality are , under the 
District Council. As inspection and supervision glider 
the Inspectorate, Sub-Inspectors and Assistant Sub-Inspectors 
are placed under the disposal of the District Council for ins
pection and supervision' of schools: In' the Jainli^ Hills Dis
trict, however, the Assistant Inspector of Schools holds indepen
dent charge of High Schools in that area.

6.1.12 The Inspectorate

There are two offices of the Inspector of Schools. The 
Inspector of Khasi Hills is in charge of inspection and training 
schools in Khasi Hills, and the Inspector of Garo Hills is in 
charge of schools and training schools in Garo Hills. But 
in Jaintia Hills, the Assistant Inspector is in independent charge.

6.1.13 The 21 inspecting staff in the District Council 
consist of 11 Sub-Inspectors, and 10 Assistant Sub-Inspectors. 
The 27 members from the Education Department consist of
2 Inspector of Schools, 3 Assistant Inspectors, 5 Deputy Ins
pector of Schools, 1 Additional Inspector of Schools, 16 Sub- 
Inspector and 1 Assistant Sub-Inspector. The average number 
of inspections conducted by different types of Inspectors as 
mentioned in the Survey Report was as follows.
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According to the findings of the Survey of Educational 
Administration 1973-74, the qualifications are as follows : 
Out of the 21 Inspecting staff in the District Council and 27 
members from the Education Department 8 were untrained 
under-graduate, 28 were trained under-graduates, 4 were 
graduates with Senior Basic Training, 22 were trained gra
duates and post-graduates.

Designation Average Number of Inspection 1974

6 1.14 Inspecting staff-activitifes and qualifications

Pre-Primary Primary Middle

Deputy Inspector 11.3 17.3
Sub-Inspector 24.7 45.9 4.8
Assistant Sub-Inspector 3.0 62.3

6.1.15 Activity profile

During the normal working months the average time 
devoted by different categories of inspecting staff on various 
activities as mentioned in the survey report is given in the table 
below :

Table 7.4.6 Activity Profile of Inspecting Staff

Designa- Inspection Trave- Recei- Attend- Office Any 
tion Uing ving ing work other

visitors meeting

Inspector (1) 40 10 10 10 30
Assistant
Inspector

(2) 15.5 4.5 7.5 10 62.5

Deputy
Inspector

(6) 25.0 27.4 7.5 16.4 29.0

RANGE 10-50 10-47 5-10 5-50 5-60
Sub-Ins
pector

(23) 37.0 21.1 7.9 8.8 25.1 21.1
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  — ................:   *'■-! ~. >■->.- -  ‘ • • ■  - ■-
Designa- Inspection Trave- Recei- Attend- Office Any 
tion Hing ving ing work ether

visitors meeting

RANGE 10-50 3-40 1-10 2-20 6-60 5-69
Assistant (11) 40-7 23.2 7.0 6,4 19.2 13J
Sub-Ins
pector.

RANGE 5-50 5-30 5-10 2-10 10-50 6-33
TOTAL (43) 35.4 20.9 7.7 9.2 26.2 20.5

RANGE 5-50 3-47 1-iO 2-50 5-65 5-69

Some issues aiid problems in educational admitilstir£&i<ft

6.1.16 Pottrry forimilation

For the efficient functioning of educational administration, 
it is essential that the educational objectives to be achieved 
are identifi<ed and translated into poMilks programmes and 
action. At preseat, the Secretariat hdps in pfecy formirktfoii. 
However, non-official participation in policy f#rmutatioas 
except at the legislature level is not much. ' The' 'sefvi'cefc o f  
experts also do not figure much in this process.

6.1.17 Role of District Councils

The District Council iii the State, set iip according to the 
6th Schedule of the Constitution, are managing Primary edu*- 
cation in their areas. Some of the issues and problems which 
have to be examined in this connection are indicated below.

6.1.18 The State has the responsibility to ensure the carry
ing out of the directive principle in the Constitution to provide 
free and universal education up to the age of 14. This oyerall 
responsibility of the State in this matter needs recognition 
in the provisions regarding education and its administrative 
set up at all levels.

6.1.19 The State also has the responsibility to -ensure 
minimum standards in education. So matters like curri
culum, instruction and evaluation system need co-ordination 
and control at the State level.
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6.1.20 Primary education has to be properly articulated 
with other levels of education which are the responsibility 
of the State. The State should have enough control to ensure 
this.

6.1.21 The State is meeting the expenditure for education 
incurred by the Distiict Councils. This financial responsi
bility has to be reflected in the financial procedures prescribed 
for grant-in-aid. The State has also to ensure that schools 
are suitably maintained and that teachers property paid.

6.1.22 As the District Councils may find it difficult to 
develop the expertise needed for technical aspects of educational 
management in areas like curriculum development, evaluation 
and supervision, a centralised arrangement for the whole 
State is necessary for this to ensure minimum standards, and 
the optimum use of available expertise and resources.

6.1.23 Re-examination needed

In the light of what is stated above, a more detailed study 
of this problem in its various aspects could immediately be 
undertaken by a body consisting of educational experts, 
Government and District Council representatives, and mem
bers of the legislature* with a view to suggesting measures 
to improve the present situation.

Educational Planning

6.2 Set up

At the Secretariat level there is no separate set up for edu
cational ’planning. In the Directorate, a Deputy Director 
(Planning) assisted by a Research Officer and staff handles 
this wdric.

6.2.1 An adhoc educational planning committee scruti
nises schemes for upproval. At lower levels the educational 
planning work is attended tc by the Inspectorate Officers. 
The Go-ordination of educational planning with overall develop
mental planning is done at the State level, by the Planning 
Department through State Planning Board, and at district 
level through District Planning Boards.
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6.2.2 Scope

In general programmes for the improvement of the quality 
of education and the provision of educational facilities to 
unserved areas fall within the scope of Educational Planning 
in the State.

6.2.3 Process

i) In the beginning of the year directives are issued to the 
Inspectors of Schools,. Deputy Inspectors of Schools, and 
others to prepare and submit plan schemes.

ii). The schemes are compiled and scrutinised at the 
Directorate where the educational planning committee screens 
them.

iii). Approved schemes are forwarded to the Planning 
Department for incorporation in the annual plan.

iv). Schemes are implemented through field offices and 
evaluation is also done through these officers.

6.2.4 District Council Schemes

The District Council Schemes' regarding Primary r Edu
cation are processed through the Secretary, District Council 
Affairs, who forwards it to the Educational Planning Committee 
for approval. Grants are given to the District Councils for 
implementing these schemes.

6.2.5 Improvement needed

To ensure optimum utilisation of available resources, 
and to facilitate balanced development of education in the 
State it is necessary that educational development is more 
effectively planned. The nature and functioning of the present 
set up for educational planning, leaves much room for im
provement.

6.2.6 The setting up of planning cells at different adminis
trative levels may also be useful. It would be a great advant
age if there were more grass roots level planning. All dicta
tion need not come from the top level. It is necessary 
that a machinery for educational planning which would faci-
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litate greater decentralisation of educational planning activity 
is evolved. A system is needed which would allow planning 
to go down t.o the district and even the institutional levels. 
It has also to ensure the involvement of those who work in 
the field, so that the actual problems and felt needs get reflected 
in the plans. The guidelines for this grass roots participation 
in planning should come from the Department.

6.2.7 The Administrative Machinery

In the matter of number of levels and definition of func
tions the State stir follows the Assam pattern. Changed 
conditions may perhaps be reflected in the administrative set 
up for education. The present hierarchy with 5 levels of 
officials in the inspectorate itself may be examined with a 
view to making it more functionally relevent.

6.2.8 The revenue district being recognised as the basic 
unit for developmental planning, the educational administra
tive set up could be strengthened and organised at this level 
so that all educational work in the district is planned, co
ordinated and controlled at that level.

6.2.9 The procedures and practices in the administrative 
system need modernisation. It is desirable to separate admini
stration and academic supervision at the functional level. A 
better information system built on a more systematic reporting 
system, more efficient communication system, and better 
control procedures can help the improvement of overall func
tioning There should be the possibility for greater use of 
educational expertise in its decision making process. The 
levels in the set up and the extent of decentralisation and delega
tion of authority provided may also need re-examination to 
ensure that all the levels are functionally essential and that 
decisions are taken at the appropriate levels of competence.

6.2.10 School mapping

A systematic identification of educational needs and a 
survey of existing facilities has to be undertaken to bring about 
a consolidation of institutions. This alone can ensure optimum 
utilisation of the available resources and qualitative improve
ment. The department, may, as a first step attempt a school 
mapping of the State with the help, of the latest census data
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and the data eoleefod in the Third All Indsia Educational 
Survey. At any rate, the utplpaped and adioc sjtartfag of 
institutions as is done now has to be controlled effectively.

6.2.11 Supervision 9114 ipspecti^

One of the weakest spots in the present administration 
is its supervisory arrangements, and it must be stressed that 
the present arrangements are far from effective. The inspec
tions take place rarely and the time used is too short. The 
qualifications and competence of most of the inspecting staff 
do not enable them to do justice to supervision of instruction. 
In the absence of any other agency for supervision, it gets 
almost totally neglected. Since good supervision is the back
bone of educational improvement, immediate steps are neces
sary to strengthen the supervisory system and procedures. 
In this context it is suggested that some of the practices like 
subject inspectors, panel inspection, and school complex may 
be tried out in the State also. In view of the conditions high
lighted regarding inspection and teaching in Meghalaya, 
it is proposed that the Inspection and Teaching Service may 
be amalgamated.

6.2.12 Professional opinion is in favour of separating 
supervision from .inspection., A beginning in .this, fc^ction 
may perhaps be made by giving greater attention to the Super
visory work. To start with, the Inspectors can perhaps *ak$ 
along with them some subjeet experts also to help in the super
vision. work.

6.2.13 The number of institutions under the charge of 
different functionaries have to be fixed with a view to enable 
them to carry put their function more effectively. Provision 
regarding transport and T.A. etc. also need re-examination.5

6.2.14 To improve the functioning of the administration 
and supervisory machinery it is necessary that improvement 
is effected in the qualification and competence of the inspecting 
personnel. The minimum qualification for an Inspector at 
any level should not be less than graduate with training. Suit
able training and orientation programmes have also to be 
arranged for them.

6.2.15 In tune with the current thinking on the role and 
functions of these functionaries, it is desirable that designations
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like Inspector, Sub-Inspector etc. are done? away with, (as 
has been done in most states in the country), and designations 
which describe better the functions they are to carry out are 
evolved. The designations like District Educational Officer, 
Assistant Educational Officer, Sub-Divisional Educational 
Officer etc;, as used in most other states may perhaps be adopted.

6.3 Education Finance

The role of finance in education is vital. With the emer
gence of Meghalaya as a State, and its commitments and 
aspirations towards development, the financial aspects in 
education have to be streamlined, so that the continuing pro
gress is not retarded on this account. This chapiter describes 
educational finance as it stands today, its limitations, and the 
possible changes required, in order to make the finance part 
of education, a more useful tool towards enlightened develop
ment of education.

6.3.1 Although there was Government assistance for 
the development of the Primary Schools, yet it was only after 
Independence that the twin consciousness, (a) the feeling of 
a real need to increase expenditure, oa education and (b) the 
awareness of the need to take education to the remotest part 
of the country, received great impetus. Ass a? result of this 
tlie; Gbverawent stepped* wp in a big way tiie expenditure; of 
educationv particukrly towards fulfilrnent of the need o f article 
45 of the Constitution.

6.3.2 With the emergence of Meghalaya, the development 
of education received further attention from the State Govern
ment which is committed to the eradication o f illiteracy and 
consequently the Government expenditure on education also 
increased. Since Meghalaya is a backward State where the 
majority the people are. poor, it befeoves the Statfe. Govern
ment* to' Hear the major responsibility for finuuoing educa t!^  
but it should be emphasised that inspite of this responsibility 
the amount* of finance allocated to education is stall far from 
adequate. The need for Government finance is as great as 
ever, and calls fox substantial increase in the current level of 
expenditure.

6;3i3 The table below shows the allocation for education 
in the State as against the State Budget..
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Budget Allocation Rs. in lakhs

Year Total
Budget
Outlay

Budget allocation for Education

Plan Non-Plan Total Percentage 
of Educa
tion alloca
tion.

1972-73 26,74.69 1,11.62 2,80.58 3,92.20 14.3

1973-74 34,03.13 1,68 32 3,59.44 5,27.76 15,5

1974-75 34,68.82 78.62 2,71.74 3,50.36 10.1

1975-76 39,01.79 79.67 2,96.95 3,76.62 9.6

(Source : State Budget)

6.3.4 It can be seen from the table that the allocation 
for education in the State Budget remained the same while 
the total budget increased.

' '6:3.5 Prior to Independence, the' development’ of educa
tion was pre-dominantly the contribution of the Mission bodies, 
more significantly the Church Missions when they started 
various pioneering schools and Primary schools which ultima
tely formed the nucleus of education.

6.3.6 Income

The main sources of income for education in Meghalaya 
can broadly be classified into four heads namely : Government 
fund, Local Body fund, fees and endowment. It should also 
be noted that Primary education is free and hence there is 
no fee income from this category. The Middle and High 
School Sections are outside the purview of the Local Body 
(District Council), and hence there is no contribution from the 
Local Body Fund for these two categories.

6.3.7 Percentage of income from various sources as 
in 1971-72 is given in the table below.
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Sources of Income on Education

Items Primary Middle School High School

1. Government
Fund

78.74 81.50 76.63

2. Local Body 
Fund

17.58 Nil Nil

3. Fees Nil 10.76 17.05

4. Endowment 3.68 7.74 6.32

6.3.8 Grant-In-Aid

Government give both recurring and non-recurring grant- 
in-aid to Non-Government educational institutions, (Primary, 
Middle and High Schools and Colleges). Of these Primary 
Schools receive recurring grant-in-aid for maintenance of 
teachers. The grant-in-aid for these schools is given to the 
District Council under whose control these schools function. 
The Non-Government Primary Schools within the Shillong 
Municipal Areas however, receive the grant-in-aid through 
the Deputy Inspector of Schools.

6.3.9 The amounts of grant-in-aid to Middle, High 
Schools and Colleges vary according to the status of the schools 
and colleges viz., deficit and non-deficit institutions. The 
schools/colleges which fulfil certain prescribed standards are 

.eligible to be brought under the deficit system. These schools/ 
colleges receive recurring grant-in-aid according to a laid 
down formula given below. Other schools/colleges receive 
adhoc recurring lump sum grant-in-aid generally fixed accord
ing to availability of Government funds. However, no speci
fied formula particularly for fixation of quantum of assistance 
appears to be followed in such cases.

6.3.10 Non-recurring grants are given for various pur
poses foi development of an institution. The amounts 
are generally fixed according to availability of Government 
Funds. There appears to be no specified guideline for re
gulating this aid.
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6.3.11 Grant-in-aid "Dtetritnrteff During 1972-76

Year District
Council

'Private
School

Private
Colleges

Total

1972-73 66,00,950 66,46,607 27,05,047 1,59,*52,604

1973-74 79,52,495 78,38,803 36,43,520 1,9434,818

1974-75 87,98,000 80*29,949 23*99,344 1,92^7,293

1975-76 98,52,700 89,96,174 36,33,262 2,25:82,136

6.3.12 The grant-in-aid to private schools during the 
period of four years increased by 78.9*%, to private colleges 
by 78,07%, and to the District Council by 41.06%. Thus 
the grant-in-?*id registered an increase 'in arlHhe 3 categories.

6.3.13 Principles ctf the Grant-In-^id

Under the deficit system grant-in-aid js fixed on the basis 
of the difference between the approved income and the approved 
expenditure

6.3.14 The approved income is determined by :—

(1) Multiplying the number of students by the approved 
rate of fees, and then deducting 40% of the total fee income 
in the case of High Schools j.nd Colleges, and 5$% m the 
case of Middle Schook set apart for unapproved expenses.

(2) Public donation, if not required for building 'pur
poses, is added to the approved income.

6.3.15 The approved expenditure includes Government 
share of provident fund contribution, the salary of tcachers, 
office assistants, (the salary of Grade IV staff is 2lso included 
in respect of deficit colleges only, with effect from 1.1.75, but 
the salary of Grade IV staff is excluded in the case of deficit 
High School and M.E. Schools).

It should be noted that the estimate of approved income 
is based on actual enrolment.
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6.3.16 In order to give an idea of the typos ctf conAMons 
under which grant-in-aid are currently being given for deficit 
schools, a few examples from the “Conditions 'for gmfft-in- 
aid for deficit Schools” according to the Government notifi
cation are given below.

1) 40% of the monthly fee will have to be set .apart for 
fee remission, buildings, repairs, furniture, libraries, equipment, 
contingency etc.

£) It is also laid down that at least one free studentship 
in eadh class shall be granted on merit on the result of ̂ periodical 
examinations.

3) In order to be eligible for consideration for „grant- 
in-aid, Girls Schools and High Schocfls in the backward tribal 
areas should have a minimum enrolment of at leasft
dents. M.E. Sections shall have an enrolment of ff i  srltidwfls 
at least.

4) Each school must maintain a minimum irairiber 
teachers with the requisite qualification as follows :—

(i) The headmaster must be a graduate preferably trained 
with at least 5 years teaching experience.

(ii) The rate of tuition fee will be‘the same as'thf.t charged 
in the Government schools.

Grants car be withdrawn under certain circumstanced 
such as if :—

(a) The percentage of students passing the "Public Exa
mination from a particular school falls below >the average 
of the entire examination for 3 consecutive years.

(b) ‘Discipline is not properly maintained in the* school.

6.3.17 The Department has rules and condfticms under 
which staff are to be appointed. For instance, the ^appoint
ment of the headmaster or assistant headmaster of an aided 
school has to be made on the recommendation of ithe Divisional 
Selection Board constituted for eadb catcle ««f SnspoetBr r f  
Schools, the members for which have to be :—
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(1) Director of Public Instruction - Chairman.

(2) Inspector of Schools of the circle concerned-Secretary.

(3) 2 Senior and experienced headmasters to be nominated 
by the Director of Public Instruction.

(4)! 2 non-official members lo be nominated by the Director 
of Public Instruction.

(5) 2 representatives of the managing committee of the 
school concerned to be selected by the managing 
committee (to be co-opted as and when necessary 
with power to vote.)

6.3.18 These appointments are subject to the approval 
oif tjae Director of Public Instruction. The appointment of

headmaster of an aided High School, and head
master and teachers of an aided Middle School are made on 
the bas;s of the recommendations of a Sub-divisional board 
constituted for each sub-division with the following members :

(1) Inspector of Schools of the circle concerned -Chairman.

(2) Deputy Inspector of Schools of the circle concerned.

(3J , Headmasters of local Government High Schools.

(4) One Headmaster of an aided High School to be nomi
nated by the Director of Public Instruction.

(5) 2 non-official members to be nominated by the Director 
of Public Instruction.

(6) Iii the case of a High School, Headmaster and one 
member of the managing committee.

(7) In case of an M.E. School, 2 members of the manag
ing committee of the school concerned, to be elected 
by the managing committee (to be co-opted as and 
when necessary with the power to vote.)

6.3.19 As with schools, the grant-in-aid to colleges are 
also given under specified conditions. A sample of a few 
conditions under which grants are given are listed below :—
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(1) No college will be eligible for grant-in-aid under 
this scheme unless it is affiliated to the University and unless 
it is already in receipt of an annual recurring grant.

(2) 40% of the monthly fee income will have to be set 
apart for fee remissions, buildings, repairs, furniture, libraries, 
equipment, contingencies, etc. At least five free studentships 
shall be granted on merit on the result of periodical examinations.

a) Every Aided College shall maintain at least one whole 
time professor/lecturer for every Department.

b) No part time professor/lecturer shall be entertained 
without approval of the Director of Public Instruction.

6.3.20 Increment of the members of the staff of aided 
Colleges may be stopped cn reasonable grounds by the Govern^ 
iiig Body with the approval of the Director of Public Instruc
tion. The Director of Public Instruction may also direct 
stoppage of increment if and when necessary.

. of.
6.3.21 Grants-in-aid to Colleges can be withdrawn under

specified conditions. A few examples of these conditions 
are given below :— :

(a) In a college where the percentage of pass inth&
University Examination falls below the University average 
for three consecutive years. ^

(b) Discipline is not properly maintained in a College.

6.3.22 Pattern of Expenditure

The expenditure on School Education can broadly b$ 
divided into Direct and Indirect. The Direct expenditure 
includes the salary of teachers, salary of other staff and 
penditures on equipment and appliances besides all the other 
expenditures. The Indirect expenditure includes mainly the 
item on school buildings and hostel buildings.

6.3.23 Direct expenditure

The study of expenditure reveals that the major part of 
expenditure is on the salary of teachers, and the salary of 
Primary teachets claims the highest amount which is 97.8% 
The whole picture is shown in Table 6 E. I. in the Appendix. «\ .



6.3J24, M ve£t mpw&fam

The Indfettfc eagBflditure during, 1975-76 is - Rs. Iyl 1,32,784 
of which 1,01,88,336 is from Government funds. Thus the 
tmtai&iitiofeaf tka Gommmm& is-tfsmuch.as 80.9*%.

i ^ a s

W 8M X Expenditure (JndireGt) Percentage

Institutions Buildings Hostel From Govern- 
naeatFund

Primary 100% 89.94%

89.66°0 10.34% 96.29%

w m s& a * ]i u m % 15 8% 90.33*%

Total 88.15% 11.85 91.76%

6.3.26 Expenditure on sports and games
*

Year Plan Non-Plan Total

1972-73- _ _ 98,700 98,700
1973-74 4,07,253 — 4,07,253
w .4 m 1,55,9001 58,168 2,14,053
m sm * H20,(M) 3,23;000

The per capitar awesage Bhect expenditure on Institution 
and teachers is shown in Table 6 E-3 in the Appendix.

6.3.27 A Guideline to Government Grants

Tins types amd quantum of pants should be properly 
sgfc«ijl«b anlh nwrrns? should; he separately fixed for each cate
gory oifgnmtf. Tfcfbltawingtypc&ofjgraat amay be considered*
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1. Deficit Maintenance Grant-in-aid-(Recurring).

2. Non-Deficit Maintenance Grants-Ordinary and
Special-(Recurring).

3. Development Grants.

A) Building Grants.
B) Hostel Giants.
C) Staff quarters Grants.
D) Equipment Grants :—

(a) Science.
(b) Others.

E) Library Grants.
F) Playground.
G) Other Extra-curricular activities,

6.3.28 The grant-in-aid rules should be formulated to 
focus on a well conceived programme to ensure regulated 
expansion of education and should keep in mind the problem 
of balanced expansion and should specify norm? foi eligi
bility.

6.3.29 The allocation of Government assistance for diffe
rent levels of education should be determined according to 
specified guidelines.

6.3.30 The definition of “Approved Expenditure” and 
“Approved Income” should be clearly laid down with a rea

lis tic  and simple formula.

6.3.31 The method of issuing grant-in-aid should be 
simple to ensure promptness.

6.3.32 Grants-in-aid should provide ‘dynamism’, and 
should therefore bear relation to the ever-changing economic 
and socia1 conditions. Subject however to availability of 
funds Capital grants should not be too limited. Approved 
type plans for school buildings and specifications should be 
prescribed.

6.3.33 This will go a long way towards the uniformity 
of the standard educational buildings in the whole State.
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6.3.34 Under the present system m  special consideration 
in grants-in-aid is given to the institutions with good academic 
performance, or which have extnarcurrietilar ^elivities. It 
is desirable that the Department should initiate a special scheme 
of grants to such institutions as incentives for further improve
ment, keeping in view the financial needs and requirements 
of the institutions concerned.

6.3.35 Rules should be so framed as to prevent any sort 
of indiscriminate flow of financial assistance in order to contain 
the tendency of dependability on Government grants alone, 
which tends to prevent commeaiity inwlwiueirt. Hie system 
of matching grant may be considered, as an alternative possi
bility.

6.3.36 Deficit and non-deficit schools
Deficit schools enjoy better financial benefits from the 

Government and there i-s need for a  policy for inclusion of 
schools under the deficit system. Fee compensation grants 
which have hitherto been followed may be done away with, 
'but grants should instead be issued; ©a the barais of Teachsr- 
Student ratio as one ifo  norms.

6.3.37 Withdrawal of grants
The grants should be liable to be withdrawn if the Insti

tution fails to fulfil the conditions laid down by the Government 
from time to time. They should also be withdrawn if the per
formance, discipline etc. of the Institutions are not satis
factory. The criteria for evaluating performance and suit
ability realistically and dynamically, may be worked out. 
This would help grants being used for as optimum a value 
as possible.

6.3.38 The grant should be given to the management 
of the institution, who should be accountable and responsible 
jointly to Government, in respect of proper utilisation of the 
pant. The person/persons who shall be directly responsible 
for administering the school and college funds should be cleawrly 
identified.

6.3.39 Financial Atfcninistration
1. Grant-in-aid
The three tier formula

The method of awarding grants has three tiers :—
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(1) Sanction of grants by the Department.

(2) Drawal of the money through the Inspector
of Schools, Assistant Inspector of Schools,
01 Deputy Inspector of School? as the case
may be.

(3) Utilisation of money by the institutions whose 
teachers are not Government employees.

6.3.40 In order to improve the fmancial administration 
the following suggestions are made

(!) The Inspectorate should be strengthened to assure 
the fulfilrnen.t of conditions and proper utilisation of funds.
There should be proper physical verification, and the utili
sation certificate submitted by the institutions should be accen
ted only if it bears the counter signature of the Inspecting 
Officer concerned. This will enm e wiffcatiom, phy
sical. verification by the Inspecting Officer and auditorial veri
fication by the auditors.

(2) Institutions should submit to Govesni&ent half yearly 
statements of accounts duly approved by the management.

(3} Auditing and accounting m the D>wferctoraite/Inspee- 
torate shouM be separated and properly organised.

(4) The accounts of each lnstil/lalioM- should be mamtaitted 
in such a* manner a?® the Directorate/Inspectorate i® ledger 
te s*  so as to enable Government to ascertain* readily the 
financial assistance given to  a papfcicipter instigation.

6.3.41 System of payment of grants

Wherever possible- payment of Government grants should 
be i»adfe at appropriate periods, by credit to Banfc/Fost Office 
ra^hei than through direct encashment of Treasury Bills*. 
Schools'/Colleges having bank facilities within a radius ©f 
eight K. M. should keep* their funds witfe the Bank/Post 
(Dfcee m d  make all payments through cheques to avoid hand
ling of cash.
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THE DISTRICT COUNCILS

7.1 According to the Sixth Schedule of the Constitution, 
special provisions were made for the administration of tribal 
areas, such * hat there could be Autonomous Districts. For 
each Autonomous District there wa« to be a District Council, 
which was conferred with certain powers. One category 
of such powers was that the District Council may establish 
or manage primary schools. It needs to be clarified, how
ever, that the term ‘tribal areas’ included the former Garo 
Hills District, and what prior to the commencement of the 
Constitution were known as the Khasi States and the Khasi 
Jaintia Hills District. But the term tribal ardas excluded 
any areas for the time being comprised within the Cantonment 
and Municipality of Shillong, but including so much of the 
area comprised within the Municipality of Shillong as formed 
part of the Khasi State of Mylliem.

7.2 Management of Primary Schools
The management of the Primary Schools other than those 

within the Shillong Municipality therefore, may be under 
' the ' control of the ' District' Councils'. The' District' Council 
Schools are however, mainly financed by the Government 
which in 1975-76 contributed 78.74% of the total expenditure. 
The District Council or Local Body contributed only 17.58% 
while 3.68% of the funds came from endowments. Since 
Primary education is free there are no additional funds from 
fees.

7.3 Grants
Grants to the District Councils for Primary Education 

are given as recurring grant-in-aid for maintenance of teachers. 
During the years 1972-73 to 1975-76 the grant-in-aid to the 
District Councils increased by 41.06%. It was Rs. 66,00,950 
in 1972-73, and Rs. 98,52,700 in 1975-76. In 1971-72 the 
entire expenditure (100%) for buildings for Primary education 
came from the Government.

7.4 Administrative Set Up and Other Problems
The administrative set up in the District Council con

sists of the Executive Member Incharge Education, under
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whom there is the Education Officer assisted by a few Sub- 
Inspectors ot Schools. The administrative machinery does 
not function well, and there is insufficient supervision. There 
are no service conditions for the teachers and no regularised 
system for taking disciplinary action, and teachers receive 
their pay irregularly. Another anomaly is that all teachers 
do not get pay at a standardised rate, but at varying rates. 
This situation seems to arise from the fact that the method 
of grants-in-aid of the District Council is not systematic, and 
may not cover the whole school. For example, the District 
Council may sanction a post on pay as presented by Govern
ment, which pay, say, one teacher will get. However, since 
other posts may not be sanctioned at the Government pre
scribed rate, but at a rate given by management which may 
be lower, this creates a situation of different rates of pay, even 
in the same school, without there being the normal prescribed 
justifications such as higher qualifications, training etc.

,7.4.1 The working .hours in the rural areas seem to be 
shorter, and should teachers be absent, substitutes are not 
necessarily available.

7.4.2 One serious lacuna is the absence of text book 
production. There is also no text book committee.

7.4.3 There is a very high rate of wastage and stagnation 
in the Primary School level, as was evident from figures given 
in the section under Primary education.

7.4.4 A special problem of Primary Schools in Garo 
Hills is the social condition, whereby whole villages shift along 
with the practice of shifting cultivation. Setting up schods 
in the interior in Garo Hi^s has to take this into account, 
and requires imagination and a flexible approach.

7.4.5 Replies given to the questionnaire sent out by the 
Commission, on schools managed by the District Council, 
pointed out that the schools were managed most unsatis
factorily.
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8.1 Voluntary agencies*, sm h as Missions, aed other 
t©%JOAi& bodies, Clubs, and Social Welfare «ri©wted ©rgaffli- 
sa&krns, hum  played an jsKgportsusft role m pr^paigatiiig #dtt- 
eatiofi in Me§W*ty<*.

8.1.2 Aithougte; in a number «tf instances. Government
hod in tskwlast cautery t»fcen ilie inaliafke start scb*ok> 
yet in tfe#se emfy years, the work and the impact of Yo&»»tapy 
organisations in the> educational field had hem quite slgfei®- 
cajsut, feotl* in the rwral; and iwrfean mm&. JFw i«staiiee w tld® 
Garo Milfe* Use admmistratk*® of ffturosy etk«at«o« wasteft 
almost entirely in the hands of the American Baptist Mission, 
m» to Latter this maae mission tao& id starting
higher classes. I® a ispac# fo* 1 %M om edwcatiosn m theKJ&wsi 
and Jaintia Hills, a British officer showed that tlte?
were entirely under the management and control of the Welsh 
l%«SNl>ytefiani -Masim..

8.1.3 Later the situation had changed, and a variety
o i missions, a o ^ f y  the* ^iw afl Caitiolic Missions
opened Wf* a fflflannber o£ schools. and eoltegesv mchidirig 
tutes for technical training.. Other missidiis. that com® into 
the field of education, were the Ramakrishna Mission, the 
Seventh. Day Adventists, the* local ong^nisatixms such a* the 
Sfeiig Whmh, and tfeff Sem  Jaiatia midi .the Womans.’ Union 
in Garo tfiljs which started, atffid supported a sc ta^ .

8.1.4 Wifeh> b(Q(ipp®SK̂@i3ce more and- nn®«e mission b®<8*s, 
social service organisation clubs, and student groups, either 
more permameatfy or sporadically began*.the? nosmafc conven
tional type of schools on creches, na§ise«ies or noaf-fbfliml 
adult taype education ©lasses.. That some of the voteitary 
agencies can be powerful and effective instiuments galvanising 
the process of education among the masses has been realised, 
and therefore, the suggestion has been made that voluntary- 
agencies be used to help in implementing the scheme of Non- 
formal education.

VOLUNTARY AGENCIES
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN EDUCATION

9.1 The spark that ignites the need for re-orientation 
and therefore the re-evaluation for education derives from 
the economic and socio-political stirrings, which force social 
and political changes.

9.1.1 Need for research and development

A system of education has therefore, to review its pur
poses, renovate its structure and reform its processes continu
ously ki order to maintain its relevance ana efficiency. This 
is the function of research and development. In tms sense 
research mdud® at1 activities that lead to a better ottdet- 
sSandiflg of the educational problems, and produce findings 
rdfcvant _ to policy formulation and programme planning. 
Any activity involving information gathering and analysing 
contributes to this end. The processing and translation of 
research findings for the users m the system involves dev l̂of*- 
meat. This dissemination of findings and the application 
of it to the system of education, is as important an activity 
as research itself.

9.1 2 Identification of problems ft* feseard*

As far as Meghalaya is concerned, Educational Research 
is in its infancy. Systematic investigations and studies have 
not been conducted into the problems faced fey the education 
system in the State. In fact even a proper identification of 
these problems is yet to be undertaken. As a first step it 
will be useful to make a systematic effort to identify the im
portant problems in the field for research and study. This 
has to be done with the help of professional research bodies 
like NCERT and the Department of Educational Research 
and Studies of the University. Tt is necessary that those who 
actually work in the field and are familial? with the conditions 
$here ate also involved in it.

9 1.3 Agencies for research and development

The SCERT. (State Council of Educational Research 
and Training)* Meghalaya School Education Board*, the Teacher
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Trainin g Institutions in the State and the Department of Edu
cational Research and Studies of the University have useful 
roles to play in Research and Development work.

9.2 The SCERT

The SCERT is a new institution in the State. Its normal 
responsibilities are, (a) Curriculum review and revision in
cluding preparation of syllabus and instructional materials,
(b) Inservice Training of Teachers, (c) Examination and evalua
tion reforms, (d) Research and Disseminatibn of information, 
(e) Other functions as defined by the Government.

9.2,1, The SCERT is gradually. assuming- the role of 
the academic wing of the D iw torate of Education, As far 
as Meghalaya is concerned,, coasidering the special problems 
faced by the State; it has a very important role to play. In 
order to make it effective $nd useful it is necessary that a: proper 
plan for its development is prepared. This should provide 
for the gradual devekipnaent of the different functions and 
should indicate, the plao o f ^xpansiom in teriiis of fupetions, 
and use of resources. The plan shoyld glso .takeUnto considera
tion the problem of personnel development. Government 
should identify suitable persons’ to work' ifi theSCERT, and 
enable them to get equipped for the work. It should be advan
tageous, to plan for personnel training from within the State, 
and send them for training and also to invite competent people 
from other well established institutions for discussions, semi
nars, symposium etc., for short periods. Contact and inter
action with other SCERTs could be useful.

9.2.2 It is also necessary to establish closfe links between 
the SCERT, and the actual field so that the responsiveness 
to field needs and relevance of its work to actual conditions 
in education are fully maintained;

9.2.3 It is desirable that SCERT is given the structure 
of an academic organisation. It is also necessary that it be 
given greater financial and administrative autonomy. A finance 
committee and a programme committee can help its functioning. 
The SCERT should also bring out a regular publication giving 
information about its own activities, as well as of educational 
activities all over the State and developments in the. country..
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9.2.4 The Meghalaya board of school education

The Board has a very important role to play in the review 
ind revision of curriculum, and in applying research findings 
io actual educational work. Examination and evaluation 
jeing its special responsibility, the reforms in these should 
)ngage its serious attention In the introduction of a new 
•chool pattern and curriculum also it has a major role to play.

9.3 The Department of Educational Research and Studies 
of the N. E. H. U.

The Depaitment of Educational Research and Sludies 
yf the North-Eastern Hill University which conducts the M. Ed 
programmes has an important role to play. The training 
in Educational Research should not only produce competent 
^search workers, but should also relate research and training 
mth actual problems in the field. The Department should 
je able to make available information about treads and dvelop- 
nents outside, particularly in the area of educational research, 
i'he proposed educational technology centre in the Depart- 
uent with the psychological laboratory, testing unit, instruc
tional technology unit, documentation unit and the educational 
services unit, can become a resources centre for the State Edu
ction Department also. In the research studies and instruc
tional activities of the Department, a close liaison with the 
State Education Department will be mutually beneficial.

0,3.1 Co-ordination of research and development activities

When different agencies are involved in Research and 
development as researchers and as users, it is necessary that 
jj*oper links are maintained and proper co-ordination is 
*~hieved. This should not only ensure economy of effort 
. /  avoiding duplication of work, but would in the process also 
-kelp better functioning and ensure optimum use of available 
^sources. This could be done by a Programme Advisory 
Committee of the SCERT.
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TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

10J  Technical and. Vocational' Education have- bsc- 
particularly mentioned for consideration, because of the vtrj 
serious lacuna in Meghalaya and the sad lack of Meghalayan" 
in this essential field of work and education.

10.1.1 Technical and Vocational Education has there 
fore an important role to play in bringing abo$tr the: desire* 
transformation of the society in Meghalaya. Greater 
sioii for technical and vocational education is needier 
not only foi the exploitation of the natural rescrorces m tK 
Slate, but also for making use of the oppbrturtftfes Wife; 
emerge out of the developmental programmes in the- State. 1

10.2 Technical Edileation

At present techfticar edttcatioir h  impatt&d' iif\ fttaf ixtyfcr 
tutions in the Slate. They are, the ShiHotfg ^olyteetirrt&r IT 
Industrial Trailing; Institutes in* i^ilJprtg and TiirSi; art$c 
Don B o sg o  Techmcal lnstitute in Sfttlioflg.

10 21 The Shillong Polytechnic has an annual intak 
o f  60 students. It offers a three year ctmrse feadtag tb " Dip 
loma in Civil Engineering. The purpose of the course is t* 
prepare middle level technicians for Government atfd* oth* 
agencies. The entrance qualification- is K  S L G  a. 
average about 50 per cent of the students obtain the D ifH tef 
every year but even those who fail to get the Diploma qltfro? 
for employment at lower levels. The two Industrial Train in ‘ 
Institutes in Shillong and Tura are under the Department o 
Labour and reservation of seat is according to the Govermfit^ 
Training Manual. The Don Bosco Technical Institute1 ha 
an intake capacity of 230-250.

10.2.2 The State has at present no facilities for highs 
level technical or vocational education. However, there a£ 
provisions for reservation of seats for students belonging tt 
the State in institutions in other parts of the country. Th 
details of these institutions and seats reserved are given ii 
the section under Table 10.1 in the appendices.
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10.2.3 There is also provision for reservation of seats 
ifer $l.Sc. ■ (Agri), for Ph.D. in Veterinary, Science, and Agri
culture ; and Courses in . Sericulture and Weaving, There are 
Mso seatsin craftsman training in institutions in other States.

HX2.4 One serious difficulty reported is that there is 
Ho overall co-ordinaiton at the State level in the selection 
and deputation procedures, resulting in delay and forfeiture 
£f seats. This must be remedied through suitable arrang- 
ments to ensure co-ordination of action at the Stale level.

10.2.5 At present technical education in the State is 
.boked after by a Deputy Director tin the Directorate of Edu
ction, while the > Industrial Training Institutes, however, are 
under the Department of Labour.

ill is strongly recommended that there should be a Direc
torate of Technical Education. It is also recommended that 
there be a State level agency to co-ordinate close liaison be- 

the Electorate and Industries.

10*3 Vocational Education
One of the significant trends in the education system 

a the country is to make education more relevant to voca- 
rwfal 'feqttirements. One of the proposals is to design a 

vocational Stream at the* Higher Secondary stage to channel 
off half o f the students.

10.3.1 Apart from the provision of a vocational stream 
t the ‘ Higher' Secondary stage, it is necessary that facilities 
or vocational education are made available at other levfcls 
Iso. Hiese programmes need not necessarily prepare people 
or paid employment. They can be self-employment oriented, 
nd ,can also be aiming at development of vocational skills 
Jsyant to job situation.

10.3.2 It may be advantageous to establish vocational 
graining institutes to make available vocational education at 
■tee and Post Secondary levels. In developing the content 
«d organisational structure of different programmee in.,these 
nstitutions, it will be desirable to conduct a survey of the 
lining vocational position and future prospects.

10.3.3 Stepe are also necessary to give vocational infor- 
■ation to school and college students to help them make a 
^per vocational choice. The State which offers vocational 
ourses needs a system of vocational guidance, which should
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gradually extend its functions to all the High Schools an< 
Colleges in the State. To start with, Information Board 
may be set up in these institutions where regular bulletin 
containing vocational information can be displayed. £ 
Shillong, a students information bureau may be set up to mak 
available information about job opportunities, careers ant 
educational programmes/ J

10.3.4 It is recommended that Vocational Educatior 
and the problem of a vocational stream should be und§£ :th 
Directorate of Education.

10.3.5 For the proper development of Technical ar 
Vocational education in the State the Government may,cor 
sider the following suggestions.

10.3.6 1) State Council for Technical aridVocations
Education

For better administration, planning and developmer 
of Technical and Vocational Education in the State, it wi' 
be advantageous to set up a State Council for T^chnidMl an 
Vocational Education. The Technical and Vocational Trainin; 
Institutions could be under the purview of this Council.. Th, 
Council may also collaborate with the Directorate, o f 
cation for the work experience programmes and for the vop 
tionalisation of Higher Education'.

10.3.7 2) Staffing For the efficient functioning ot thes 
institutions and for the expansion of the programmes, it j 
necessary that qualified and competent staff is available i 
the Institutions. This problem needs special attention a% 
action by the Government.

10.3.8 3) Vocational survey A systematic survey g 
vocational opportunities and employment prospects shotil 
be undertaken, to give a sound basis and relevance to th 
Technical and Vocational Education programmes.

10.3.9 4) Liaison with industry In identifying th 
content of the different programmes and also m designin 
the courses, a close understanding of the job requirement 
in the field, is necessary. For this proper Liaison has to t  
established and maintained with industry.

10.3.10 5) Apprenticeship For effective developmeri 
of programmes it is necessary that opportunities for appreMifr! 
ship in. industry are developed and made use of.
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NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

11.1 Concept

Many attempts have been made to define Non-Forma 1 
Education, and one of the first definitions recognised in inter
national circles for Non-Formal Education was given by Phillip 
Coombs as “Any organised systematic educational activity 
carried on outside the frame-work of the established formal 
system whether operating separately or as an important 
feature of some broader activity that is intended to serve 
^identifiable learning clienteles and learning objectives”.

11.LI The elements which can be indentified from this 
definition are (a) Non-formal Education is an organised and 
systematic learning activity and it is not incidental or informal,
(b) it is a learning system which may not follow those constant 
e.g. fixed content, time teacher method, etc., which are an 
essential part of the formal education system, (c) it may link 
the learner with the formal system or may be an independent 
activity, (d) and it will serve specific groups of learners with 
specific objectives.

11.1.2 Non-formal Education focuses on the improve
ment of social and personal living and occupational capa
bilities. It is important because of the immediate and prac
tical utility of the learning it produces. It encompasses the 
full range of learning activities and it is of value only to the 
degree to which it can help an individual young or old, male 
or female, make practical changes in himself, if his daily life 
and his environment are in accord with his own goals and 
wishes.

11.1.3 Non-formal Education is more oriented towards 
helping an individual solve problems than to absorb a parti
cular curriculum content. It is strongly identified with specific 
locally felt needs, local culture and local ways of expression.

11.1.4 Using the definition given above and the ideas 
as* a background, we may say that throughout life there is 
need for learning. The formal education system has very 
serious limitations in facilitating this as it takes only persons
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belonging to a particular age group and educational level. 
Being full time it excludes the entire working population from 
its scope. It also excludes those who are economically de
prived. The attitudes and values it promotes have not generally 
been helpful to most of the working population. So the 
necessity for non-formal education to facilitate life long educa
tion through a variety of channels and arraagenaants, is now 
a recognised need in all societies. Besides with the very large 
proportion and backlog of uneducated and especially of illi
terates in-our Stale, the many avenues and.opportunities, t o  
education that non-formal education can bring to us, <it,can 
be a veyy important instrument for educating pur roasses. 
Instruction is carried out in coopeiation with many .kinds 
ofte& eherse.g. social workers, health educators, agriculture 
supervisors, etc.

11.1.5 So far as Meghalaya is concerned 70 per cent of 
the population is illiterate. Only less than a quarter of the 
;pop^atk>n is enrolled in tfeeformal system. Id literacy <a»d 
inenrofeent there are serious imbalances between th e$ lfe - 
rent areas * of tibe State. The rate of - dropouts and failures 

(in the system is >vei;yhigh. Indaveloping a sy&tem.of non- 
formaled'&Qation an effort has to be made, to identify* ths>leagi- 
mg needs of different population groups. Most of die iui- 
, terates are adulis. So the programmes of adult education 

' should be among'those that get priority m attention/ SilttiJajfy
the programme should cover the drop-outs from schools and 

..also groups like tfee handicapped. The semirifliterates who 
face the risk of lapsing into illiteracy, also need special atten
tion in these . programmes.

11.1.6 So far<-as the content of non-formal programmes 
are ciwi©eriie4, it is to :be iadentified in relation to the needs 
of the d^ffeeent learning groups .? However, some of the basic 
:prin<^les in doijag this may be mentioned. The programmes 
should help the learners in meeting the needs of life as th^y 
live. They should be helpful in improving their competence 
m d  efficiency the actual work situation. As .aUarge majority 
of tie  people are from rural areas the programmes .should 
shownaJejcparte sensitiveness to the needs of rural areas. The 
progcammes Shouidalso be sufficiently flexible and adjustable 
to the life and work of the rural community.

1 lxl .7 So i far as the agencies for organised non-formal 
education are concerned, it is necessary that a t  the State level, 
.Government be the agency in-charge of these programmes.
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However, in the actual designing and implementation of the 
programmes the emphasis and the policy should be on making 
maximum use of all available institutions and facilities. The 
various mission bodies, youth clubs, social service organisations, 
and other lbcal agencies should be requested to > undertake 
the programmes of non-forma) organisations It is only with 
the help of such voluntaiy agencies, that the immense 
task of non-formal education1 can'be expected'tor be tackled 
and to make headway. But teachers, higbschool and ooltege 
students can also be given a role in the organisation and con
duct of these programmes.

11.2 Implementation, Staffing and Organisation

For successful implementation of the programme the; 
need for an effectivo administrative machinery of Government 
at the State level cannot be over emphasized. An o®teer> 
of the status equivalent to that of at least a D&jputy Director 
sht>\}Mv be in-cAiatge of the programme* who m\Y be nmst&A 
by a number of supporting staff. The existing Government 
machinery for und&taMng this tatk is quit® mai^qimte iir 
manpower and resources, and needs to be strengthend.

11.2.1 The existing administrative and training set up 
for the non-formal education programme in the Department 
is quite inadequate. Besides, at the time that the project 
was started, it was handicapped by the fact that there was 
not a single trained project officer in methods of non-formal 
education. However, Social Education Officers, and Lady 
Social Education Officers who were to be the supervisors of 
the programme were given training. A survey was ccmdueted 
before the programme was launched, but it was not quite 
adequate.

1112-2 In ord6r to retain the benefits of having ba^non- 
formal education, it would be necessary to provkfe fac ility  
for continuing education to-prevent the learners fromrelapsmg 
into stagnation.

1.2.3 The North-Eastern Hill University h a s a  Centre 
for continuing Education which can assist the State by&fifd&r* 
taking surveys, and collaborating with the relevant depart
ments of the Government in many types of non-^fbrmal and con
tinuing education programmes, including Adult-Edueation.



COLLEGE EDUCATION IN RELATION TO THE 
HIGHER SECONDARY STAGE

12.1 College Education is important for the present 
purpose only where it has relevance to the pattern of 10 +2 
+3, and wherever its present status necessitates readjustment, 
be it the pattern, finance, administrative, legislative oi any 
other subject.

12.1.1 Meghalaya has 14 colleges Of these 14 colleges, 
one teaches only the Pre-University Course and all the rest 
have the degree programme. The Commerce subjects are 
taught at the Pre-University level and at the degree level 
Science subjects are taught at Pre-University level in six colleges 
Of the l4  colleges, two m s for woisien only, two for mea only 
and the rest are co-educational. The first college in the State 
was started in 1924 and the second one in 1934.

12.1.2 Enrolment in P.U. Arts.
1975?76 I 1976-77.

■ .1975-76 1976-77

M F M F : ':V;

P U. Arts 1906 1907 2125 1639

12.2 Impact of 4-2 stage on the Colleges

The introduction of the Higher Secondary Course will 
result in some far reaching changes at the college level. It 
is possible that the total enrolment in colleges would be re
duced, since at present more than 70 per cent of the college 
enrolment is at the Pre-University level. At least for some 
time the detachment of the Pre-University stage will render 
some staff and resources surplus. However, if we take into 
account the need for expansion of Higher Education and 
consider the possibility of increasing enrolment at the college 
level with the quantitative and qualitative improvement of 
school education; this reduction in number will only be a 
temporary phenomenon.
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12.2.1 The introduction of the Higher Secondary Course 
■should result in the improvement of the quality of College 
Education. With the streaming away of 50% of students 
into vocational courses at the Higher Secondary level, it is 
expected that only the better motivated and those who can 
derive greater benefit from the academic type of education 
will now be coming to join colleges. The college courses 
themselves will be of three years duration giving longer time 
for the students in the college. Because the students would 
be admitted at an age level 2 years higher than whait it is now, 
it is hoped that the added maturity would give them greater 
ability to profit from the collegiate methods of teaching and 
woiking.

12.2.2 There is need to provide greater opportunities 
for in-service refresher programmes for teachers, which would 
help them to understand the latest developments in their fields, 
and also in the methods and tecbinques of teaching their dis
ciplines, For this also the University has a far more effective 
role to play. Nevertheless what is important and of great 
urgency, is that Government and the North-Eastern Hill Uni- 
vesrsity must decide regarding the status of the Pre-University 
cjasses. They must decide whether the Pre-University is to 
be with the Colleges and 4-2 with colleges, or whether + 2  is 
to be transferred to the school. Or yet another alternative, 
whether + 2  is to stay in both. In deciding this question, 
the implications arising from these changes would need to be 
realised and planned for.

' '■ i ' i
12.2.3 Regarding 4-2, under the existing conditions, it 

is possible to take it away from the colleges. But since school 
education is under the Directorate of Education and 4-2 will 
form part of the school education, a phased programme of 
|ajdng over P.U. from the colleges would h?.ve to be prepared. 
I t is expected that ultimately 4-2 would be part of school 
education where it rightly belongs. But since such a change 
has serious implications and would affect colleges adversely, 
the Commission feels that the transfer from the present status 
of P.U. to Higher Secondary may be done gradually.

f 12.2.4 The North-Eastern Hill University would need 
to take and should take an immediate decision regarding 4-3, 
and regarding the revision of the syllabus for 4~3; and for 
that of the + 2  stage. It is understood that the possibility 

having a 3 years Honours and a two years Pass Course at 
the degree level has also been discussed.
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12.2.5 With the importan and urgent decisions to make 
concerning the + 2  and al3ied problems, it is necessary to indi
cate the present situation regarding colleges.

12.3 Administration and Financing of Colleges

Colleges in Meghalaya were affiliated to the, Gauhssti 
University. With the coming into force of the North-Eastera. 
Hill University Act in 1973 the colleges sought affiliation to 
the North-Eastern Hill University. In its meeting held in 
November, 1973, the Academic Council approved the pro
visional affiliation of the colleges in the State which were al
ready affiliated to Gauhati University. Because of the question 
of the Higher Secondary Course far colleges now teaching 
I*U. Courses, Government will need to provide for the smoatfe 
transfer in terms o f legislation and administration, when this 
question is decided.

12.3.1 Present position
The administration of Higher Education in Meghalaya 

pt^sents a transitional picture at present. These colleges 
were governed by the Statutes a#d the Ordinances o f t he Ga^fjati 
University mid the rales prescribed by tftfe Govern mew ^  
Assam before the State of Meghalaya and the North-Eastern 
ffflj IJniversjty c^nje ,into, being., l i e  Assam .Aided, Colleges 
Management Rules 1965 were followed so far as the Gove^nfceg 
Bodies of the aided colleges were concerned. Section 21 (g) 
of the Gauhati University Act, 1947 applied to the conditions 
of recognition of the colleges and to the withdrawal of recogni
tion whereas Section 23 (e) applied to the matters of afflialioft 
2»jnd Section 23 (1) applied to the conduct of examinations^ 
The North Eastern Hill University Act came into force in 
July, 1973: Becr.use of the question of the Higher Secondary 
Course, suitable provisions will have to be made for the bifur
cation of the jurisdiction regarding conducting of the examina
tions during the period of transition.

12.4 Financing -of Colleges
Out of 14 colleges in the State, 2 are Government, 7 are 

deficit and 5 are unaided.

12.4.1 Government Colleges
So far as the 2 Government Colleges are concerned, the 

staff originally recruited by the Assam Government, still corrti-



nues on deputation from the Assam Government service. 
Tke regulari sat ion and integration of the cadre will have to 
be judiciously considered.

12.4.2 The deficit Colleges

The 7 deficit colleges are financially supported by the 
Government. 60% of the standard fee collected by these 
colleges is adjusted to the salary expenditure met by the Govern
ment. The entire expenditure (excluding contingencies which 
is met from the 40 % fees), is borne by the Government. Under 
the existing rules, except for the enrolment criteria, there are 
no specific rules or procedures to bring a college under the 
deficit grant scheme. This quesion has, however, been consi
dered under the chapter on Education Finance.

12.4.3 Only a few of the deficit colleges are run by re
cognised organisations. In other cases apart from the perio
dically constituted Governing Body, there is no managing 
agency for the college. This is a situation where there m no
body responsible for the long term planning and development 
of these institutions, and represents a serious managerial vacuum . 
Wherever such colleges may need reorganisation because of 
the separation of the Higher Secondary stage, the problem 
requires to be linked up to the queti on of the body to which 
it will require to be affiliated to.

12.4.4 The method of selection of teachers will have to 
be clcariy enunciated for the Higher Secondary stage, and 
provisions made for problems thrown up during the transi
tional period.

12.4.5 Adhoc colleges

Similar provisions will have to be made for adhoc colleges, 
during the transitional period The question of regulating 
financial assistance has in gener 1, been discussed in the chapter 
on Educational Finance.

12.5 Introduction of the UGC Scales

In May 1976 the Government of Meghalaya announced 
its decision to implement revised UGC Scales of pay to the 
college teachers in the State. In the implementation of this 
decision the Government, however, made some deviation from 
the UGC guidelines.



115.1- The revised pay scales of the UGC are paid oil1 
condition that the teachers will not get any extra remuneration 
for academic work done in the college including examination 
work. However, work in shifts and also part-time work in 
other colleges continue along with UGC Scales.

12.6 Changes in Course Structure at First Degree Level 
in Relation to the School Course.

University Cuurses usually are rigid and they h .̂ve great 
resistance to change. Relevance to the environment and 
relationship- to the actual needs of life and work do not 
always come in as the main criteria for selection of content 
Some of the developments like the phenomenal explosion 
of knowledge, the rapid iate of its attrition, the ever increasing 
volume of knowledge and the revolution in communications 
make it imperative for the University to review the aims, struc
ture and processes of the courses they offer.

12.6.1 The University Grants Commission has given; 
thought to those problems and has issued some guidelines 
for the restructuring of the courses. These lnve relevance 
to those in the Higher Secondary Course, Who may wish t6 
continue further.

a) The link between the school subjects and the sub
jects to be offered at first degree level should be less 
rigid.

b) Combinations or subjects permissible at first degree 
level should be more flexible.

c) College may offer general or special courses at Pass 
and Honours levels.

d) Courses offered should be made to promote inter
disciplinary studies.

e) The work experience should be introduced as ■ an 
integral part of education at first degree level also.
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EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION

13.1 Adequate legislation is essential if 'education in 
the State is to progress. The lack of legislation hampers 
Government from working effectively a» it is unable to take 
concrete or adequate action for long term and short term 
plans. Nor is Government able without any legal basis to 
channelise the resources whether in teachers, or materials 
s^ch as buildings, institutions etc for optimum benefit. For 
instance, absence of provisions to regulate establishment of 
educational institutions at all levels, or to regulate the conduct 
of teachers of educational institutions, or lack of previsions 
with regard to taking over of educatiaoal institutions with assets 
in case of mismanagement, - these are some of the situations 
that call for legal provisions which would enable Government 
1o take more clear cut concrete action In effect, without 
legislation, potentialities for education cannot be utilised for 
optimum’result.

13.1.1 The situation described in the various stages of 
schooling from Pre-Primary to the High School level corro
borate the fact of the great need for legislation.

13.1.2 As Meghalaya has achieved statehood it should 
have a comprehensive education act of its own for which edu
cation legislation is essential. Moreover* because of the rise 
of,, population and the expected increase in schooling, and 
a|so because of the expansion and widening of education at 
a ll levels, legislation and accompanying rules should be a 
mugtin order to make essential administration effective for 
real progress in education

13.1.3 Annexture III in the Interim Report contains a 
suggested Meghalaya School Education Bill which is expected 
to provide for better organisation and development of school 
education in the State of Meghalaya, and for matters connected 
therewith or incidental there to. The Bill could be used 
as a base or a model to ennact legislation.1

13.1.4 The legal basis of the present system of education 
followed in Meghalaya is based on Acts and Codes prevalent 
during the period of the composite State of Assam. The 
list of such Acts and Codes are given in the appendices.
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13.1 5 The Acts and Orders cover the many activities 
of the Education Department in exercising control, super
vision, and so on, over the various subordinate executive- 
agencies.

13.1.6 With the passage of time and the changing concept 
of education, .the rules are no longer comprehensive enough 
to regulate the multifarious activities of education to the desired 
extent in a manner suited to present-day requirements. They, 
therefore, need to be reviewed.

131.7 The Acts and Orders in use from the period o f 
composite Assam are mostly codified executive orders. Edu
cation being social welfare activity and with large community 
involvement, its broad policies, principles and standards arc 
required to be established by a legislated statute in the form 
of a comprehensive Act. Education Administration should 
therefore hp.vc statutory powers derived from the Act for 
execution of its policies and programmes through various 
rules and orders.

131.8 Moreover, C jovetnment, Central and State sen*i- 
government agencies. Local Bodies and Private Agencies 
are involved m managing- educational institutions. Various 

' agencies - start new mstitutksns, and then .request jr$p$eii«n< 
and obtain peimissiiia. This wiB render it difficult to updeitaksr 
any meaningful educational planning or qualitative improve
ment. To %d£taftfr eBM&r dise&arge o# State responsibility 
in education vis â-vis these agencies it is necessary that appm~ 
pmte legislation'is enacted for the regulation, consol and 
supervision -ef-these.different agencies. This is also nee&ssary 
in view of the pmblic expen>ditufe involved in supporting 
institutions maintained by these agencies. Besides tijis legal 
foundation will ensure control, supervision, maintenance md 
determination of the standard of education in the Stalejnope 
effectively.

13.1.9 It is therefore recommended that a comprehensive 
Act covering school and college stages should be enacted by 
file State Legislature, and rules should be framed tb©remitter 
by the Government, after the enactment for execution of its 
policies and programmes.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

14.1 Problems of School Education and Enrolment

In regard to the Pre-Primary education,, it is recommended 
that Pre-Pt imary education may largely remain in the private 
sector. Government may however, immediately provkte tra il
ing schools and model institutions in satai© fc>was and in racial 
areas. Nevertheless, the importance in general, of giving 
facilities to rural areas must be stressed.

14.1.1 It is recommended t o t  tke Piimaiy stage have 
classes 1-4, but how the transition was to tak# place, could 
be decided by the Department/Government. It is recommended 
that A/S be done away with, andadmission to dass» .1 be 6+ , 
MJB. clarss^ may be 5,6,7, and High School classes 8,940- 
Multiple entry must be allowed.

14.1.2 Concerning Primary Education, the replies to 
the questionnaire sent out by the Commission regarding the 
schools run by the District Council, clearly indicated that 
tlifc schools were run most unsatisfa^or%. The schools 
wsi® riot well organised, standards ww: to#, and teachers 
untrained.

14.1.3 The very large and disturbing number of drop 
outs m d  the stagnation in Primary, Middle aad High School 
<all for some remedial action. In the Primary Schools, a 
child who enters Class A should pi ogress to at least Class III. 
Specific suggestions are given in the relevant chapters. This 
can be helped if examinations are done away with up to Class 
III. In the Middle Schools the situation could improve if 
more schools with the minimum required ammsties, prinking 
water, sanitary fittings etc), and with hostel facilities sue strate- 
gicatty located. This would help, to minkmse tifee ■■number of 
hopmxn.

14.1.4 In High Schools the problem of stagnation would 
improve if there were more trained and qualified teachers, 
tm t books and amenities such as .furniture, buildings etc.
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14.1.5 Arrangements should be made to intensify effective 
Inspection and Supervision of Primary, Middle and High 
Schools to ensure that all schools, even in the remotest and 
especially, in inacessible areas are coveted,

14.1.6 Training of teachers should be a matter of prio
rity for all levels of schools.

14.1.7 Teaching of science should be very seriously 
looked into. This is particularly so for Middle and IHigh 
Schools, whereinitially at least, the necessary equipment needs 
to. be piovided, as well as trained teachers. Other measures 
co old be taken gradually.

14.1.8 Clear administrative i ules and directives for schools 
and their management are essential. The deteriorating stan
dards in High Schools could be controlled by obliging schools 
to conform to rules and regulations for starting schools, which 
should be adhered to. This applies to all levels of schools

14.1.9 Ijx Piimary and Middle Schools in pajticdlai* 
salaries of teachers should be systematised and made uniforMJvi

14.1.10 The problem of grants in particular to Middle 
Schools should be sorted out, as this problem affects payment 
to  teacfiefs 'who' otherwise suffer unnecessarily.

14.1:11 For Primary Schools, an organisation ^ttnd^f 
the aegis of a duly constituted agency, may be sot up for pgo* 
duction of suitable text books for Primary Education (both 
for English and Vernacular medium schools).

. 14.1.12 In High Schools, students should be provided with 
facilities for receiving guidance in selecting their courses of 
study and -education.

14.2 Curriculom and. Evaluation

“The Curriculum for the Ten-Year School” prepared, 
could set the guidelines for the new curriculum How
ever, the importance of relating education to the life, needs, 
and the aspirations of the people and to the environmentotff 
the learners is most necessary.

14.2.1 As the teaching of science and mathematics is 
necessary for productivity, as well as for developing a rational
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outlook, it was emphasised that these subjects should be taught 
throughout the school stage.

14.2.2 The introduction of work experience at Class VIII, 
was considered to be important.

14.2.3 The most important step to be taken for the 
introduction of the new curriculum, would be the preparation 
of teachers, for which a comprehensive plan would have to 
be drawn up.

14.2.4 It is suggested that we take up the 10+2 pattern. 
But implementation will have to be done in a phased manner. 
The Interim Report has indicated how the change can be 
affected.

M.2.5 To reduce waste in Higher Education, streaming 
at the Higher Secondary stage should be introduced.

14.2.6 The Interim Report has suggested how voea^ 
tionalisation can be introduced.

14 2.7 The schools in Meghalaya have various com
binations of classes. It would be desirable if some standardi
sation is affected in this respect.

14.2.8 Co-Curricular Activities

In order to promote Sports and Games in the schools 
in our State, the Government should increase the Grant-in- 
aid to the schools concerned, to enable them to implement 
their programmes.

14.2.9 Every school should have a teacher in-charge 
of sports who has passed the training course in Sports and 
Games. He should have complete charge and should bo 
responsible for all sports activities.

14.2.10 In planning the school routine, it should be 
ensured that time is allotted for games and athletics. There 
should also be the opportunity to have a choice of the sports 
or games.

• ,14.2.11 All students should participate in sports and
in the ^facilities so provided.



14.2.12 The Sports Officer should ensure that all the 
coaches under him undertake tour programmes throughout 
the State, in order to popularise sports activities.

14.2.13 Schools, especially in the rural areas, should be 
provided with good playgrounds near the school buildings 
or nearby, to encourage students to practice;

14.2.14 Indoor games should also be encouraged in all 
the schools, as should play acting, debates, ait activities, and 
also educational tours and other activities already mentioned 
in the body of the report.

14.2.15 Text Books

A clear cut policy should be laid down for the preparation, 
selection and prescription Of text books for the different stages 
of school education. It is necessary that Government tackle 
the problem to develop and make text books available. There 
should be a separate Text-Book Board for the State.

14.2.16 Equipment

As the teaching of science needs very? social attention 
in Meghalaya, it is essential to have funds for equipment for 

, teaching science., ,

14.3 Teachers

Government should formulate a training policy, in order 
to cover the backlog of untrained teachers, and to meet the 
requirements for the future. In formulating such a policy 
it could use an up-to-date information system, and in ; order 
to make the training policy a success, Government may declare 
that training is a pre-requisite for teaching.

14.3.1 In order to improve the qualifications of teachers 
which is an immediate requirement, the following actions 
are recommended.

14.3.2 a) Government should lay down a minimum 
qualification for teachers at each level. The lowest quali
fication should not be lower than trained Matriculation, b) 
No persons without this qualification should be regularised 
as a school teacher, c) It is desirable that pay scales be 
improved and related to qualifications d) A system of
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more effective supervision of work and assessment of teachers 
has to be evolved, e) Those who do not satisfy the minimum 
qualifications for teaching may be given a period of five years 
to impiove their qualifications, f) Facilities like study leave 
may be provided for improvement of qualifications.

14.3.3 The programmes of the existing training insti
tutions need to be reviewed and revised, and there should 
be an emphasis on training teachers for rural schools.

14.3.4 There must be effective supervision without which 
any teacher improvement plan will not succeed. Supervision 
should also identify performance and appraise ths results 
of the performance.

14.3.5 The selection and recruitment of teacheis should 
be planned and operated more systematically, after working 
out projections of teacher requirements. The procedure for 
selecting teachers, should be such that there is some chance 
of selecting teacheis with a propensity for teaching.

14.3.6 For the problems of salary and service conditions, 
see under Education Legislation and Education Finance.

14.4 Educational Administration, Planning and Finance

In order to have an efficient functioning of educational 
administration, it is essential that the educational objectives 
to be achieved are identified and translated into policies, pro
grammes and action.

14.4.1 As far as the role of the District Councils is con
cerned, it was felt that a more detailed study of the problem 
in its vaiious aspects could be undertaken by a body consisting 
of members from Government and other concerned organi
sations.

14.4.2 As regaids Educational Planning it was felt that 
for balanced development of education in the State, and to 
ensure optimum utilisation of educational facilities, it was 
necessary that educational development be more effective<y 
planned.

14.4.3 With the conditions changed from what pertained 
in the composite state of Assam, the changed conditions could 
be reflected in the administrative machinery for education. 
For instance, it would be desiiable to separate administration
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and academic siaperviskwi' -at4' the’ funeiiorfal level. © cg^u 
tfalisation and delegation of authority may need%e-c^mirtati©n; 
to ensure ihat alf the levels ate fttftetionHlly essential.

14.4.4 Sehool mapping and systematic identification ^  
all educational needs is necessary. The unplanned starting 
of institutions needs to be controlled.

14.4.5 In view of the eondttiaas described in the report, 
it is proposed that the Inspection and Teaching Service may 
be amalgamated.

14.4.6 Supervision may be separated ft&m inspection’.

14.4.7 Concerning Education Finance, it has been pointed 
cmtlhat there needs to be a substantial increase in the current 
level of expenditure> as it is far froift ad&%uate. It? m m i b& 
noted thftt tl^>ufgh the td*al bttdget increased, the
for education remained the same.

14.4.8 It is recommended that the grant-in-aid rules 
should be formulated to focus on* a well conceived programme 
*o ensure regulated expansion of education, and shouldspeci#^ 
normb for eligibility.

14.4.9 The allocation of Government assistance for diffe
rent levels should be determined aecoi'ditig to specified guide
lines.

14.4.10 The definition for “Approved. Expenditure” and 
‘‘Appioved Income” should be clearly laid down.

14.4.11 The mefhod of issuing grants should be simple 
r.nd should be related, to the changing economic and social 
conditions.

14.4.12 Among other useful suggestions, is one which
advocates helping institutions which have, good academic 
performance, etc. ,

14.4.13 There should be the possibility of withdrawing 
grants when necessary.

14.5 District Councils

It is necessary for the administrative machinery of the; 
District Councils to be geared up ; and there is need for



far greater supervision of the schools. The problem of the 
salary of the teachers and the conditions of their scrvice will 
need to be worked out.

It had earlier been pointed out that it was felt that the 
schools were run unsatisfactorily.

14.6 Voluntary Agencies

Voluntary Agencies have had and still have a large role 
to play in the educational programme and the help of voluntary 
agencies in many levels of education, needs to be utilised.

14.7 Research and Development

Research regarding educational problems is important, 
especially as Educational Research is in its infancy in Meghalaya 
and should be undertaken. The various agencies concerned 
with such activities could usefully undertake problems for 
research. These could be conducted independently at the 
suggestions/request of institutions or of Government bodies.

14.8 Technical and Vocational Education

Technical and Vocational Education require special atten
tion, especially in view of the total position, that is of lag in 
these fields, and their great importance in relation to the develop
ment of the State, especially in solving the problems of em
ployment which would be satisfying to the people.

14.8.1 It is important to have a Directorate of Technical 
aftd Vocational Education, advised by a State Council fbr 
Technical and Vocational Education which should be able 
to put the programme through vigorously.

14.8.2 The Commission viewed with concern, the nega
tive attitude of the educated towards blue collar jobs and 
the concommitant problems of the educated unemployed'. 
It felt that a study should be undertaken on this attitude, which 
lias added to the numbers of the educated unemployed, who 
are unwilling to attempt openings and possibilities for self 
employment.

14.8.3 The Commission also viewed with concern, the 
fact that local talents were not encouraged or tapped for technical 
training or employment except in the case of a very few.
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14.9 Non-Formal Education

The programme, of Non-Formal Education has to he 
taken up more vigorously, and should be greatly expanded. 
The high percentage of illiteracy calls for this, as does the 
fact of the large number of drop-outs. The learning needs 
are different for different groups, and therefore the adult groups 
have to be taken into account in formulating programmes.

14.10 College Education in Relation to the Higher Secon
dary stage.

The North Eastern Hill University would need to take 
an immediate decision regarding +3, ana regarding the revision 
of the syllabus for +3, and for that of + 2  stage etc.

14.10.1 The position and condition of teachers irj the 
Colleges vis-a-vis the present set up will need to be reviewed

14.11 Educational Legislation

The legal basis of the present system of education followed 
in Meghalaya is based on Acts and Codes, prevalent in the 
time- of Assam,,

14.11.1 They cover various activities of the Education 
Department in exercising control, supervision, etc ; over "the 
various subordinate executive agencies.

14.11.2 With the passage of time and the changing con
cepts of education, the rules are not comprehensive enough 
to regulate various activities of education to the desired extent, 
in a manner suited to present day requirement, and therefore 
need review.

14.11.3 The rules mentioned above are mostly codified 
executive orders. Education being social welfare activity 
with large community involvement, its broad policies, principles 
and standards^arb required to be established by a legislated 
statute in the form of a comprehensive Act. Educational 
Administration should therefore have statutory powers derived 
from the Act, for execution of its policies and programmes 
through various rules and orders. Besides, this legal founda
tion will ensure control, supervision, maintenance and deter
mination of standard of education in the State more effectively.
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14.11.4 It is, therefore, recommended that a Compre
hensive Act covering School and College stage should be enacted 
by the State Legislature, and rules should be framed there
under by the Government after the enactment for execution 
of its policies and programmes.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE FOR APPENDICES

The first numeral in the tables/or chart in the Appendix refers to the 
chapter in the body of the Report.

PROBLEMS OF SCHOOL EDUCATION IN MEGHALAYA

Table 2.1 Percentage of failure in four subjects worked out from the 
Matriculation Results.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY

Chart 4.2 Suggested schemes of work and allocation of time.

Chart 4.S-1 Sports structure.

TEACHERS

Qualifications and training of teachers (1973-74)Table 5.1 

Table 5.2

Table 5.3

Table 10.1

Distribution of teachers under different management according 
to qualification and training (1973-74)

Qualification and pay scales of different categories of Govern
ment teachers.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Name and address of the College/Institution giving training and 
number of seats reserved for students from Meghalaya.

EDUCATION FINANCE

Table 6.E-1 Direct Expenditure in the salary of teachers.

Table 6 E-3 Per capita average Direct Expenditure in Institutes 1975-76.

EDUCATION LEGISLATION

Acts and 1. Assam Elementary Education Act.
Codes 2. Meghalaya Board of School Education Act, 1973.

3. Assam Education Department Rules and Orders.
4. Assam Aided School Management Rules.
5. Assam Aided College Management Rules, 1965.
6. Assam Aided High and Higher Secondary Employees 

Rules 1960.
7. Assam Aided College Employees Rules, 1960.
8. Assam Aided M. E. School Teachers Rules, 1960





Table 2.1 Percentage of Failure in Four Subjects (Maths, English, History, Geography)
A ppen d ix -A  (iii)

YEARS MATHEMATICS ENGLISH

Boys Failed Percentage Girls Failed Percentage Boys Failed Percentage Girls Failed Percentage

TRIBAL
1974 1145 725 63.3 1130 105 8.3 1145 234 20.3 1130 367 32.4
1975 1131 816 72.2 1163 140 12 1131 210 18.5 1163 363 31.2
1976 1303 708 54.3 1265 102 8 1303 510 39.1 1265 499 39.4

NON-TRIBAL
1974 1977 387 19.5 1820 25 1.3 1977 261 13.2 1820 308 16.9
1975 1980 582 29.2 1901 42 22 1980 371 18.7 1901 323 16.9
1976 2055 248 11.4 1984 36 1.8 2055 463 22 1984 557 28

YEARS HISTORY GEOGRAPHY

Boys Failed Percentage Girls Failed Percentage Boys Failed Percentage Girls Failed Percentage

TRIBAL
1974 1145 199 17.3 1130 373 33 1145 205 17 1130 401 35.4
1975 1131 349 30.8 1163 553 48 1131 158 13.9 1163 387 33.2
1976 1303 437 33.5 1265 480 38 1303 3$0 29.1 1265 628 49.6

NON TRIBAL
1974 1977 81 4 1820 168 9.8 1977 95 4.8 1820 231 12.6
1975 1980 232 11.7 1901 261 13.7 1980 168 8.4 1901 216 11.3
1976 2055 150 7.2 1934 169 8 2055 211 10.2 1984 278 14.1



Chart 
4-2 ,

Suggested Scheme of Work and Allocation of Time

Subject Percentage of time to be
allocated

Class/Languages

i. I to II Mathematics ... 23
Environmental Studies. ... 30
Work Experience ... 25
Health Education ... 10
Physical Education. ... 10

ii. Class III
to IV First Language ... 10

English ... 25
Mathematics ... 25
Environmental Studies (Social 
Science and General Science.) ... 20
Work Experience ... 10
Arts, music and asthetic activities. 5
Health Education and
Physical Education. ... 5

iii. Class
V, VI, VII Languages

a) Mother tqngue ... 10
b) English ... 15
c) Third language 15
2. Environmental Sciences

Social Studies. .. 10
3. Environmental Studies ... 15

General Science.
4. Mathematics (algebra .. 20

geometry from Class V.)
5. Work Experience ... 10
6. Physical Education and Arts. 5

iv. Class VIII
Languages
a) Mother tongue ... 5
b) English 15
c) Third language 10
2. Social Studies 15
3. General Science 20
4. Work Experience 10
5. Mathematics (including logarithm, laws

of indices main theorem) ... 20
6. Physical Education and Arts. 5
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Chart
4.S-I

SPORTS STRUCTURE

STATE SPORTS COUNCIL

15 MEMBERS

1. Chairman

2. Vice Chairman

3. Secretary

4. Member

Minister Education. 

Secretary Education. 

Sports Officer.

D. P.I. Ex. Officio.

5. General Secretaries of the three District Associations.

6. Director of Sports, N. E. H. U.

7. Representative Finance Department.

8. 6 members of which 2 (two) are to be coopted by the Council.

COUNCIL

i
MEGHALAYA OLYMPIC ASSOCIATION

V V
State Sports District Sports
Associations Associations

(Specific games) (Combined games)

V V
District Components Local/Village Sports.
Local Village Unit.



DISTRIBUTION OF MEGHALAYA 
QUALIFICATION AN©

Table 5-1

(vi)

Qualification Below Middle Middle or equivalent Matric or equivalent

T UT T T UT T T UT T

Primary 35 164 199 1245 1739 2984 454 772 1226

Middle 1 6 7 21 114 135 132 453 585

Secondary 0 0 0 2 5 7 10 20 30

Total 36 170 206 1268 1858 3126 596 1245 1841

Percentage 1*5 82.5 2.9 40.5 59.4 44 32.4 62.6 20.4



Appendix A (vii)

SCHOOL TEACHERS ACCORDING TO 
TRAINING (1973-74)

Higher/Secondary / 
PUC or equivalent

Intermediate or 
equivalent

Graduate or equi
valent

P.G. or 
equivalent

T UT T T UT T T UT T T UT T ' '

48 124 172 15 64 79 54 52 106 6 6

57 195 254 28 154 182 67 153 220 12 3 15

11 29 40 14 66 80 221 398 619 56 47 103

116 350 466 57 284 341 342 603 945 74 50 124

24.9 75.6 6.6 16.7 83.3 4.8 36.2 63.8 13.4 59.7 40.3 70.50



(viii) 

Table 5.2

DISTRIBUTION OF MEGHALAYA 

m a n a g e m e n t  QUALIFICATIONS

Below Middle equivalent Matric PUC./H.S.
Middle

T UT T T UT T T UT T T UT T

Govt. 16 23 39 127 196 317 100 110 210 30 40 70

Local Body 16 44 60 956 804 1760 277 353 630 25 44 69

Aided Recog. 3 50 53 157 553 710 198 632 830 52 237 289

Aided Un-Recog. 1 53 54 28 311 339 21 150 171 9 29 38

Total 206 3126 1841 466



Appendix A (ix)

SCHOOL TEACHERS ACCORDING TO 

AND TRAINING (73-74)

Intermediate Graduate P.G. Total Percentage

T UT T T UT T T UT T

13 27 40 84 84 168 16 5 21 865 12.27

8 8 16 16 18 34 2 2 2571 41.33

30 237 267 212 474 686 48 30 78 2913 41.33

6 12 18 29 28 57 8 15 25 702 9.93

341 945 126 7051 100.00



Table 5.3
Qualifications and Pay

I. SCHOOL SERVICES 
(SENIOR)

(X)

Class I

Scales GswHHireiit Teasers

Rs. 525—1,325 —
? Q b * 1 ifk«tkms 

Post Graduate 
with 10 years ex
perience.

Graduate

Class II Service Teacher 
with Post Graduate Deg
ree in Higher Secondary 
and Multipurpose School. 
Graduate Teacher of 
Higher Secondary and 
Multipurpose School. 
Graduate Teacher

H. SCHOOL SERVICES 
(JUNIOR)
Selection
Headmasters/Headmistress 
of Government High 
School.
Principal, Basic Training 
Centre.
Class I
Assistant' ' Hea'dniaster/ 
Headmistress of Govern
ment High School 
Class II
Graduate Teacher

III. LOWER SCHOOL 
SERVICE
Government Middle/Junior 
Teachers of High School. 
Grade—‘A’
Head Teacher (Graduate) 
of Middle School. 
Non-Graduate Headmas
ter.
Matriculation Basic Trai
ned Normal Passed tea
chers Intermediate Passed 
teachers 
Grade ‘B’
Non - Matriculate Basic 
Trained teachers/Normal 
Passed teachers and Mat
riculate untrained. 

Non-Matriculate untrained

+Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

Post 
experienced 
chers.

or
tea-

Rs. 525—1,325 
Rs. 475=1,125 

75— pnn.
500—1,225

75 p.m. „
Rs. 475—1,125 

(two advance increment for B.T. degree 
holder)

Rs, 350—750 
(two advance increments far B.T.)

(Agriculture) Rs. 400—900

Qualifications 

Rs. 500—1,225 — 10 years experience

' Rs.' 400—900 ' '— 'Graduate with 10 
years experience.

Rs. 325—650 
(one advance increment for Honours. 
Two advance increment for Post-Grad- 
uate B.T. holder).

Rs. 325—650 B.A.
Own grade pay plus special pay of 
Rs. 30 p.m.

Rs. 260—425

Rs. 240—380 

Rs. 220—340

Rs. 195—270 (Non - Matriculate 
should not be 
recruited in future).
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Table No. 10.1

SI. Name & address of the Branch of study No. of seat
No. College/Institution reserved

Engineering Degree

1. Regional Engineering Civil Engg. 1
College, Kurukshelra 
Haryana

Mech. Engg. 1

2. M.B.M. Engg. College, Faculty 
of Engg.University of Jodh
pur Jodhpur, Rajasthan.

Mining Engg. 1

3. Regional Engg. College Mechanical 1
Rourkella, Orissa. Engg. Electrical Engg. 1

4. Bengal Engg. College Sibpur, 
Howrah, West Bengal.

Mining Engg. 1

5. Likhadhji Engg. Civil Engg. 1
College Morvi, Mechanical Engg. 1
Gujerat. Electrical Engg. 1

6. Sardar Vallabhbhai Civil Engg. 1
Regional College of Mechanical Engg. 1
Engg. and Technology 
Surat, Gujarat.

Electrical Engg. 1

7. Faculty of Tech. and Engg. Civil Engg. 1
M. S. University 
of Baroda, 
Baroda, Gujarat.

Mechanical Engg. 1

8. College of Engg. 
Kakinoda, Andhra 
Pradesh.

Electronics 1

9 J.T.U. College of Fine 
Arts and Crafts and 
Architecture, Hyderabad, 
Aadhra Pradesh.

Architecture 1

10. Tripura Engg, 
College, Tripura.

2

11. Silchar Regional Engg. 
College, Silchar, Assam.

2

12. Engineering College, 
Annatpur, Andhra 
Pradesh.

Electrical Engg. 1



(xii)

3. Assam Engg. College Civil Engg. 2
Gauhati, Assam Chemical Engg. I

4. Jorhat Engg. College Civil Engg. 1
Jorhat, Assam.

5. Pant College of Civil Engg. 1
Technology, Mechanical Engg. 1
Pantnagar. Electrical Engg. 1

Polytecfanic Education

1. Govt. Polytechnic 3 years radial 1
for Women Engg. & Electronics
Chandigarh Arch. Asst. Ship 1

2. Assam Engg. 3 years Mechanical 3
Institute, Engg.
Gauhati, Assam. Electrical Engg, 2

Chemical Engineering 1

3. M. R. H- The Prince 3 years Mechanical 1
of Wales Institute, Electrical 1
Jorhat, Assam.

4. Assam Textile, Institute, Textile Technology 2
Gauhati.

5. . Dibrugarh Polytechnic,, , , , Agriculture,
Dibrugarh, Assam.

Printing and Technology

The Regional 
Institute of Printing 
& Technology, Calcutta.

Printing & 
Technology

Craftsman Training

1. Industrial Training 
Institute, Shillong, 
Meghalaya.

Industrial Training 
Institute Tura, 
Meghalaya.

Electrician 
Wireman 
Machinist etc.

Welder 
Fitter etc.

As per Govt 
Training 

manual for 
SC/ST



Sericulture and Weaving

A ppe n d ix  A (xiii)

1. Assam Textile 
Institute Gauhati

2. Central Sericulture 
Research & Training

3. Central Sericultural 
Research Station 
Berhampore

4. Sericultural 
Training Institute 
Titabar, Assam

Textile
Technology 2

Sericulture
Post Graduate Course 2

Sericulture
Post Graduate Course 2

Sericulture
Certificate Course 7

Medical, Agricultural and Veterinary

Course

1. MBBS/Integrated seats 

2 BDS/Pre-BDS seats

3. B.Sc. Agri/A.H*

4. Post-Graduate Course 
(M. Sc/Ph, D) in Agri/A.H.

5. BVSc/B. Sc Agri.

6. M. Sc/MVSc.

1974-75 1975-76 1976-77

5

1

22

1977-78

21

4



(xiv) 

Table 6.E-1

EXPENDITURE

Type of Institutions Salaries of 
'Tbaehing 
staff

V/o Salaries of 
other staff

V/o Equipment
and'other
appliance

1 2 3 4 5 6

High 58,82,285 78.7 5,99,312 8.0 2,26,164

Middle 37,39,509 78.0 3V88-J20 8.1 88,286

Primary 1,03,29,267 97.8 1,20,127 L2 89,523

Pre-Primary 2,59,223 95.0 •• 7,002

Total' ' 2102*10,284 87.5 ll,0ia®9 5.0 4,10,975
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(DIRECT) 1975-76

°//o Other items °//o Total % From Govt. 
Funds (includes 

Col. 6)

%

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

3.1 7,50,465 10.2 74,58,226 100 61,98,713 83.1

1.9 5,75,167 12.0 47,91,682 100 41,18,438 85.9

0.8 21,976 0.2 1,25,60/893 100 95,06,969 90,0

2.5 7,070 1.5 2,73,295 100 2,16,253 79.1

1.7 13,54,678 5.8 2,30,84,096 100 2*00,40,370 86.8



Table 6.E-3

(xvi) <

EXPENDITURE (DIRECT) 1975-76

Institutions No. of 
Institutions

Average monthly 
expenditure on each 

institution

No. of teachers Average monthly 
expenditure on each 

teacher

High School 147 Rs. 4228.00 1263 Rs. 388.11

Middle 387 Rs. 1033.95 1623 Rs. 192.2

Primary 3195 Rs. 275.45 4680 Rs. 183.92

Pre-Primary 310 Rs. 73.46 350 Rs. 61.71

Total 4039 Rs. .. 7916 Rs. ..



MEMBERS OF THE SUB-COMMITTEES

Elementary Education
1. Prof. A. Warjri.

2. Smti. Judy Shullai.

3. Father Frantin.

4. Smti. M. D. Pugh.

Technical and Vocational Education
1. Prof. A. Warjri.

2. Fr. M. C. Thomas.

3. Shri H. J. Bawri.

4. Shri R. Khongwir.

5. Smti. M. D. Pugh.

Curriculum
1. Fr. A. Joseph.

?, Dr. K. J. Joseph.

3. Raj N. K. Khare.

4. Shri H. Fancond.

5. Smti. Q. Ranjah.

Nok-Formal Education
1. Shri G Wolflang.

2. Smti. H. D. Gashnga.

3. Shri I. K. Sangma.

4. Smti. Asorphy Roy.

5. Smti. S. Swer.

6. Smti. Hanifa Ahmed.
Women’s Education

1. Smti. Q. Rynjah.

2. Smti. B. Khongmen.

3. Smti. E. N. Shullai.

4. Smti. S. Swer.
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MEMBERS OF THE WORKING GROUPS

Enrolment at Different Levels special measure 
to help the disadvantaged

1. Shri. C. Wolfiang.

2. Shri R. Hay.

3. Shri S. Jyrwa.

4. Shri E. R. Tariang.

5. Smti. H. D. Gashnga.

Supervision and Administration of School Education

1. Shiv. G. Wolfkng.

2. Shri R. N. Dutta.

3. Shri I. K. Sangma.

’ 4. Shri A. Hannan.

5. Mother Anne.

6. Smti. E. N. Shullai.

7. Smti. Q. Rynjah.

Primary Schools

1. Shri I. K. Sangma.

2. Shri F. Goldsmith.

Teacher Development

1. Dr. K. J. Joseph.

2. Dr. Kerma Lyngdoh.

3. Shri R. N. Hazarika.

4. Shri R. S. Lorit.

5. Fr. George.

Research and Development

1. K. J. Joseph.

2. Smti Judy Shullai



3. Shri K. C. Deka.

4. Shri C. Wolf Ian g.

Educational Finance in Meghalaya

1. Shri R. N. Dutta.

2. Prof. T. Mathew.

3. Shri I. K. Sangma.

Higher Education.

1. Dr. K. J. Joseph.

2. Mother Anne.

3. Fr. A. Joseph.
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V. S. JAFA, I.A.S.

Member Secretary, Education 
Commission of Meghalaya, 
Director of Public Instruction, 
Government of Meghalaya, 
Chairman, Meghalaya Board of 
School Education, and 
Ex-officio Joint Secretary to 
the Government of Meghalaya, 
Education, etc,, Departments.

Telephones— Residenee : 3224 
Office : 6870

DIRECTORATE OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Additional Secretariat Building 
SHILLONG

Date 1976

Dear Sir,

As you may be aware, the Government of Meghalaya have appointed 
a Commission to inquire into all aspects—Academic, Administrative and 
Financial—of the prevaling system of school education in Meghalaya with 
special reference to general education from pre-Primary to Higher-Secondary 
level, to make recommendations on the implementation of 10+2 schooling 
system in Meghalaya in all aspects together with a suitable system for a 
Two-Year post High School Education, to make a special study of technical 
education in the State, the need for introducing vocational education at 
various levels of school and to recommend the manner in which vocational 
education can best be introduced in Meghalaya. The Commission has got 
Dr. Chandran D.S. Devanesen, Vice-Chancellor, North-Eastern Hill Uni
versity and Member, University Grants Commission, as its Chairman, and 
Fr. A. Joseph, s.d.b., Principal, St. Anthony’s College, Shillong, as its 
Vice-Chairman. The Members of the Commission are Rev. B. M. Pugh, 
Member, Central Advisory Board of Education, Dr. R. G. Misra, Dean 
(Co-ordination), National Council of Educational Research and Training, 
New Delhi, Prof. D.S. Rawat, Head of the Department of School Education, 
National Council of Educational Research and Training, New Delhi, Prof. 
Alexander Warjri, Member, Meghalaya Legislative Assembly, Shri Irwin 
K. Sangma, Deputy Secretary, University Grants Commission, and .Ex-De
puty Director of Public Instruction, Meghalaya, and Shrimati Q. Rynjah, 
Headmistress, Pine Mount School, Shillong. Shrimati M. D. Pugh is the 
Member-Joint Secretary of the Commission, and I am its Member-Secretary.

2. The Commission has prepared a Questionnaire for eleciting views 
of persons associated with or interested in school education on various 
aspects of education in the State. A copy of the Questionnaire is being sent 
to you with this letter with the request that you may kindly favour the 
Commission with your views on various questions raised therein. The Com
mission would be grateful if you will illustrate your views wherever possible.

3. You may kindly feel free to give your frank views on whatever 
question that interest you. Should the space provided against any question 
be inadequate, you may please record your opinion on a separate sheet of 
paper which may be attached to the Questionnaire. You may also feel free 
to write on any aspect of educational which you think has not been included 
in this Questionnaire.
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4. If you so desire, the replies to the Questionnaire will be treated 
as confidential and your views expressed therein will not be published as 
having emanated from you.

5. Kindly indicate in the body of the Questionnaire if you would 
like to meet the Commission in person and discuss the various views you 
have expressed in the Questionnaire.

6. The Questionnaire is being sent to all the Ministers of Meghalaya, 
Members of Parliament from Meghalaya, Members of the Meghalaya 
Legislative Assembly, Senior Administrators, University Professors, College 
Principals, Headmasters of High Schools, other educationists, Churchmen, 
Social Workers and other categories of people representing various profes
sions If any of your friends or colleagues would be interested in sending his 
views, he may please be advised to write to us and we will try to send 
him also a copy of the Questionnaire.

7. The Commission requests you to return the Questionnaire and 
your replies to the undersigned at the above address by June 30, 1976.

Yours faithfully,

(V. S. JAFA)



Appendix D

ED U C A TIO N  COMMISSION OF M E G H A L A Y A

1. Name in capital letters :

3. Brief details of your association with education :

4. I would/would not like to meet the Commission in person to discuss my 
views expressed herein.

5. My views may/may not be treated as Confidential and my name may/may 
not be published, if considered necessary.

Signature

(Paras 4 and 5—Please strike out whichever is not applicable)
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1. GENERAL

Q. 1. What do you think are the particular problems in the field of school
education in Meghalaya, and how can they be precisely identified ? 
(Educational statistics pertaining to Meghalaya may kindly be seen 
at Appendix I).

Q, 2. What, in your opinion, should be long term educational plans and 
objects in a State like Meghalaya? The major tasks facing education 
in Meghalaya are increasing enrolment in rural areas, reducing illi
teracy, improvement of the quality of education and adapting it 
to the present needs, revising the curricula and raising teacher’s 
qualifications, introduction and expansion of scientific, technical 
and vocational education, diversification of secondary education, 
strengthening of educational research and training and modernisa
tion of educational administration. Do you think there are any 
other aspects of educational development with deserve mention 
along with those mentioned above ?

Q. 3. What, in your view, should be the mala considerations for deter
mination of standards of education ?

Q. 4. What measures should be taken to achieve higher standards ?

Q. 5. What, in your opinion, needs to be done to minimise, and even
tually altogether rule out, the chances of sub-standard schools 
coming into existence and continuing to exist ?

Q, 6. How far, in your experience and knowledge, the Department of 
Education and Meghalaya Board of School Education have been 
able to take such measures ?

Q. 7. What statutory power should be vested in the Directorate of Public 
Instruction to enable it to exercise better cyntrol over school 
education, with a view to promoting better direction and supervision 
and determination of standards of education ?

Q. 8. Do you find the current procedures for giving grants-in-aid, as 
adopted by the Directorate of Public Instruction, adequate ? Do 
these procedures provide for proper scrutiny of the utilisation of the 
grants ? I f  not, what are your suggestions ?

Q 9. Do you find the current norms guiding the grants-in-aid in respect 
of the physical requirements of the aided schools such as buildings, 
equipment, laboratories, libraries, book banks, teaching aids, sports 
facilities, hostels and other student amenities (the list is only 
indicative) adequate ?

Q. 10. What is your assessment of the effectiveness of, and deficiencies 
if any, in the present system of grants followed by the Directorate 
of Public Instruction ?
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Q. 11. What, in your opinion, is the effectiveness of, and deficiencies 
if any in the following programmes of the Department of 
Education ?

(a) location of schools,
(b) scholarships and other incentives to students,
(c) text books,
(d) school buiWtngs,
(e) medical facilities to students,
(f) women’s education,
(g) ad ult education,
(h) pre-primary education,
fi) non-formal education and functional literacy,
(j) guidance and counselling services,
(k) vocational education,
(I) professional education,

(m) education of the handicapped,
(n) talent search and nurturing of talent,
(o) moral education,
(p) physical education,
(q) art and music education,
(r) language education,
(s) hostel facilities,
(t) school libfaries,
(u) book banks,
(v) sports,

(w) youth welfare,
(x) polytechnic and technical education,
(y) health education, sex education and population education, 
(z) educational research and extension services.

Q. 12. What are your views regarding autonomous schools ?

Q. 13. There is an impression in certain quarters that a large number of
private schools which have emerged during the last few years are 
not serving the interests of the society. A distinction, however, 
should be made between the private schools run by the individuals 
and families and those run by religious organisations and registered 
trusts on the lines of the public schools, A debate is going on at 
the national level whether private enterprise in education, which 
has often contributed substantially to the quality of education, 
should be allowed or not. Kindly give your views.

Q. 14. Most public schools in the country as well as in the State are run
by religious organisations or other private organisations. Meghalaya 
has the unique distinction of having the only public school for girls 
(Pine Mount School, Shillong) run entirely by the Government. 
The quality of education imparted in this school is not generally
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considered inferior to that of any school run by private organisa
tions. There have been demands from other districts of Meghalaya 
to start a number of such schools for boys and girls all over the 
State. Kindly give your views in this regard,

Q. 15. Paragraph, 6 (i) of the Sixth Schedule of the Constitution of India
says, ‘‘The District Council for an autonomous district may
establish, construct or manage primary schools.. ...... in the district
and may, with the previous approval of the Governor, make 
regulations for the regulation and control thereof and, in particular, 
may prescribe the language and the manner in which primary 
education shall be imparted in the primary schools in the district.” 
An agreement was signed between the then Government of Assam 
and the Garo Hills District Council, and the Khasi and Jaintia 
Hills District Council, transferring the primary education to the 
District Councils with effect from 1st June 1961 and 1st April. 1962, 
respectively. What, from your knowledge and experience, has been 
the nature and extent of the control exercised by the District 
Councils over the functioning of the primary schools in the State?

Q. 16. Although Section Yl of the Meghalaya Board of School Education
Act, 1973, empowers the Board of Education to regulate, supervise 
and control primary education in the State, the proviso of the 
same section precludes any such exercise of power by the Board 
before the State Government, by a notification, empowers the Board 
to exercise such powers in consultation with the District Councils. 
Do you consider these restrictions of the powers of the Board of 
Education with regard to primary education necessary ?

Q. 17. The Directive Principles of State Policy as enshrined in the Con
stitution of India (Part IV, Art. 45) say, “The State shall endeavour 
to provide, within a period of ten years from the commencement 
of this Constitution, for free and compulsory education for all 
children until they complete the age of fourteen years.” We have 
failed to achieve what the Constitution had guaranteed in 25 years 
from the commencement of the Constitution. What measures, 
legislative, administrative and financial, the State Government 
should take to translate this constitutional guarantee into a reality 
within the current decade ?

Q. 18. Is the present system of primary education in Meghalaya adequate 
for the realisation of the above-mentioned national objectives as 
well as its proper functioning in the interest of the welfare of 
the State ?

Q. 19. Do you think that gradual amalgamation of the primary and middle
levels, wherever possible, will help secure more intensive use of 
buildings, libraries, equipment and teachers, and will ultimately, 
coupled with some measure of legislative compulsion, bring us 
nearer to the national goal as set forth in the Constitution 
of India ?

An uniform pattern of 10+2+3 system of education is being 
introduced throughout the country. The Meghalaya Board of 
School Education have already introduced an uniform ten-year



chooiing system. The new system envisages transfer of the 
two-year post-High School or pre-Degree course from the University 
to the State Board of School Education. The three-year Degree 
course will continue with the University.

%  2D. Would you advocate appropriate amendment of the -Meghalaya 
Board of School Education Act, 1973, to include the two-year 
post-High School Education, or would you recommend creation of 
a separate Board for this purpose ?

%  21. Whether, in your opinion, the two-year post-High School stage 
should form part of the existing High Schools or should this level 
of education constitute independent institutions which may be 
called junior or intermediate colleges ?

Q. 22, Do you think that the administrative set-up of the Department of 
Education both at the Directorate and the District/Subdivisional 
levels, requires any changes in its content and structure ?

Q. 23. The direction and supervision of education at present is not geared 
to science education. What neworganisational pattern wouM y o t 
suggest both at th< Directorate and the District levels to enable 
the Department of Education to give a positive thrust to the 
science programme ?

Q. 24. In accordance with the recommendations of the Indian Education 
Commission (1964-66) a new organisation known as the State 
Council of Educational Research and Training is? being set-up by 

, the. Department o f F,dupatjk>ij to, look, after the ,work pertaining to 
educational research, training, extension End publication. E>o you* 
think that this organisation should be an autonomous body, or 
should it form part of the Department of Education ?

Q* 25. What norms, in your opinion, should guide'the school-fee structure 
in different types of schools and at Various levels of schooling ?

Q.' 26; In view of the Constitutional guarantee that elementary education 
will be provided free, would you advocate a policy whereby all 
schools imparting elementary education should be made to abide 
by this policy ?

Q. 27. If the policy as mentioned above is followed, what suggestions have 
you to offer regarding those schools whose standards of education 
are recognised to be of a very high order and whose tuition fee 
pattern is also higher than that of the ordinary schools ?

2. TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMME

The training of teachers should have the highest priority in any 
programme of education. The curricula and methods in use in the teacher 
training institutions in Meghalaya need to be examined with critical attention 
particularly in two directions — their relevance to the social and educational 
problems in the State, and, secondly, to what extent they reflect the new 
insights5 which modern advances in the basic discipline of knowledge, inclu
ding Science education, have formulated. The existing teacher training
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programmes at the elementary level are of two types. The basic training 
centres which train teachers for Lower Primary and Pre-Primary classes 
(Classes A, B, I, II, III) admit candidates with the minimum qualification 
of Class VIII and the duration of the course is one year. The institutions 
training teachers for middle classes (Class IV to Class VI) are known as 
Normal Schools and the minimum qualification for admission to the course 
is High School Certificate. The duration of the course is two years. The 
Secondary School teachers are trained at the Post-Grad ute Training College, 
Shillong, and St. Mary’s College, Shillong. The minimum qualification for 
entrance is a Bachelor’s Degree, the duration is one year, aimed at post 
graduate degree known as Bachelor of Education. The first two courses are 
Supervised by the Directorate of Public Instruction and the third course is 
supervised by the North-Eastern Hill University. At the primary level, the 
rules regarding minimum qualifications of teachers have not been adhered to 
and approximately 50 per cent of the teachers working in Primary Schools 
have qualifications below VIII Class pass and only 25 per cent of them are 
trained. At the middle level, the qualifications are not generally compro
mised, but the number of trained teachers is not more than 25 per cent. 
The same is true of the secondary level. There is an urgent need to 
re-organise the teachers’ training programme in the State, so that the colossal 
backlog of untrained teachers which we have inherited from the past may 
be cleared within a short time.

•Q. 28. II has been urged by the National Council of Educational Research
and Training that the minimum essential qualifications required for 
primary teachers should be full secondary education followed by a 
two year professional training. It has been suggested that the first 
year course may be common for both pre-Primary and elementary 
school (Classes A, B, I, to VI) and that there should be branching 
of the course in the second year. Do you agree with this proposal 
or do you have any different suggestions to offer ?

Q. 29. Locational distribution of training institutions unavoidably results
in relatively smaller institutions. Do you think that it would be 
preferable to have amalgamated and comprehensive institutions for 
elementary teachers (right down from Classes A. B, I to VI) 
sufficiently large in size, which will be able to secure greater range 
in staff competencies, composition of student body and more 
intensive use of libraries and equipment facilities ?

Q. 30. What do you consider to be adequate minimum qualifications for
teachers who would teach at the pre-Primary, Primary, Middle, 
Secondary and the proposed two-year post-High School level ?

Q. 31. A training programme for the future will also have to take into
account the colossal back-log of untrained teachers already in 
employment. Suggestions have been made regarding spedal 
short-term training programmes., summer/winter or holiday classes 
part-time teaching arrangements, snow-ball programmes and 
correspondence courses to solve this problem. What, in your 
opinion, would best suit the conditions in Meghalaya, specially 
considering the fact that most untrained teachers are in rural areas 
without any locational advantages ?



Q. 32. The system of appointing untrained teachers first and then 
sending them for training at a later stage also needs rethinking, 
The number of teachers deputed for inservice training every year 
is neutralised by retirement of an equal number of teachers and 
appointment of untrained teachers in their place which keeps the 
number of trained teachers at a more or less constant figure. Some 
advocate a hard line that no untrained teacher should be allowed 
to wield the authority of a teacher in a class room. Some feel that 
it may be unavoidable to take untrained teachers and, therefore, 
we must insist on higher educational qualifications (pre-University 
for Primary teachers, B. A. for Middle teachers and M. A. for 
Secondary teachers) in lieu of professional qualifications and on 
their subsequently obtaining professional qualifications through 
non-formal systems like correspondence courses, etc., within a 
specified period. What are your views on the subject ?

Q. 33. The qualitative improvement in education makes it imperative that 
teachers keep abreast of moderp advances in educational theory 
find practice and in their own fields of specialisation. An attempt 
has been made by the Department of Education to conduct short 
term refresher courses for this purpose. How far, in your know
ledge, have these courses been useful ?

Q. 34. It has often been suggested that teacher training institutions should 
be residential as the prospective teacher not only learns the elements 
of his arts in the institution but also cultivates in him a sense of 
belonging to the profession. Do you agree with this view ?

Q .' 35. Before any reorganisation of 4he teacher training .programme is 
taken up, do you think it would be essential tc do some thinking 
about teacher educators ? You may like to offer your views on 
the criteria guiding the selection of teacher educators, their qualifi
cations, their training, etc., so that we can achieve the aim of 
making our teacher training institutes creative centrcs of educational 
advancement.

Q. 36. It is generally accepted that the professional education of teacher 
educators working in the elementary teacher training institutions 
should be differently oriented than that of the teacher educators 
working in the secondary teacher training institutions It has been 
accepted that the outlook and skills needed in dealing with children 
of lower age group is not the same as for adolescent children. 
What are your views in this regard ?

Q. 37. Do you think there should be separate graduate and post-graduate 
courses for elementary teacher educators and secondary teacher 
educators ?

Q. 38. The National Council of Educational Research and Training have 
suggested that there is an immediate need for a form of teacher 
education that would bring the pre-school and primary education 
closer together, especially in the areas introducing pre-school 
methods and approaches into the primary school. The decision 
for introducing this integration at the level of teacher training was 
placed in a note to the Steering Committee of the National Council
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for Teacher’s Education by the Chairman of the Pre-School 
Teacher Education Committee. The National Council of Educa
tional Research and Training have recommended an integrated 
2-Year Course in pre-school and primary teacher education which 
is intended to train teachers who would be capable of teaching 
children in the age group 3 — 8. What are your views in this 
regard ?

Q 39. The proposals of the National Council of Educational Research
and Training indicated above would, in fact, create a two tier teacher 
education system, viz., that of a 2-Year integrated pre-primary and 
a primary course with 10-Year High School as the minimum 
qualification and a B. Ed./M. Ed. of one year duration each 
separately for elementary and secondary education. The Normal 
Schools will thus be converted into post-graduate institutions 
teaching B. Ed. courses for elementary education. Do you think 
this attempt at specialisation of teachers for the various levels 
would be a more satisfactory system than the present one ?

Q. 40. Do you think introduction of M. Ed. course in Meghalaya would 
better equip the Secondary teachers in so far as professionalism 
is concerned ?

Q. 41. Should teacher training institutions be run exclusively by the 
Government, or private organisations should also be permitted 
to start such institutions ?

Q. 42. If your preference is for the latter, what kind of Government
control over the private teacher training institutions would you 
advocate ?

3. TEACHERS’ WELFARE

Q. 43. What pay scales would you consider adequate for Primary, Middle 
and Secondary teachers in Meghalaya? Kindly give justification 
if you advocate a departure from current norms guiding teachers’ 
salaries. (For current pay-scales o f Government teachers, kindly 
see Appendix II).

Q. 44. Should salaries be related to educational qualifications or professi
onal qualifications, or both?

Q. 45. How, in your opinion, can improvement in the quality of teachers/ 
teaching be achieved ?

Q. 46. What are your views on teacher’s amenities like medical cover, 
leave rules, children’s education, provident fund, retiiement benefits, 
residential accommodation and other matters which you consider 
important? What improvements would you suggest in this 
direction?

Q. 47. What are your views regarding teacher’s associations and 
organisations ?

Q. 48, What steps you would suggest should be taken to improve the 
image of teachers in the society ?
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Q. 49. Would you suggest any special measures for the welfare of teachers 

in Meghalaya?

Q. 50. Do you think formulation of a formal code of conduct for teachers 
would help achieve qualitative improvement in the field of edu
cation? If so, what do you consider should be the main ingre
dients of such a code of conduct ?

4. CURRICULUM

The National Council of Educational Research and Training have 
prepared a framework of the curriculum for the uniform pattern of 10-year 
schooling which is proposed to be introduced throughout the country. In 
the framework, the areas o f school work have been specified as follow:—

(a) Classes I and II

(i) First Language, (ii) Mathematics, (iii) Environmental studies 
(social studies and general science), (iv) Work experience and the arts,
(v) Health education and games ;

(b) Classes III, IV and V

(i) First Language, (ii) Mathematics, (iii) Environmental studies I 
(social studies), (iv) Environmental studies II (general science), (v) Work 
experience and the arts, (vi) Health education and games ;

(c) Classes VI, VII, and Y1U

(i) The first Language continues and a' second 'i s ' added [(Hindi or 
English), (ii) Mathematics (including algebra and geometry), (iii) Social 
science (elements of history, geography, civics, economics), (iv) Science 
(elements of the physical science and the life science), (v) The arts,
(vi) Work experience, (vii) Physical education, health education aad 
games.

(d) Classes IX and X

• i) The first and second language continue and a third is added 
(English off any other Indian language), (ii) Mathematics (including algebra 
and geometry), (iii) Social science (history, geography, civics, economics, 
psychology), (iv) Science (the physical sciences and the life sciences, (v) The 
arts, (vi) Work experience, (vii) Physical education, health education 
and games.

The above framework is illustrative of school work. One may get an 
impression that there are too many subjects, but in the integrated system 
envisaged, the actual number of subjects will not be many. The first 
language will be learnt through environmental studies and games. Mathematics 
will be learnt through work experience, the arts and games. In this model, 
the first language will remain the medium of instruction while the other 
two languages will be learnt through Science and Social Sciences. There will 
be 240 working days in a year, out of which 220 days will be for instruc
tions and 20 days for school games and community service. Instructional 
time in lower primary may be three to four hours a id  in the upper Primary
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and lower Secondary class not less than five hours. This framework of
curriculum raises certain issues of vital importance for Meghalaya.

Q, 51. What are your views regarding this curriculum and do you think 
this would suit education in Meghalaya ?

Q. 52. What, in your opinion, should be the first language for various 
linguistic groups in Meghalaya ? (At present, the recognised first 
languages are Khasi, Garo, Bengali, Assamese, Hindi, Nepali 
and English).

Q. 53. Do you think that only the mother tongue should be the first 
language ?

Q. 54. Since the National Council of Educational Research and Training 
model curriculum envisages the use of the first languages as the 
medium of instruction from Class I to Class X, do you think that 
Khasi and Garo will be suitable as the first languages, considering 
that the use of these two languages as the medium of instruction 
at the Secondary level would throw up innumerable ptobkms 
connected with the development of syllabus, translation and 
production of text books and other curicular meterial ?

Q, 55. Assuming ^that there would be those who would advocate the use 
of Khasi and Garo as the medium of instruction from Classes I to 
X as well as those who would advocate the use of English for the 
same purpose, do you think there would be any cultural and social 
factors to be taken into account before taking a policy pecision on 
this matter ?

Qr 56. At present, children hailing from Khnsi, Jaintia and Garo Schedu
led Tribes switch over to English as the medium of instruction at 
the secondary level and have to compete with children hailing fiom 
the linguistic minorities like Bengali, Assamese and Hindi who have 
learnt through their mother tongues right from Classes I to X, and 
this puts the tribal children at a considerable disadvantage in many 
respects. How can this be remedied ?

Qv 57. What in your opinion, should be the first, second and the third 
languages for Khasi, Garo, Bengali, Assamese, Nepali and Hindi
speaking communities ?

Q, 58. As it is recognised that Science education has a strategic rOle in 
the process of adapting education to the needs of rapid social and 
economic change and teaching of Science and Mathematics is a 
powerful means for developing the attitude of critical enquiry, what 
are your views regarding introduction of compulsory Science edu
cation from Classes I to X as recommended by the UNESCO and 
the Government of India?

Q. 59. Do you think it will be possible to promote Science education, 
specially amongst the tribal children, by offering financial incen
tives like special grants, stipends and Science scholarships, etc., or 
do you think that these incentives should be reserved for meri
torious students only?
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Q. 60. 

Q. 61.

Q. 62.

Q. 63.

Q. 64. 

Q. 65.

Q. 66.

Q. 67.

Do you think that Khasi and Garo languages will be a fit medium 
for Science instruction at the secondary level immediately, and 
will transference to English medium Science education at post high 
school and degree levels adversely affect a student’s efficiency 
and comprehension?

The pilot phase of the UNICEF Science Projects has been intro
duced in Classes III and VI of selected primary and middle schools 
in Meghalaya from the session beginning in March 1976. Do you 
think it advisable for Meghalaya to embark on a wider phase of 
the programme without waiting to see the results of the pilot phase ?

What should be the contents of the work experience programme 
at the various levels of schooling ? Do you think that the 
contents of this programme should be different for rural and 
urban schools ?

The Government of India have recommended introduction of 
vocational education at the two-year post-high school level. Do 
you think that some vocational subjects should be introduced at 
the secondary level as well ? Should vocational subjects be 
compulsory or optional ?

Whether the vocational education at High School and Post-High 
School stages should be part of the General stream or should 
there be a separate Vocational stream containing general subjects ?

The vocational education at High School as well as 2 year Post- 
High 'School level -can be either'terminal or can leave the,students 
free to opt for vocational or general stream at a subsequent level. 
What are your views, and whether the transference from Vocational 
stream to General stream and vice-versa be conditional, and, if so, 
what these conditions should be?

As the introduction of vocational education would be related to 
the actual employment potential/needs of particular districts/sub- 
divisions/Blocks/areas, would you like to specify from your personal 
experience and knowledge (1) the adequacy of vocational education 
facilities already available and (2) the type of study or survey 
which should be conducted to identify the needs and potential of 
different areas in respect of employment opportunities?

What trades should be introduced in the field of vocational 
education at the Secondary as well as post-High School level ?

Q. 68. What are your views regarding the proposal to make physical 
education compulsory as an integral part of the curriculum ?
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EDUCATIONAL

1. Area of the State in Sq. Kms

2. No. of Districts

3. No. of Subdivisions

4. Population (1971 Census)—

(i) Total

(ii) Males

(iii) Females

(iv) Rural 

(v) Urban

5. Density of Population per Sq. Km
(1971 Census).— "

6. Literacy percentage (1971 Census)—

(i) Total

(ii) Male

(iii) Female

7. Literacy percentage in India (1971 
Census)—

(i) Total

fti) Mile
(iii) Female

STATISTICS AT A GLANCE—MEGHALAYA 1976 

22,489 8. No- of Villages (1971 Census)—

3 (i) Inhabited

5 (ii) Uninhabited

10,11,69 9 

5,20,967 

4,90,732 

8,64,529 

1,47,170 

45

29'49

34*12

24-56

29-45

39-45

1§*70

9. Number of Habitations (as on 31st De
cember 1973),

Habitations with a —

(i) Primary School/Section

(ii) Middle School/Section

(iii) High/Secondary School/Section ..

10. (i) Total Budget allotment of the State
(1975-76).

(ii) Expenditure on Education (1975-76)

(iii) Percentage of Expenditure on Edu
cation (1975-76).

11. Expenditure (1975-76) (Non-Plan and 
Plan excluding C.S.S.)—

(i) Primary Education

(ii) Secondary Education ..

12. Cost per pupil (1975-76) in—

(i) Primary Schools

4,982

4,583

399

4,8 41

2,792

282

75

34,58;46,795

3,60,52,174

1042

1,20,44,743

1,39,24,005

Rs. 65-82



(ii) Secondary Schools Rs. 262.35

(a) No. of Schools—

1971-72 1975-76 Percen
tage of 
increase

(i) Primary/Junior Basic 2,617 3,221 23-07

(ii) Middle/Senior Basic 266 405 52*25

(iii) High/Secondary 112 151 34'82

Total 2,995 3,777 26*11

(b) Enrolment—

(i) Primary (A—III) 
(6-11 Yrs.)

1,56,861 1,80,252 12-97

(ii) Middle (IV—VI) 
(11-14 Yre.)

22,798 30,059 31*84

(iii) Secondary (VIII—XI) 
(14-17 Yrs.)

15,655 23,016 47-02

Total 1,95,314 2,33,327 1<f29

No. of Government Schools— •

(i) Middle/Senior Basic 43 48 li-62

(ii) High/Higher Secondary 6 8 33-33

No. of School Teachers—

(a) Trained—

(i) Primary/Junior Basic 1,504 1,790 15-97

(ii) Middle/Junior Basic 255 294 13-25

(iii) High Higher Secondary 276 307 1009

Total 2,035 2*391 14-84

(b) Un trained—

(1) Primary/Junior Basic 2,202 2,469 10-81

(ii) Middle/Senior Basic 1,057 1,366 22-62

(iii) High/Higher Secondary 755 905 16-57

Total 4,014 4,740 14-74

Grand Total 6,049 7,131 . 15-17

(a) No. of Colleges— '

(i) Government 2 2

(ii) private Aided 10 11

(iii) Professional 2 2

Total 14 15 7-14

(b) Enrolment 8,284 11,824 42-73

No. of Teacher’s Training Centres-

(i) Normal 2 2

(ii) Basic 7 8

(iii) Guru 1 1

Total 10 11 9-09

18. Technical and Vocational (Govt) (Pvt) (Govt) (Pvt)
Edn. and Training Institu- 16 6 17 6 4-54
tions.

N.B.—Figures for 1975-76 regarding Items 10,11,12,13,15, 16 (b) are provisional.
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PAY SCALES OF GOVERNMENT TEACHERS 

SCHOOL SERVICES (SENIOR)—

Principal, Government Higher or M.P. School.. Rs. 525—1,325

Principal, Government Normal School .. Rs. 525—1,325

Class I

Vice-Principal, Government M.P. School
Special Pay

Vice-Principal, Government Normal School
Special Pay

Class II Service

Teachers with Post-Graduate Degree in 1
Higher Secondary and Multipurpose School J

Graduate Teacher of Higher Secondary and 
Multipurpose School.

Graduate Teachtis (AgrituWure)

II. SCHOOL SERVICES (JUNIOR)—
Selection

Rs. 475—1,125 
Rs. 75 p.m.

Rs. 500—1,225 
Rs. 75 p.m.

Rs. 475—1,125
(Two advance increments for 
B. T. degree holder).

Rs. 350—750
(Two advance increments for B.T). 

Rs. 400—900

Headmasters Headmistresses of Government
High School.
Principal, Basic Training Centre

Class I

Assistant Headmasters/Headmistresses of 
Government High School.

Class n

Graduate Teacher

y Rs. 500—1,225
J

Rs. 400—900

III. LOWER SCHOOL SERVICE—

(Government Middle/Junior Teachers of High School) 

Grade ‘A*

Head Teacher (Graduate) of Middle Schools 

Non-Graduate Headmaster 

Matriculate Basic Trained 

Normal passed teachers 

Intermediate passed teachers 

Grade ‘B’

Rs. 325—650
(One advance increment for 
Honours). Two advance in
crement for Post Graduate/B.T. 
Holder.)

Rs. 325—6j0

Own grade pay plus Special pay of 
Rs. 30 p.m.

Non-Matriculate Basic Trained Teachers/ 
Normal passed Teachers and Matriculate 
untrained.

Non-Matriculate untrained

Rs. 240—380

Rs. 195—270 (Non-Matriculate 
should not be recruited in future).
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NORTH-EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND STUDIES

FOREWORD

A Questionnaire was issued by the Meghalaya Education Commission 
covering various aspects of educational situation in the State in order to find 
out the views of the concerned people on the different issues and problems 
in Meghalaya education.

Answers from 116 persons to this Questionnaire are tabulated and pre
sented in these pages. The respondents to the Questionnaire have been 
classified into four groups to facilitate comparison and analysis. The four 
groups are :

Group ‘S’ consists of 52 respondents drawn from school education 
including teachers and headmasters.

Group ‘A’ consists of 17 respondents drawn from the field of educa
tional administration including inspection and supervision.

Group ‘P’ consists of 26 respondents mostly people in public life.

Group ‘E’ consists of 21 respondents mostly the expert type from or
ganisation like the NCERT and the University.

It is hoped that this tabulation and consolidation of answers will help 
the Commission in arriving at conclusions and making recommendations.

This work was done in the Department by the M. Ed. students as part 
of their practical work. The Department is grateful for this opportunity.

Dr. K. J. Joseph,
Shillong : Head of the Department*
The 28th Feb., 1977.
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Question No. 1

PARTICULAR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED IN MEGHALAYA 
SCHOOL EDUCATION

Groups
S A P E Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)
Responses :

1. High enrolment. 3 ... 3 .. 6

2. Insufficient number of Schools. 11 .. .. 6 17

3. Communification difficulties in rural
areas. 3 1 2 6

4. Lack of funds. 5 3 6 \ 15

5. Unsatisfactory service conditions of
teachers. 5 2 1 2 10

6. Lack of facilities in schools. 7 8 6 .. 21

7. Non participation of teachers in deci
sion making. 1 ........................  1

8. Unjustfiable change of curricula (In
novations and changes). 6 3 1 3 13

9. Adult illiteracy. 4 .. .. 1 5

10. Untrained and incompetent teachers
in schools. 11 8 10 6 35

11. Lack of vocational subjects in rural
areas 4 2 2 S

12. Poverty of parents. 6 2 .. .. 8

13. Lack of proper administration and
inspection. 3 .. 4 .. 7

14. Irregularity in attendance. 1 .. .. .. 1

15. Lack of sufficient number of teachers. 1 4 2 7

16. Lack of teaching aids. 2 1 2 5

17. Lack of uniformity in age of entry in
schools. 1 .. .. .. i

18. Too many drop outs. 3 1 2 . .  6



(X)

Groups
A P E Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)

19. Improper school organisation. 1 ......................... 1

20. Absence of proper text-books. 3 3 2 8

21. Curxiculum unrelated to life. .. .. 1 . . 1

22. Absence of guidance counselling. .. .. 1 .. 1

23. Poor quality of education. .. 3 .. ♦. 3

24. Introduction of mass media. .. 1 1 2

25. Pool progress in women’s education .. .. .. 2 2

Question No. 2 

ADDITIONAL TASKS IN MEGHALAYA EDUCATION

1. Greater Government control of
' 'schoolmanagements.................................. 1 ............... ...  . 1, , %

2. Raising of teachers’ pay. 3 . . . . . .  3

3. Providing education for the handi
capped. 1 ......................... 1

4. Providing job oriented or need based
education. 1 .. ..  8 9

5. Providing physical education. 2 ........................  2

6. Starting Meghalaya Education
Service. 3 ........................  3

7. Making provisions for educational
tour. 1 ........................  1

8. Starting of correspondence courses. 1 .. 1 .. 2

9. Improvement of teacher-pupil ratio. ..  .. 2 .. 2

10. Supply of free text-books. ..  .. 1 .. 1

11. Compulsory education. 1 . . 1 .. 2

12. Adult education. ..  .. 1 2  3
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Groups
Total

(52) (16) (27) (17)

13. Examination and evaluation of
system 1 .. 2 1 4

14. Moral and cultural education 1 .. 3 .. 4

15 Audio-visual education. 1 .. 2 2 5

16. Teachers’ training. 3 1 1  3 8

17. Providing prope * facilities. .. 1 .. .. 1

18. Educational planning. 3 .. .. 2 5

19. Improving educational technology. ........................  1 1

20. Providing free school education. 1 ........................  1

CONSIDERATION FOR DETERMINATION OF STANDARDS 

Responses : Question No. 3

1. Satisfaction of needs. 3 1 3 3 10

2. Character building. 2 1 3

3. Examination results. 14 2 2 1 19

4. Quality of curriculum. 4 1 2 2 9

5. Development of the total child. 5 6 5 3 19

6. Improvement of productivity. 5 2 1 3 11

7. Development of deep faith in moral 
values. 1 . . , # 1

8. Performance of students. 4 2 8 1 15

9. Discipline. 1 1 , # 2

MEASURES TO IMPROVE STANDARDS 

Responses : Question No. 4

1. Construction of better curriculum. 6 .. 2 4 12

2. Improve teachers, 23 10 12 13 58



(x«)

S A
Groups
P E Tota

3. Improve supervision.

(52)

1

(16) (26)

1

(17)

2

4. Provide better equipments and faci
lities. 11 2 5 18

5. Reduce work load of teachers. 4 4

6. Improve teacher-pupil ratio. 6 1 1 8

7. Reform examination. 9 5 3 17

8. Improve service conditions of 
teachers. 5 2 7 1 15

9. Introduce Nutrition programmes. 1 1 2

tO. Ensure community involvement. 2 1 • 3

11. Provide need based education. 3 1 •3 7

12. Make availafbie proper text books. 6 1 2 2 11

13. Involve teachers in policy making. 1 1 2

14. Improve' administrative syste'm/ ' ' ' '2 ' ' 4' ' 7 ; -4’ - 17

15. Improve attendance. 1 1 1 3

16. Improve environment. 2 1 1 4

17. Improve educational technology. 1 1

Question No. 5 

WEEDING OUT SUBSTANDARD SCHOOLS

Responses :

1. Suitable Government action.

2. Legislative measures.

3. Improve teachers position.

23

22

1-

3

12

7

12
7 40

8 54

2 3



Question No. 6

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT MEASURES TO WEED OUT 
SUBSTANDARD SCHOOLS.

Groups

S A P E Total

A ppen d ix  E  (xiii)

Responses :
(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Not at all. 5 5 10 .. 20

2. To some extent. 7 2 3 1 13

3. To an extent. 4 2 4 .. 10

4. Very much. 1 ........................  1

Question No. 7
*. \ . ' \ \ ’ .

STATUTORY POWERS TO BE VESTED IN THE D. P. I. FOR 
BETTER CONTROL, SUPERVISION AND DIRECTION

Responses

1. Enfoicement of norms. 2 1 3

2. More powers of appointments. 2 4 2 3 11

3. More financial powers. 5 2 4 2 13

4. More administrative powers. 7 11 6 4 28

5. Overfall increase in powers. 10 1 3 , 6 20

6. More management powers. 1 1

Question Not 8

VIEWS ON CURRENT GRANT IN AID PROCEDURES AND 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Responses:

1. Adequate. 10 8 .. .. .18

2. Not adequate. 26 6 13 4 49

3. No provision for scrutiny. 4 ..  4 .. 8



(*W0

ADEQUACY OE ?BE,CI*RENTiVOBMS FO&GRAiSfT IN AJD

Groups
S A P E Total

Question No. 9

1. Not adequate.

2. Adequate to some extent.

3. Adequate to a limited extent.

4. Quite adequate.

(52) (16) (26) (17)

26

9

5 12

3 1 

3

4

47

13

3

8

Question No. 10

ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS AND VIEWS ON 
BEFECIENCEES m  THE CURRENT GRANTS S¥ST®!Vf

Responses:

1. Effective. 5 2 .. .. 7

2. Effective to some extent.

3. Not effective.

16

7

32

15

Question No. M

VIEWS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS AND DEFICIENCIES 
THE DIFFERENT PROGRAMMES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION

Responses :
Areas

a. Location of schools.

b. Scholarships and other incen
tives to students.

c. Text books.

Eflec- Eflec- Not Defi- To Not
tive tive eflec- cient some dtfi-

to tive extent cient
some defi-
extent cient

13

1 1

6

4

11
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Effec- Effec- Not Defi- To Not
tive tive cffec- cient Some defi-

to tive extent cient
some defi-

Responses : extent cient
Areas -------------------------------------------------

d. School buildings. 7 1 13 2

e. Medical facilities to students. 2 3 20 2

f. Women’s education. 4 10 1 6 4

g- Adult education. 1 3 2 16 1

h. Pre-Primary education. 1 4 1 11 3

i. Non-formal education and 
functional lilefacy. 4 . , 14 2

j. Guidance and counselling 
sei vices. , , 3 12 2

k. Vocational education. 1 2 13 1

1. Professional education. 1 1 2 10 1

m. Education of the handicapped. 3 13 1

n. Talent search and nurturing 
of talent. 9 9 9 9 1 11 2

o. Moral education. 1 4 14 2

P- Physicrl education. 2 4 9 4

q- Art and music education. 1 2 1 13

r. Language education. 1 1 1 9 2

s. Hostel facilities. 9 9 2

t. School libraries. 3 5 9 3

u. Book banks. 2 14 1 4

V. Sports. 2 9 6 1

w. Youth welfare. 2 1 11 1

X. Polytechnic and technical 
education. 5 2 10 1



Responses:
Areas

y. Health education, sex educa-
cation and population edu
cation.

z. Educational research and
extension services.

Effec- Effec- Not Defi- To Not
tive tive effec- cient some defi-

to tive extent cient
some defi-
extent cient

10

1 1

Question Ne. 12

VIEWS ON AUTONOMOUS SCHOOLS

Groups

S A P E Total
Responses :

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Needs encouragement. 8 3 7 4 22

2. May be encouraged to some extent. 12 6 3 7 28

3. Should be discouraged. •” 15 '4 '  6 ' '5 ' '30

Question No. 13

VIEWS ON WHETHER PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SHOULD BE 
ALLOWED IN EDUCATION

Responses :

1. Private institution^ may continue 
for the time being.

2. Private institutions should continue.

3. Private institutions be banned if not 
made to conform to the general prin
ciple and policies.

4. Should be encouraged if it satisfies 
the national interest.

5. Private enterprise to be encouraged 
with adequate control.

1
16 14

2

37

14

17

19
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Responses :

6. Private institutions creates classifi
cation in school children.

7. It should be controlled wholly by 
Government.

8. Provision needed, to give grants in
aid for private institutions.

9. Encourage them if they maintain 
equal standards.

Question; No. 14 

STARTING MOMS, GOVERNMENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Responses :

1. May be started on a trial basis. 3 . .  . 3

2. The idea deserves encouragement. 30 15 24 7 76

3. Government will not be able to 
manage them. 1 • • . . 1

4. Convert existing schools to public 
schools. 6 1 7

5. Government will not get night 
teachers. 1 1

6. As such schools are expensive, 
they should be discouraged. 4 1 1 .. 6

7. Should consult opinion of the public. 1 * * % 9 1

Question No. 15

NATURE AND EXTENT OF DISTRICT COUNCILS CONTROL 
OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

Responses :

1. Separate Board of Primary Education
i* desirable. 2 ........................  2

2. Primary education should continue
under the control of District Council. 4 3 .. 1 8

Groups
S A P E Total 

(52) (16) (26) (17)

2 1 3

2 1 2 2 7

2 .. 1 .. 3

2 1 . . . .  3



Groups
S A P E Total 

(52) (16) (26) (17)
3. Primary education should be with the

State and not under District Council. 16 2 3 2 23

4. District Councul do not have enough
finance. 1 .. 1 2

5. District council do not manage pri
mary education properly. 11 11 16 4 42

6. District Council exercise adequate
control over primary education 1 .. . .  .. 1

Question No. ±6

VtEWSONTHE RESTRICTIONS ON THE BOARD OF SCHOOL 
EDUCATION IN REGARD TO PRIMARY EDUCATION.

1. Primary education should be under 
the supervision of District Council. 6 3 3 2 14

2. Primary education under District 
Council is not a satisfactory arrange- 

' 'ment'. J2, , 4 3 1
.  2)

3. In the matter of Primary education 
Board should be controlled. 1 1 *  , 2

4. Bring Primary education under State 
Government. 2 ,  , 1 ,  , 3

5. Dual control is not good. 6 4 10 1 21

6. Bring Primary education under the 
Board. 8 1 5 5 19

7. Power of M.E.B. should be restricted 1 • • 1

8. Dual control is desirable. 1 1 . . 2

Question No. 17

MEASURES TO UNIVERSALISE PRIMARY EDUCATION IN 
THE CURRENT DECADE

Responses :

1. An educational survey should be
undertaken. 2 2  4
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Groups

S A P E Total

2 Lower1 stages of education should be 
controlled by the District Councils 
and higher stages by Government.

3. May follow the example of Kerala.

4. Control population growth.

5. Enact appropriate legislation.

6. Provide free education.

7. More funds should be made available.

8. Start more village schools.

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1 3 ,  , , . 4

2 2

1 1

5 4 4 13

10 3 7 3 i. 23

5 2 9 1 17

2 2 11 5 20

Question No. 16

PRESENT SYSTEM OF PRIMARY EDUCATION AND UNIVERSAL
ENROLMENT

Groups.

S A P E Total
Responses:

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Primary education in Meghalaya is
adequate. 8 2 3 . .  13

2 Primary education in Meghalaya is ' * ’
inadequate. , 24 13 20 10 67

3. Supervision is ineffective. 1 .. .. .. 1

Question No. 19

VIEWS ON AMALGAMATION OF PRIMARY AND MIDDLE
LEVELS

Responses: ’

1. Amalgamation is not advisable. 9 1 3 2 15

2. Amalgamation is desirable. 31 14 18 \€ 79



Groups

s A P E Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)
3. Will lessen the expenditure of 

Government. 1 .. 1

4. Will increase the expenditure of 
Government. 1 .. 1

Question No. 20

PLUS 2 STAGE UNDER SCHOOL BOARD OR UNDER SEPARATE
BOARD

BesgHonses:

1. Separate Board. 19 5 9 12 45

2. In favour of existing set up with addi
tional .wing will result in heavy finan
cial loss. 16 11 *9 4 40

3. Wilji result ip. h$avy financial loss. 1 v ' I ,  t .. 2

4. Favour old system. 6 2 8

5. Under NEHU, i.e. under University 2 1 , ....3 - ■

Question No. 21

PLUS 2 STAGE IN EXISTING HIGH SCHOOLS OR IN SEPA
RATE INSTITUTION

Responses:

I. a-2 should form part of the existing 
High Schools. 17 4 9 6 36

2. It should be in separate institution. 22 10 6 12 50

3. Experiment is recommended. 1 1

4. Attach them to College.

------ ------------J*,------------ -----,--------------------------------------------_

8 4 6 .. 18
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Question No. 22 

CHANGES SUGGESTED IN ADMINISTRATIVE SET UP

Groups

Total
Responses:

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. No changes required. 13 6 .. 1 20

2. Changes are needed. 14 8 14 5 41

3. Changes required after careful exa
mination. 1 .. .. . • 1

4. Co-ordination Cell may be set up. 1 .. 1 ... 2

5. Better vision . \ . .  . .  . .  1

Question No. 23 

MEASURES TO IMPROVE SCIENCE EDUCATION 

Responses :

1. Seminar and refresher courses should
be organised. 4 1 1 6

2. Board of Science education should be
established. 2 .. .. 4 6

3. Separate branch/cell should be set up. 13 8 3 5 29

4. Science should be introduced at Pri
mary stage. 5 3 3 1 12

5. Translation of science books into
mother tongue for use at lower stage. 1 1 3 5

6. Provision for adequate equipments
and competent personnel needed. 8 2 6 4 20

7. Panel inspection should^ be intro
duced at district level. .. • • .. 2 2

8. ..Proper science curriculumj$should be
developed. ..  .. 2 .. 2

9. Science publicity and propaganda
wing should be set^up. ..  .. l 1



SHOULD SCERT BE AUTONOMOUS OR PART O F T H E  3 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Groups
S A P E Total

Question No. 24

(52) (16) (16) (17)

Responses:

1. Sliould be autonomous. 18 1 11 16 c 46*

2. Should form a part of Department of
Education. 21 16 9 3 49

3. Combination of both. 1 .. .. • . .  i

Qntsfavr W&i 25 
NORMS FOR SCHOOL FEE STRUCTURE

Groups
A P Ey f& al

Responses:
(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. According to needs of specific schools 7 ..  5 1 13'

2. Primary education should be free. 12 1 1 4  IE

3. According to economic conditions of
the citizen. 10 5 5 6 26

4. Concession should be given to sche
dule caste/tribe. 2 . .  . . . .  2

5. Existing system may continue. 2 .. 2 .. 4

6. Charge fees only for science and voca
tional education. 1 1 .. . .  2

7. Education Department should fix the
fees. 1 .........................  1

8. No fees. 1 . .  ..  . .  1

9. Fees at uniform rate. 4 1 2 2 9

10. Only nominal school fee up to

Class IV. 2 . . . .  2



A ppendix  E (xxiii) 

Question No. 26 

NO FEES IN ELEMENTARY CLASSES

Groups

P E Total

(52) (16) (26) (11)

Responses :

1. Provided Government Compensate
the loss. 3 .. 6 .. 9

2. Yes. 25 15 12 13 65

3. Fees should be charged on the baisis
of economic conditions. 4 .. .. 1 5

4. No. 7 2 4 5 IB

5.f Only in rural schools. 1 .. .. 1 2

Question No. 27 

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS WHICH NOW CHARGE FEES

Responses :

1. They may continue to levy fee at dis
cretion. 7 .. 3 .. 10

2. No Government protection to be
given to them. 1 .. .. . .  1

3. Government should compensate the 
school for providing accessibility to
the poor. 5 3 4 2 14

4. Fees should be equalled for all schools. 13 5 12 12 42

5. Shall not charge fees. 2 3 ....................5

6. Fee pattern to fit with national goal. 1 ........................  1

7. Collections other than fee may be
made. 1 ......................... 1



BRANCHING OF TEACHER TRAINING COURSE IN THE
SECOND YEAR

(xxiv)

Question No. 28

Responses :
S A P E Total

(51) (16) (26) (17)

1. Agree. 33 13 14 16 76

2. Disagree. 4 •• 2 ' . .  ^  6’

3. Partly agree. 2 5 .. 7

4. Different training for different levels. 2 •• 1 2 5

Q*e&iofr No. 29

VIEWS ON AMALGAMATION OF TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Responses:

1. Agree. 34 12 14 16 76

,2. Disagree. 5 3 5 1 14

3. Amalgamation with restriction in size 1 . .  1

Question No. 30 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATION SUGGESTED FOR TEACHERS

Responses :

1. Pre-Primary, Primary, Middle-Matric 
& trained, Secondary-Graduate, Post 
High School-}*ost Graduate. 24 10 12 12 58

2. Pre-Primary, Primary-under Matric, 
Middle-H. S. L. C.s Secondary-Gva.- 

( duate, 5c/?oo/>Post gra
duate. 12 5 8 2 ' 27

3. Pre-Primary to Middle - Graduate, 
Secondary to Post High school-Post 
Graduate. 7 1 2 3 13

A. Primary & Pre-Primary,—P.U., Middle 
Trained graduate, Secondary, Post 
High School-TtvmQd Post-Graduate. 2 2
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Question No. 31

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLEARING THE BACKLOGOF UNTRAINED
TEACHERS

Groups

Responses :
S A P E Tots

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Organise special training progra
mmes. 15 1 3 4 23

2. Refresher courses and short-term pro
grammes may be organised. 5 4 12 9 30

3. Holiday training and correspondence 
courses. 19 5 9 6 39

4. Appoint only trained teachers. 1 1 2

5. Mobile teaching facilities may be 
organised. # , * , # ,

6. Supply instructional material through 
school complex. 1 . # 1

7. Teachers should learn by doing. 1 1

8. Radio lessons may be organised. 1 1

Question No. ,32 

VIEWS ON APPOINTMENT OF UNTRAINED TEACHERS 

Responses :

1. Only tfained and qualified teachers
should be appointed. 23 8 12 16 59

2. Existing system should continue. 15 4 10 4 33

3. Training is not necessary if they have
innate aptitude. 1 .. 1 .. 2

4. On the job training programme pre
ferred. .. 1 . . . .  1

5. Highly qualified persons may be
appointed even if untrainted. 3 1 ..  .. 4



USEFULNESS OF REFRESHER COURSES ORGANISED BY 
THE DEPARTMENT

Groups

S A P E Total
Responses : —-------  ------------------------- —*—

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Certification required. 1 .. • • 14 15

2. Are useful. 40 13 16 6 75

Question No. 34 

MAXING TRAINING INSTITUTIONS RESIDENTIAL 

Responses:

1. Impractical. 11 1 2 9 . 23

2. Desirable. 30 13 18 10 71

3. In rural areas only. 2 3 1 6

(xxvi)

Question No. 33

Qwsfiori No. 35 

VIEWS ON SELECTION OF TEACHER EDUCATORS

1. Special qualification for theory and
^method. J. 1 1 . 3 6

2. M.A. with experience in teacher’s 
training. 5 1 1 . . 7

3. M.A./M.Eds. 11 7 5 10 33

4. Teaching experience for 10 years. 7 2 1 3 13

5. Foreign trained. 2 1 3

6. Good selection of teacher educators. 1 1 2

7. Should be well versed in his subject. 2 1 3 1 7

8. Training plus inborn qualities. 2 2 5 9

9. Should be well versed in the techno
logy of teaching. 2 2 5 9



A p p en d ix  E (x x v ii)  

Groups

S A P E Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)

10. Qualified, talented teachers to be 
appointed after inteiview. 1 1

11. Existing system is alright. 1 1

12. Secondary - M.A./M. Ed., Middle & 
Primary - B.A. & B. Ed. . . 1 1

Question No. 36

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF PRIMARY TEACHER
EDUCATORS

Responses:

1. ShoiUd.be different. 34 13 17 17 81

2. Women better for elementary teacher
training institution. 1 1 2

3. Should not be different. 2 1 1 1 5

Question No. 37

SEPARATE COURSES FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
TEACHER EDUCATORS

Reftpopses ■:

1. Yes (Agree). 28. 11 12 14 65

2. No. (Disagree). 8 3 3 3 17

3. Partly agree. 1 2 1 4

Question No. 38

VIEWS ON INTEGRATED PRE SCHOOL AND PRIMARY 
TEACHER TRAINING

1. Agree. 30 . 12- 11 11 64

2. Agrees on condition that Pre-Primary
andPrimary schools are also com
bined. 1 .. 2 3



(xXviri)>

Groups

SAMMflkaAOJl.
S A P E Total

Kv&̂ OwvS •
(52) (16) (26) (17)

3. Too idealistic. 1 1 >

4 One year course is enough 2 2 4

5 Should include Middle school also. 1 1

6. Partly agrees. 1 1

7. Overlapping of training to be 
avoided*^ . . 1 1

8. Separate courses. 1 1

Question No. 30 

VIEWS ON TWO TIER TEACHER EDUCATION PATTERN

Responses:

L D isag ree :............................ ' f ' 5 ' . 4 , 2 > '12

2. * Partly agree. , 4 1 1 5

3. Agree. 23 11 9 13 .56

Question Nflf 4

VIEWS ON INTRODUCTION OF M.ED. COURSE IN
MEGHALAYA

1 /2  years B. Ed. course instead of M. Ed 1 1 2

2. M. -Ed. course would be better. 31 12 15 8 66

3. Intensive training is better. 1 1 3 5

4. No need. 7 2 1 9 19

5. <A diffefently* organised * course is
needed. 1 1



A p p e n d ix  E (x x ix )  

Question No. 41 

GOVERNMENT OR PRIVATE TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Responses :

Groups
A P E  Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Both. 25 10 13 11 59

2. Only Government. 18 6 10 7 41

3. Autonomous Bodies instead of pri
vate organisation. .. .. .. 3 3

Question No. 42

GOVERNMENT CONTROL OVER PRIVATE TRAINING
INSTITUTIONS

Responses :

1. Should control through affiliation,
recognition, rules and regulations. 15 5 12 8 40

2. Prescribe qualifications of teachers
and regulate appointments. 7 1 4 5 17

3. Financial control. 6 1 5 .. 12

4. Criteria followed by National, Coun
cil for Teachers’ Education.

5. Governing Body to have 1/3 Govern
ment representation. .. 1 .. 1 2

6. Control through selection of students. 2 1 3 6

7. Need not control. 1 .. .. .. 1

Question No. 43 

PAY SCALES SUGGESTED FOR SCHOOL TEACHERS

1. Present revised scales. 10 3 11 2 26

2. Should be higher than any other office
counterpart. 3 .. 1 1 5

3. Equal pay for all types of teachers
(Elementary High School). 2 1 2 5



(xxx)

Groups

S A P E Total
Responses : ------------------------------------------

(52) (16) (26) (17)

4. Rs. 455 (Rupees four hundred fifty
five) at the lowest rank. .. .. 1 .. 1

5. Higher than present. 5 4 .. 2 11

6. Pay Scale of Central Schools. 3 1 4 8

7. Government and Private school tea
chers some pay. 3 .. .. .. 3

Question No. 44

SHOULD PAY SCALES BE RELATED TO ACADEMIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Responses:

1. Should be related to both. 38 14 28 12 84

2. Relate only to professional qualifi
cation. 3 1 2 6

3. Relate pay'to'the type of Work a'nd....................................................
not to qualifications. 1 .............. 2 3

4. Related only to educational qualifi
cations. 2 ......................... 2

Question No. 45 

VIEWS ON IMPROVING QUALITY OF TEACHERS

1. Self improvement (discipline, sense 
of duty, punctuality etc.) 7 1 5 1 14

2. Proper training programmes 20 9 12 10 51

3. Improvement of pay scales and facili
ties. 25 3 ' 8 ' 3 39

4. Better supervision. 7 1 3 2 13

5. Reduction of workload. 4 1 5

6, Selection of teachers with higher aca
demic record. 8 3 5 9 .25



A p p e n d ix  E (x x x i)  

Groups

S A P E Total
Responses :

7. Instituting efficiency bars.

8. Give better recognition of work.

9. Prohibit private tuition.

(52) (16) (26) (17)

........................  3 3

1 1 . . . .  2
4   4

Question No. 46 

IMPROVEMENT IN TEACHER AMENITIES SUGGESTED

Responses :

1. Give facilities given to Government
employees. 42 14 21 10 87

2. Building loan. 3 .. .. .. 3

3. Give some facilities to private tea
chers also. 5 ........................  5

Question No. 47

VIEWS ON TEACHERS ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANISATIONS 

Responses :

1. Improves the quality of teachers. 52 10 14 15 91

2. Should be free from political inter
ference 3 2 3 2 10

3. Against 2 .. 6 1 9

|4. Should be like other Government
f associations. 1 .. 3 .. 4

5. Sarvodaya type of association
(Acharya). ..  .. 1 .. 1

6. Should not be like Trade Union. 1 .. .. 5 6



Question No. 48 

STEPS TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF THE TEACHERS

Groups

S A P E Total
Responses :

(xxxii)

1. Give better pay and facilities.

2. Through proper recruitment of tea
cher.

3. Teacher’& effective participation in 
the community .

4. Society should recognise importance 
of education.

5. Devotion to duty and self improve
ment by teachers.

6. Through proper training.

7. Should be free grom politics.

(52) (16) (26) (17)

30

12
3

14 55

71 1 1 1

3 1 . 3 1  8

2 1 1 1 5

6 3

1

8 29

2 5

1

Question No. 49

SPECIAL MEASURES FOR TEACHERS WELFARE IN MEGHALAYA

Responses :

1. Give more facilities. 17

2. Open teacher’s saving bank. 2

3. Treat them like gofvernment emp
loyees. 3

4. Undertakes regular review of pay scale. 3

5. Start a Teachers’ Relief/Welfare fund 7

6. Give scholarship for higher/further
education. 1

7. Give more facilities for rural schools. 2

35

4

6

7

8

2
4



A p p e n d ix  E (x x x iii)  

Question No. 5!)

VIEWS ON A CODE OF CONDUCT FOR TEACHERS AND ITS
INGREDIENTS

Responses :

1. Punctuality.

2. Proper lesson preparation.

3. No private tuition without prior per
mission.

4. Active participation in social service.

5. No need for code of conduct.

6. Ntm-participation'in politics.

7. Central School Code of conduct may 
be adopted.

8. Dress and outward appearance 
should also be covered.

9. Should specify professional etiquette

10. Should gi^e autonomy in professional 
decision.

11. May be drawn from other professions.

12. Specify devotion to duty.

Groups

A P E

3

1
9

6

Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)

9 4 4 1 18

3 2 2 7

5

4

6 21

Question No. 51

VIEWS ON SUITABILITY OF NATIONAL CURRICULUM TO 
MEGHALAYA SCHOOL

1. Suitable with small modifications. ^8

2. Not suitable. 11

3. May be tried. 2

10 12

1
1

59

16

3



Question No. 52

FIRST LANGUAGE FOR VARIOUS LINGUISTIC GROUPS

Groups

S A P E Total
Responses: —--------------------------------------

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Mother tongue. 22 12 14 6 54

2. Hindi. .. .. 1 .. 1

(xxxiv)

3. English. 22 1 7 3 33

4. Khasi & Garo. 3 2 5

Question No. 53

SHOULD MOTHER TONGUE BE THE FIRST LANGUAGE ?

1, Yes. 27 12 13 12 64

2. No. 18 3 10 4 35

Question No. 54

VIEWS ON KHASI AND GARO AS MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

1. Are suitable as medium of Instruction 8 5 9 6 28

2. Are not suitable as medium of Ins
truction. 26 6 8 8 48

3. Suitable for lower stages. 9 2 5 .. 16

Question No. 55

SHOULD ANY CULTURAL OR SOCIAL FACTOR BE CON
SIDERED IN CHOOSING MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION ?

Responses:

1. Yes. 17 8 6 7 38

2. No. 14 4 13 2 33



Question No. 56

REMEDYING THE DISADVANTAGES OF TRIBAL CHILDREN 
IN MEDIUM CHANGE

Groups

S A P E Total

A p p e n d ix  E  (xxxv)

Responses :
(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Make mother tongue medium for all 9 10 11 6 36

2. Make English medium for all. 30 5 11 3 49

3. Make Hindi medium for all. 2 ........................  2

4. Separate H.S.L.C. Board for tribals/
non-tribals. 2 ........................  2

Question No. 57 

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD LANGUAGES SUGGESTED

1st Language

Mother tongue. 30 9 3 5

Khasi. 1

Garo. 1 2 1

English. 11 1 8 2

Und Language

Mother tongue. 9 1 6 3

Hindi. 3 2 6 5

English. 29 8 10 3

Illrd Language

Mother tongue. 1 2

Khasi. 1 2 1

Garo. 1 2 1

Bengali. 1



(xxxvi)

Groups

A P E Total
Responses

(52) (16) (26) (17)

Assamese. ........................  1

Hindi. 33 9 10 3

Nepali. ........................  1

English. 1 8 4

Russia ........................  1

French. ........................  1

Sanskrit. ........................  1

Question No. 58

VIEWS ON INTRODUCTION OF COMPULSORY SCIENCE 
v ©WCATI0N IN CLASSES -X

1. Agree. 38 14 15 17 84-

2. Disfagfee: ' ' ' ' ■* ' ' ' ' ' 5 ' :. * - 4 - '  2 * 11-

Question No. 59

USE OF INCENTIVES IN PROMOTING SCIENCE EDUCATION

1. Incentives may be given to tribuls. 22 9 8 6 45

2. Incentives may be given to meri-
orious. 25 5 13 8 51

Question No. 60

VIEWS ON KHASI, GARO AS MEDIUM FOR SCIENCE
EDUCATION

Responses :

1. Unsuitable 18 8 8 3 37

2 . Suitable 12 5 6 4 27



A ppend ix  E (xxxvii) 

Groups
S A P E Total

Responses: -----------------------------------------
(52) (16) (26) (17)

3. In favour of English as medium of
Science Instruction. 13 2 7 2 24

4. Use English but switch over when
Garo and Khasi languages are deve
loped. 4 2 3 9

Question No. 61

VIEWS ON EMBARKING ON THE WIDER PHASE OF 
SCIENCE EDUCATION

1. Favourable 15 8 9 7 39

2. Better to wait for the results of pilot
phrase. 21 6 9 7 53

3. Not favourable. 1 ........................  1

Question No. 62

CONTENTS OF WORK EXPERIENCE FOR RURAL AND 
URBAN SCHOOLS

1. May be some for Rural and Urban. 7 4 7 .. 18

2. Only some items may be common. 2 3 3 8

3. Contents should be different for both. 25 8 4 10 47

4. Disapproves of work experience pro
gramme. 1 ........................  1

Question No. 63

SHOULD VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS BE COMPULSORY 
OR OPTIONAL AT HIGHER SECONDARY STAGE

1 Must be compulsory 22 7 3 4 36

2 Must be optional 16 5 10 8 39

3. Is necessary. 4 2 5 3 14

4. Not in favour of vocational edu
cation. 2 1 3 1 7



Question No. 64 

SHOULD THERE BE A SEPARATE VOCATIONAL STREAM

Groups

(xxxviii)

Responses:
S A P E Total

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Favours separate vocational stream 
with geneial subjects. 19 3 7 8 37

2. It should be part of the general stream 16 7 7 3 33

3. Both should be completely indepen
dent of each other. 1 1 1 •  « 3

4. Part of the general stream, in High 
School a separate vocational stream 
thereafter. 1 1 2 3 7

Q nestkm No. 65

CONDITIONS FOR TRANSFER BETWEEN VOCATIONAL 
AND GENERAL STREAMS

1. favour transfer. .............................

2. Should be terminal.

3. It should be an integrated course at 
High School and + 2 level.

4. No transfer.

' 19
3

5

3

26

8

1
8

Question No. 66

VOCATIONAL STUDY FACILITIES AVAILABLE AND SURVEY 
NEEDED FOR FURTHER IDENTIFICATION

1. A Survey by experts can help in the
selection of vocations. 17 4 10 7 38

2; Facilities for vocational education
are inadequate. 9 3 5 2 19



A p pend ix  E  (xxxix) 

Question No. 67 

TRADES SUGGESTED FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Groups

Responses :
S A P E Toti

(52) (16) (26) (17)

1. Tailoring. 9 3 4 4 21

2. Motor mechanics. 7 4 3 4 18

3. Carpentry. 7 3 5 4 19

4. Masonry. 3 3

5. Leather works. 2 3 5

6. Pottery. 1 1

7. Soap-making. 2 2

8. Paper-industry. 3 1 1 5

9. Agriculture 6 4 6 16

10. Handicrafts. 7 1 4 12

11. Veterinary. 1 2 3 2 28

12. Blacksmithy. 2 5 1 8

13. Bee-keeping. 2 2

14. Stenography. 3 4 2 9

15. Nursing. . . 1 .. . . 1

Question No. 68

VIEWS ON MAKING PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMPULSORY

1. Should be made compulsory. 38 14 17 16 85

2. Not in favour. 3 1 4 8

3. Should be according to socio-eco
nomic status. 2 1 1 4
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The Education Commission takes pleasure in -pre
senting these interim recommendations on the restructu
ring of the pattern of school education and some essential 
aspects of reforms in the field of educational administra
tion in Meghalaya. As it is the first systematic approach 
to the problems of educational growth in the State .and 
would in all probability stimulate significant policy deci
sions our basic assumption while formulating these 
recommendati ons has been that these would provide the 
Commission with a base for developing concrete proposals 
ipertainkrg to all the various aspects of education <whioh 
form the terms of reference. So far our main concern
feas been purely methodological—how to cleanse concepts 
and discard theories and then stale the problems Mid 
their possible solutions in a logical and realistic way. 
These recommendations should be read as a hypothetical 
contribution to an infant line of thought in Meghalaya
which will undoubtedly undergo radical development in 
the years to come. If we have not bee® very original 
it is because we are inclined to the view that even here
tics remain bound by traditional thought in formulating 
their heresies. We are also aware that rarely, if ever, 
have such recommendations by their own force blazed 
a way to new perspectives. The cue to a continual
re-orientation of education has normally came from ifche 
economic or socio-political sphere. Responding to that 
cue social scientists and educationists turn to research 
on issues that have attained importance. Theories are
launched, data collected and the literature on new pro
blems and their new solutions expands. By its cumu
lative results, this research activity, which mirrors 
socio-political and economic strivings of the times, even
tually contributes to a rationalisation of these strivings 
and even gives them a different turn. We hope these 
recommendations wili make useful contribution in this 
direction. These recommendations may not strictly be 
according to the priorities of education in general, but 
the urgency attached to the question of a uniform pattern 
of school education and the need for reforms in educa
tional administration have contributed in a great measure 
to their publication at this stage.

INTRODUCTION



(iv)

2. It is estimated that the bulk of the reports of the 
■ enquiries and the reviews being done by the Commission 

and its recommendations on the various issues covered by 
the terms of reference will be considerable. It is and 
therefore, proposed that the publication of the reports 
recommendations will be suitably staggered,

• 3. The next report of the Commission will be in the
shape o f  a general review of the educational development 
m this area since Independence. This review will also 
assess- approximately the magnitude of the growth pro
blems which are likely to arise during the next twenty- 

; five years because of the increasing. demand for educa
tional services. The basis on which this review is 
being prepared could also lead to the establishment of 
a broad framework for periodic reviews o f growth in 
education relating it to other objectives of development 
policies. Such reviews which would enable a rapid 
assessment of the situation in the field of education to 
be made are considered necessary because of the rapid 
and continuous educational growth which is taking place 
within the over-all process of social and economic change. 
They could facilitate the discussion of. major policy 
issues and help to determine which are the most, impor
tant areas for ' research; improvement' and > innovation . 
Finally, they could usefully , compare the. problems, 
achievements and policies of Meghalaya with those of other 
States and help to determine the common field, of interests 
and locate areas where a lot of time-and-expense-saving 
coll aboration could take place. More specifically the purpose 
of the review will be :

(a) to evaluate the achievement of the past in 
relation to the educational goals and to 
discuss the present conditions for educational 
development ;

(b) to analyse the factors which have conditioned 
educational development and also the effects 
of these developments on educational policies ;

(c) to consider how Meghalaya should envisage 
the future of her educational system in terms 
of the re-evaluation of the over-all goals of her 
development policy and the relevant reallocation 
of resources among the various social and econo
mic sectors ;
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(d) to consider specific targets or forecasts for 
educational development for the next twenty- 
five years (as against the present situation) 
in relation to what we have achieved in the 
past twenty-five years, the . actaal capacity 
of the Government and the resources they 
would need and can possibly mobilise over 
this period for further educational expansion 
The rapid increase expected in educational 
expenditure makes imperative the elaboration 
of policies to broaden or to mobilise new 
financial possibilities. To this end it would 
be useful to establish a record of regularly 
supplied information in order that the analysis 
of the current system of educational financing 
might be made, as well as an examination 
of alternative systems together with the study 
of resource implications of educational deve
lopment ;

(e) to examine the various policies which have 
been proposed in the country for influencing 
the rate and type of educational expansion 
in the desired direction, according to the 
goals for educational develoment ;

(f) to suggest the machinery which may concur
rently examine the development of educa
tional planning and the means for imple
menting it and the establishment of special 
institutions for preparing the necessary reforms 
for the application of innovations in the field 
of education.

4. It may be worthwhile to emphasise one important 
constraint which the Commission must face in its enquiry. 
Studies of a synthetic nature require a wide range of 
information in the form of either basic statistics and 
indicators or specific studies illuminating some aspects 
of the development and operation of the system (such as 
studies of regional and social disparities, student prefe
rences, cost studies, etc). Unfortunately, very little, inter
related data, collected regularly by competent agencies 
on an annual or longer period basis for use in 
preparing growth review, is availabe. Some useful sta
tistical information is available from the Third All India



Educational Survey (1973-74), and we ate grateful to the 
Government of Meghalaya for initiating work on the 
&®pieheiisi^e Survey of Education in Meghalaya 

#97^7§) as a preliminary step before constituting the 
^nmMSsion, and this is likely to give m  some useful 
inter-related data. Box the purpose of our enquiry, in 
“addition to using $he existing material, attempts have 
been made to collect a variety of opinions and further data. 
Hhus, public memoranda were invited and a questionaire 
•was diawn lip to , provide a structural framework for 
collection ana presentation of statistical information with 
iihe two-fold aim of ^ascertaining educational progress and 
o f working out .a simple model of quantitative estimates 
;of a number of variables of the educational system as a 
jbasis for decision making. The Commission is well aware 
« f  the slender evident on  which soriie of our assertions 
w ould . ultimately rest, but policy formulation cannot wait 
mrfcfl relatively oompifete information isuawilable, and must 
be based on a provisional assessment of every-thing that 
is known in a general way.

5. The Commission would welcome suggestions for 
ior improvement and critical appreciation o f its reGom- 
®nendation&, provided the points of departure from its 

. recommendations. expressed , m  , mch , critiques , are, ,npt 
indeterminate within very wide margins.

Shillong V. S. JAFA
29th July, 1916. Secretary



INTERIM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE RE
STRUCTURING OF THE MEGHALAYA SCHOOL 

EDUCATION SYSTEM

1 : 1 .  The Commission feels that in> drawing up long 
term plans in Meghalaya and thus to lay the foimdatkm @1 
the modem system of education is a task that will call fou 
special care in deciding the structure and internal: 
mechanism of the education system. It is one oft our 
fundamental assumptions that the numerical expansion; 
and qualitative improvement must move together. Quali
ty in education, however, has to be planned for : it does 
not come off as a by-product. The improvement of educa
tion is a continuous process and, as suchv has to be buttto 
into the system. The risk to standards—and its is ai risk
that should not be minimised—arises where numenkak
increase is allowed to take place without adequate 
advance preparation, and without carrying out in time the 
adjustments, re-structuring of the system; and sometimes 
radical changes that expansion necessitates. The ahjee* 
tive of balanced development (with correction of existing 
imbalances where they exist) necessarily implies deter
mination of priorities. In the paragraphs that follow an 
attempt has been made to identify what may be regarded 
as strategic points for action implicit in the development 
envisaged.

1 : 2.. The experience of planning and the implemen
tation of plans in the past has shown that even well coi&r 
ceived and technically sound plans have often failed to
fulfil the expectations with which they were launched,
mainly because the adminsistrative apparatus was not
adequate to the new task. Sound administration has m
key place in the structure and articulation of educational 
system. The scale of educational development in Megha
laya in the remaining two and a half decades of tie  centra^? 
will be one of unusual magnitude and complexity, f t 
will call for careful appraisal of the existing systemr ofi
educational administration, and positively for extensive 
changes. For facility of discussion, the likely changes 
m  the machinery for administration, though they ase 
closely interlinked, may be considered in three m&iw
heads : (a) changes that relate to the' structure of t e
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organisation ; (b) those that are connected with the per
sonnel manning the organisation ; and (c) those that arise 
from planning and its special requirements. The above 
headings are in the order of priority. As mentioned 
before, a prominent feature of the educational enterprise 
in the coming years will be its size. Even today it is one 
of the most extensive undertakings in the State. In the 
two and a half decades ahead, it is expected that the 
number of educational institutions and personnel will 
increase about three-folds. The sheer increase in the size 
of: enterprise calls for fundamental changes in methods 
and organisation also. There are, it would seem, certain 
directions in which action is urgently needed :

(1) for ensuring continuity and adequate enforce*- 
ment, providing legislative base in place of executive orders 
to educational policies and programmes to the maximum 
extent feasible ;

(2) harmonising the public and private sectors in 
education through clear-cut policies ;

(3) clear division of responsibilities and functions 
at various levels of operational units ;

(4) securing rational distribution of highly quali
fied staff between central offices and subordinate units 
so that the latter may be strengthened ;

(5) devolution of greater responsibility and autho
rity to subordinate units;

. (6) devising an adequate machinery for inter
departmental co-oidination as well as for co-ordination 
between different levels within the educational establish
ment ;

(7) creation of organisation and method units in 
all main operational units for formulating technical pro
cedures to facilitate work and review the working of these 
procedures from time to time, ;
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(8) organising machinery for systematic evaluation 
of programmes in operation *.

(9) establishment of advisory bodies to serve as 
channels for public opinion on education or securing 
expert advice from outside *he educational establishment.

1 : 3 .  It is obvious that the recommendations of the 
Commission should cover three main directions, viz., admi
nistrative, academic and financial. An attempt has been 
made in this interim report to focus the attention of the 
Government on two areas which require urgent action, 
and without which no further building of the edifice will 
be possible. These two areas are : provision of the 
necessary legislative base and restructuring of the school 
system. All other administrative and academic aspects of 
education would seem to flow from these two main foun
tain heads. We are including in this report a draft model. 
Bill to cover all aspects of school education in Meghalaya 
which, we recommend, should replace all the executive 
rules and orders passed by the Government of Meghalaya 
and its predecessor, Government of Assam, during the 
last hundred years of formal education in the area. The 
Commission would also formulate the necessary draft 
rules if the draft Bill is found to be suitable. The draft 
Bill may be seen at Annexure III.

1 : 4. An urgent action with regard to the restructur
ing of the school system in Meghalaya is imperative. 
The Government of India have already taken a decision 
lhat the uniform pattern of 10+2+3 should be introduced 
all over the country. We have a Central University to 
which all our colleges are affiliated and we cannot escape 
the responsibility of taking over the pre-univeisity 
classes within the near future and introducing a reasona
ble degree of diversification at the +2 stage. Through
out India the pattern of education is changing rapidly. 
The recommendations for the 10+2+3 structure and for 
the vocationalisation of education proposed by the 
NCERT and debated at national level form a sound basis 
upon which the State may examine its own educational 
system. Increasingly, the necessity has been felt to 
develop a more comprehensive and flexible approach* 
which will adequately reflect the needs and aspirations



of the individual and society within the State by provid
ing education of higher quality and greater relevance 
for the ever-increasing percentage of the population 
which enters and remains within the formal educational 
system. Such a reappraisal should lead to a series of 
recommendations. But while the restructuring of the
school system may in theory be a relatively simple 
exercise, in practice it is extremely complicated because
of the inter-dependence of so many variables as widely 
differing as the availability and facilities of school build
ings, the requirement for skilled technicians, trained
teachers, the attitudes of parents and village communities, 
the guarantees embodied in the Constitution, and so on. 
The legislative and conceptual recommendations when 
discussed, modified and approved, will in thoir turn shape 
the implementation of the school curriculum-content, 
training and administration. It must always be remem
bered that the success of any new system will1 depend
ultimately on such apparently mundane, though iri fact 
vital, changes as the development of relevant and up-to • 
date courses, improving teaching methods, re-vitalising 
the process of teacher training, and re-examining the 
whole process of student performance evaluation. A 
legislative , ,co,ricjepitual, framework, hbWeV&r e&gafrt, 
will be of little value if it supports' a rarfishaekie 'struc
ture.

0 0

1 : 5 .  The arguments for and against the 10+2 
system of education are too familiar to bear repeating. In 
any case, the implications of national policies at the 
University level (tertiary) make the adoption of the 
system almost inevitable. But in a sense this argument 
is irrelevant, since the 10+2, with its opportunity for 
complete flexibility within the first ten years, provides 
per se the ideal stiucture for Meghalaya. Were it not 
existing, it would be necessary to invent it.

1 : 6 .  In what follows we shall consider the 10-year 
schooling stage and then th e + 2  stage. In such a case it 
will be necessary to take into account the implications in 
terms of buildings, equipment and personnel (availability 
and training), of the curriculum (particularly, at the 
lower level, of the place of Sbience and English) and 
examinations, and of equality of opportunity available to
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individual pupils. It will also be necessary to discuss 
how the transition from the old to the new system may 
be achieved. First, however, let us look at the overall 
pattern as set out in Diagram /. The basic features of the 
proposed new structure are :

LOWER PRIMARY 

UPPER PRIMARY 

LOWER SECONDARY 

UPPER SECONDARY

1 : 7. The innovative, though not original feature, is 
the introduction of three courses at the +2 level, 
especially that of teacher training ; that is, it is now 
proposed that the training of teachers for elementary 
level (lower and upper primary schools) should be done 
in the upper Secondary Schools. The implications of 
this will be discussed later. Another attractive feature is 
the fact that the student does not need to commit himself 
irrevocably to a particular course of study at the + 2  
level. There is sufficient flexibility for £he vocational 
student still to be able to qualify for University or teacher 
training, and for the general stream student to transfer 
to a vocational or teacher training course after upper 
secondary.

1: 8 .  It will be seen from Diagram 1 that the basic 
change is from the current 5 + 3 + 4 + 2  (Classes A, B, I to 
X + 2  year Pre-University) system to a 4 + 3 + 3 +  2 system 
which in itself represents a gradual change from the 
Meghalayan system in the early stages to the national 
system in the later stages. As will be explained, this does 
not necessarily imply a loss of two years’ schooling (in any 
case it might be argued that additional years’ schooling 
is above the national norm and a social and economic 
burden on parents). It should be particularly noted that 
no attempt has been made to indicate classes, and the figures 
simply show the number of years of schooling, not classes. 
False designations at this stage can cause unbelievable 
confusion.

4 years "|

3 years [  10 years'
i

3 years J 

2 years



1 : 9. TUe ten-year stage is divided into two parts : 
elementary schooling, that is the first seven years of formal 
schooling, and lower secondary schooling. The elementary 
cycle is divided into a four-year lower primary cycle and 
a three-year upper primary cycle. The fundamental 
change here is that the Class A moves out of the formal 
system and becomes a non-formal pre-primary class. 
Now if we look at Diagarm II, we can Jsee the relationship 
between the existing Meghalayan systena, the NCERT 
basic system and the proposed system. Class B becomes 
Standard 1 (it is necessary to adopt a new nomenclature 
to avoid or at least reduce confusion during the transition 
period) and Class I becomes Standard 2 and so on.

1 : 10. The implications^of the removal of Class A 
to a non-formal system which may be the responsibility 
of a voluntary organisation with Government support in 
matters of buildings, maintenance, teaching aids and 
supervision, are important. The care and education of 
the pre-primary child are important elements in the 
formulation of a social policy and may havej important 
bearings on some aspects of educational policy. The 
percentage of drop-out between Class A and Class B is a 
little over 57 per cent in Meghalaya (Third All-India 

'Educational Survey) , which, ,m,eans, that , this , level, of 
instruction requires a close examination any way. 
Experience elsewhere also seems to indicate that pre- 
primary education may also have some important bearing 
on the problem of drop-outs. By removing the Class A 
from the formal system and making it an object of 
special attention it should be possible to make this level 
of education more effective. The development of this level 
of education needs to be actively encouraged not only 
as an aspect of social but also of educational policy. 
In particular, selected teachers may be trained for this work 
which at this level is specialised. Such teachers might 
gradually be drawn from the pool of nonmatriculate 
untrained teachers who are at present working in primary 
schools and who should ultimately be replaced by those 
matriculate trained teachers who will first appear as 
products of the new system in 1982.

1 : 11. The proposed new lower primary cycle 
would, initially, require no new buildings since it would 
simply replace the former Class A to III. Space released

(xii)
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by the reallocation of Class A can be used for reaccommo- 
dating increased enrolment at the lower primary level. 
An increase in enrolment and a decrease in the rate of 
drop-out is one of the major objectives of the restruc
turing of the system.

1 : 12. Similarly, the teachers are already in position 
at this level. If teachers are released by the reduction 
of the number of classes in the formal lower primary 
system from five to four, they may possibly be deployed 
in looking after extra classes or in being re-trained to 
teach the pre-primary course. Such teachers may also 
provide the natural wastage necessary if untrained teachers 
are to be replaced by trained teachers. As will be seen 
later, a certain degree of re-training of teachers at this 
level will be required.

1 : 13. Academically, the first four classes may be 
divided into two sub-levels : Standards 1 and 2 and
Standards 3 and 4. NCERT, with the assistance of UNICEF, 
is in the process of developing a curriculum for the first 
two classes which will integrate the basic components of 
language, social studies, mathematics and science. Such a 
programme is being carried out in 15 selected States, among 
which Meghalaya is not at this stage included. The 
State might explore the possibility of participating in
the programme on its own initiative now. In fact if the 
transition is to commence in 1978, immediate action
to develop new curricula will be necessary. It is anti
cipated that in Standards 1 and 2 all teaching will be in 
the vernacular.

1 : 14. In Standards 3 and 4 it is proposed to start 
the rudiments of English. This implies the provision or 
development of suitable material, the training of teachers, 
and possibly the provision of written guidance material
for the teacher. The UNICEF-assisted Science Education 
Programme already exists for (NCERT) classes 3, 4, 5. It 
has recently been revised to provide a three-year environ
mental science course. The adaptation of this course to 
provide a two-year course for the proposed Meghalaya 
Standards 3 and 4 should be a relatively easy matter. 
(Standard 3 course will be required in 1978 and 
Standared 4 in 1979). Such an adaptation has already been 
successfully achieved in Karnataka and Kerala, where



there are also 4-year lower primary cycle, and in Gujarat 
and Maharashtra where there is an integrated 7-year 
elementary cycle. This work could be done by the SCERT 
which has been set up. The implication for the implemen
tation of the UNICEF-assisted Science Educaton Programme 
are discussed elsewhere at ANNEXURE II, where the 
requirements for the provision of kits and re-training of 
teachers are also outlined. Teaching would once again be 
in the vernacular.

1 : 15. It is suggested that one important innovation 
within this fom>year cycle should be the abolition of 
promotional examination; between -Standards 1 and 2, 2 
and 3, 3 and 4. However, some form of evaluation to 
encourage the pupil and to assess his *progress should be 
retained in the form of periodic tests. It also seems that 
as long as the disparity between the number of lower pri
mary schools (3,221) and upper primary schools (405) 
remains, it will be necessary to retain a promotional 
examination after Standard 4. The long term aim should 

i be to remove this hurdle as well.

1 : 16. The new Standards 5, 6, 7 correspond exactly 
with x th e , o ld , Classes IV, V, VI. In the first place, then, 
there should be no problems oVer buildings and personnel 
since they already exist in the present middle/senior 
basic schools. Of course, if as is planned, the enrolment 
increases, provision will have to be made for additional 
schools and teachers.

1 : 17. English is already taught in the middle/senior 
basic schools (Classes IV to VI). The re-structuring of the 
system provides an opportunity of revising the English
curriculum and co-ordinating it with the work in English 
that is to begin in the lower primary cycle. (The reason
for this emphasison English will become apparent at the
next stage). Once again a ready-made three-year science 
course developed by the NCERT exists (UNICEF -assisted 
Middle School Science Education Programme). This, 
however, is developed for (NCERT) Classes 6, 7, 8. It 
would, therefore, have to be adapted to take account of 
the one year lag introduced at this level in the new Stan
dards 5. 6, 7 which correspond to NCERT Classes 6, 7, 8. 
Once again such an adaptation has already been carried
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out by some other States. This is likely to be a particu
larly opportune time for such a modification. First, 
NCERT has revised the syllabus, so that it is now an inte
grated science course ; second, it is almost certain that 
Meghalaya will wish to adapt the course to its own needs 
and environment. Teaching, apart from English, would 
be in the vernacular. However, a problem may occur in 
translating scientific terms into Khasi and Garo. The 
introduction of the relevant English terms when develop
ing the texts might be possible. The advice of linguistic 
experts will be very necessary.

1 : 18. As in the lower primary cycle, it is proposed 
that promotional examinations between Standands 5 and
6, and 6 and 7 should be abolished, but that an effective 
means of monitoring the pupils’ progress should be 
retained.

1 : 19. The present lower secondary cycle is of four 
years’ duration. The proposed cycle will have a duration 
of three years. It is obvious that this change should pro
vide a surplus of staff and accommodation. In theory, of 
course, it should provide for a 30 per cent increase, but 
in practice neither staff nor accommodation can be 
utilised so completely. There appears to be no reason 
why, academically pupils in Meghalaya should not reach 
the same level at the same age as pupils in other parts 
of India. Thus, according to the proposed system by the 
time a pupil reaches Standard 9 in Meghalaya he or she 
will be on a par with pupils in other States It is for 
this reason that Standard 8 represents an important step. 
It represents a transition stage during which the pupil is 
prepared for the two-year lower secondary curriculum of 
years 9 and 10.

1 : 20. Standard 8 is vital for another reason, for it 
is during this year that transition to English as the medium 
of instruction occurs.

1 : 21. The present four-year curriculum for classes 
VII to X will need complete revision. It will probably 
have to be developed, as suggested above, into a two-stage



curriculum. Standard 8 is a transition year, and Standards
8, 9 and 10 together will correspond to the NCERT Classes
9 and 10. In Science, the NCERT has already developed 
courses in Physics, Chemistry and Biology which are now 
under trial. The development of these new syllabuses will 
inevitably mean an extensive programme of retraining 
teachers and it will provide a fine opportunity for revising 
examination procedures as well.

1 : 22. Thus, we have proceeded by a process of gra
dual tansition, without much disturbing the basic physi
cal structure of school, from the distinctive system of 
Meghalaya which has existed for so long to the modern 
pattern of education which is likely to be adopted through
out most of Jncjia. By so ddiag we have not made extra 
demands on materials and manpower, but we have 
increased the opportunities to enter and remain within 
the school system. A particular problend area-Class A
has been singled out for special attention. It must be 
pointed out here that the financial implications, in terms 
of materials and personnel, will be considerable if the 
pre-primary year is to provide an effective incentive for
children to join the formal education system.

' * 1 ',23. Far-reaching changes are- proposed for the +  2 
level (Standards 11 and 12). Having successfully completed 
Standard 10, the pupils will be offered a choice of three 
courses :

1. General
—humanities and social science group 
—science group

2. Vocational
—commerce group 
—business group 
—agricultural group 
—animal husbandry gioup 
—agro-industry group 
—agro-business group
—home-science aid community service group 
—art and culture group 
—para-medical service group 
—technology group

Initially, probably only a rdatively small selection of the 
subjects within these groups will be available.

(xvi)
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1 : 24. The pupil will be expected to offer six subjects 
(see ANNEXURE I for details). One, English language, 
will be compulsory. Three will be chosen from groups 
within his elected course. The remaining two will be 
chosen from groups within the other two courses. The 
combinations for those following the teachers training 
course will be slightly more restricted. One of the advan
tages of such a system should be that a transfer from 
one course to another will be possible after Standard 12. 
For example, those who followed the vocational or teacher 
training course should still be able to qualify for entrance 
to University.

3. Teacher training

1 : 25. There are many advantages if the teacher for 
the elementary schools are trained in Standards 11 and 
12 of the upper secondary school. Most obviously, the 
teachers are receiving their instruction wiUiin* the school 
system and not in an institution with a separate existence, 
such as the Basic Training Schools or the Normal Schools 
which work in complete isolation. Second, they will be 
able to continue their interest in general or vocational 
subjects. Nor will they be precluded from entering Uni
versity. If schools catering for Standards 1 to 12 can be
created, then they will be able toe practise tiieir teaching
within the school. Teachers so trained* will be qualified 
to teach at either lower primary or upper primary level : 
thus any undesirable distinction between middle school 
and primary* school teachers will eventually bs© removed. 
They will also be trained to teach all subjects including 
science. Not only will they have compulsorily studied
science up to Standard 10, but they will also have to have 
studied the methodology of teaching science in Standards
11 and 12; Finally, of course, the teaeher will be trained 
before entering the school as a teacher. Matriculation 
will no longer be a sufficient qualification alone to start
teaching. Indeed, the standard: reached will in fact be 
that of a pass at the present pre-University level.

1 : 26. It is estimated that some 15 (Shillong 8, Jowai
2, Cherrapunjee, Williamnagar, Tura 2, Mendhipathar and 
Nongstoin) new upper secondary schools will be required 
and, ideally, they should be schools catering for Standards



from 1 to 12, Probably, there will have to be new buil
dings, although in some cases Basic Training Schools or 
Normal Schools (e.g., Cherrapunjee) might be altered and 
extended.

1 : 27. The . staff who at present teach the equivalent 
of the + 2  stage are working in colleges. This raises the 
problem of reassignment of staff without loss of status or 
remuneration, if the general course for Standards 11 and
12 is to be transferred to upper secondary school. 
Since a . wide variety of subjects in unlimited combina
tion is likely to be offered, this may require additional 
recruitment. Staff, too, for the teacher training course 
is also in existence, although in this case in Basic Train
ing Schools and Normal Schools. It is probable that 
each Upper Secondary School would require a staff of 
four to sustain the teacher training course (a total of 60); 
this makes transference and recruitment . inevitable. 
The staff for the vocational course will have to be newly 
recruited, and ways must be explored of encouraging 
those with experience and qualifications in the vocational 
field to re-enter the educational system as teachers or 
instructors. Initially, the retired personnel from the 
PWD and other technical Departments of the Government 
may .be .entertained. ,

1 :  28. In order that the possibility of transference 
between courses remains, at least one institution will have 
to be created which can provide a vocational course for 
those who, after completing the general or teacher training 
course, wish to transfer. For those who wish to transfer to 
the teacher training course it is proposed to develop a 
special two-year course. One year would be in an institu
tion ; the second year would be a correspondence course 
supported . by . short, in-service course(s). During this 
second year the student would commence teaching but 
would not be confirmed until he has successfully completed 
his second year course. This system could also provide 
training facilities to teachers already in employment. The 
same problem does not arise with transfers to the academic 
course since the University courses are already in 
existence. However, some means of ensuring equality 
of opportunity to enter the University for those who have 
successfully completed the vocational and teacher 
training courses, based on equivalence of qualifications, 
will have to be devised.
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1 :29. The Basic Training Schools and Normal 
Schools during the initial stages of the transition will be 
needed for providing intensive in-service training and orien
tation courses. Provision and planning for the staffing of 
the courses is required.

1 : 30. New syllabuses for the +2 stage (Standards
11 and 12) will have to be developed by the SCERT in 
.consultation with the NCERT and the University. Sylla
buses for science at this level are at present being 
developed by the NCERT. As will be seen, the proposed 
time table for transition will allow sufficient time for new 
courses to be developed, tried out and revised.

1 : 31. The details of the transition are shown in 
Diagram III.

1: 32. The present system will continue through the 
academic year 1977-78 with one exception. Those enter
ing Class VII in 1977 will embark on a specially adapted 
3-year Secondary Course to prepare them for the new 
Upper Secondary Course (Standards 11 and 12), the first 
year of which will commence in 1980. Those who enter 
Class VII in 1977 will be the last to pass through the old 
system. Thus, the immediate need is the development of 
this three-year transition course and discussions on its 
implications for matriculation examination and entrance 
to upper secondary classes.

1 : 33. In 1978 new curricula should be ready for 
Standard 1 (integrated language, science, mathematics, 
social studies, etc.), Standard 3, Standards, Standard 8. 
It should be noted that Classes IX, X, XI and XII will 
continue to exist (a new Standard 9 will also exist). 
Classes B to VIII will be renamed Standards 1 to 9.

1 : 34. 1979 will see the introduction of the second
year of the curricula mentioned above, that is, Standard
4, Standard 6, Standard 9. A new examination for Stan
dard 4, the terminal class of the lower primary school 
Will be required. Class IX will cease to exist but Classes 
X, XI, XII (old style) continue. Standard 10 will take 
matriculation based on a three-year course. If successful, 
unlike their predecessors, they will not enter college, but 
will enter the new Upper Secondary course in Standard 11.



1 : 35. The next year, 1980, is the crucial one in the 
transition process. The lower primary eyck (Standard 
1 to -^should  be completely transferred to the new system 
and revisions and _ modifications of tke new coarse can now 
take place. The introduction of new curricula; for Stan
dards 7 and 10 will complete the course for the upper 
primary and lower secondary cycles. New examinations 
will be required for Standard 7 (Elementary School 
Leaving Certificate) and "Standard 10 (Matricmiiation). A # 
new curriculum for the first year of the +2 stage 
(Standard 11) will have to be introduced. Class X will 
cease to exist, but Classes XI and XII continue. Arrange
ments will have to be made for Standard 11 in the new 
Upper Secondary School where those taking the second 
year o f the course will have to be provided for The 
first year of teacher training will be taking place in Upper 
Secondary Schools. The problem will not exist with Basic 
Training Schools as i t  m a o ^ y e a t  course.

1 : 36. The first year of the transition is 1981. The 
transition of the first 10 years of the school will be com
pleted. Revision and modification of ithe Lower Secondary 
course can now take place. The curriculum for the 
second year of the Upper Secondary course will be intro
duced. . Of the: o ld . system only, Cfess, XII .will vreyn̂ in. 
the present colleges for the last year. New examinations 
will be required for those who have followed the new 
General, Vocational, and Teacher ^Training courses. The 
first products of the new system (those who are this moment 
in Class VI) will appear in March 1982.

1 : 37. This model structure pre-supposes that Science 
and Mathematics will be compulsory subjects for both
boys and girls from Standard 1 to Standard 10.

1 : 38. The suggested period of five years for the
smooth transition from the old to the new system is the
minimum possible. The changes are staggered m  as to 
allow adequate time for. both planning and development 
and for trial and revision at each level. The major 
changes are scheduled for March 1980, which leaves 
almost four years for meeting the additional requirements 
for buildings and personnel and for preparing those who 
will be affected by the transition for the changes that
they themselves will have to effect The preparation of
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all levels of society for such change is the most important 
and most neglected aspect of this type of operation. The 
effectiveness of the new system which emerges in 1982 
will depend upon the knowledgeable and willing co-opera
tion of all those who are concerned.

1 : 39. It may be emphasised that the above time
table pre-supposes that the new pattern will bo intro
duced in 1978. The transition from the old to the new 
pattern will take five years, and this period cannot be 
reduced. It will be for the J Government to decide 
urgently on the dates for the introduction of the new pat
tern, as the delay would dislocate the schedule and fur
ther postpone the attainment of the uniformity with the 
rest of the country which is intended to be brought about 
through the new pattern.



ANNEXURE I

Diversified courses available at the Upper Secondary 
Stage ( Classes X I and XII )

Each student will be required to take six subjects one 
of which is compulsory :
Compulsory;

English language :
This will be a specially designed paper, providing choice 

of various aspects of the applications of English to 
General, Vocational and Teacher Training streams. 

Electives:
Any five subjects chosen from the following groups. 

In the case of those students following the 
GENERAL or the VOCATIONAL courses three 
subjects must be chosen from groups within the 
appropriate course. The remaining two subjects 
may be chosen from any group or groups in 
either of the two courses. In the case of student 
following the TEACHER EDUCATION courses, 
the four subjects indicated must be offered and 
one subject chosen from any other group in any 
other course: In  ' addition> .students, following the 
TEACHER EDUCATION course will be expected to 
undertake practical teaching. The courses and groups 
within them are as follow —

GENERAL COURSE

A. Humanities and Social Sciences Group
1. Language and literature (Hindi, Assamese, Bengali, 

Khasi, Garo, etc.).
or

English literature.
2. History.
3. Economics.
4. Political Science.
5. Sociology.
6. Geography.
7. Mathematics.
8. Home Science.
9. Psychology.

10. Elements of Philosophy.
11. Physical Education.
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B. Science Group
12. Physics.
13. Chemistry.
14. Mathematics
15. Biology.
16. Engineering Drawing,
17. Home Science.
18. Statistics.

VOCATIONAL COURSE

A. Commerce Group
19. Advanced Accountancy.
20. Principles and Practices of Commerce.
21. Economic and Commercial Geography.
22. Mathematics.

B. Business Group
23. Advertising and Salesmanship.
24. Office Organisation and Records Management.
25. Shorthand and Typewriting.
26. Secretarial Work and Practice, Contract Law.
27. Law and Practice o f Banking.
28. Principles of Insurance (Life, Fire, Marine Accident).
29. Purchasing and Store-keeping.
30. Book-keeping.
31. Auditing.
32. Retailing.

C. Agriculture Group
33. Seed Production.
34. Olericulture.
35. Pomology and Floriculture.
36. Mushroom Cultivation.
37. Elements of Forestry and Soil Conservation.

D. Animal Husbandry Group
38. Dairying.
39. Poultry and Duck Fanning.
40. Piggery.
41. Fishery
42. Bee-keeping.
43. Sericulture.
44. Lac-culture.
45. Leather Processing.
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E. Agro Industry Group

46. Food Processing.
47. Feed Processing
48. Agro Mechanics (rekting to tractor, tubewell, 

pumping sets and other employments).

F. Agro Business Group

49. Seed, Manure, Pesticide StoofcistSi
50. Custom Services.

(i) Bestiddfi: and B tat.r Pfo4»crtion* Service.
(ii) Post Harvest AgricuMumlt Operations.

G. Home Science and Community Service Group

51 Costume Desigmngr
52. Institutional Catoingi
53; Textile Designmg; and Blodi PMntiiag;
54. Food Pteservaititiraf ' ' ' \  / '
55. Art and Craft in Pre-school Education.
56. Weaving and Handicraft.

H. Art and Culture Group

57. Commercial and Decorative Design.
58. Interior Decoration.
59. Painting.
60. Sculpture.
61. Music—Vocal and Instrumental.
62. Dancing—Classical and Oriental.

I. Para-Medical Services Group

63. Nursing.
64. Child Care.
65. Optometry.
66. Midwifery.
67. Pharmacy.



Technology Group

68. Maintenance Mechanic’s Course.
69. Draftsman’s Course.
70. Graphics.
71. Printing.
72. Refrigeration.
73. Basic Electric Engineering Course.
74. Oil Technology.
75. Photography.
76. Tourism.
77. Librarianship.

TEACHER TRAINING COURSE

78. Principles of Elementary Education and Elemen
tary Psychology and Child Development.

79. School Administration, Health and Community
Education, the History of Indian Education.

80. Methodology of Teaching (Science, Mathematics,
Work Experience and Art).

81. Methodology of Teaching (Social Sciences),
Language (Khasi or Garo)
Language (English)
Language (Hindi, Bengali, Assamese, etc).

A ppen d ix  F  (xxv)
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Implications for the Unicef-assisted Science Education 
Programme at Primary and Middle levels

The Unicef-assisted Science Education Programme com
prises the following components :

ANNEXURE II

Primary

Science is Doing Yr. III.
Science is Doing Yr. IV. — Primary Science kit.
Science is?Pojng Yr,rV4

Middle

Physics Yr. 1. — Physics Jkit Biology Kit.
Biology Yr. 1.
Physics Yr 2. — Physics kit II.
Biology Yr. 2.
Chemistry Yr. 2. — fChemistry,
Physics Yr. 3. — Physics kit 111.
Biology Yr. 3.

' ' Chemistry Yr. -3.' '

The pilot programme has currently been introduced 
in Class III (Primary) and Class VI (Middle) in selected 
schools. In view of the structure of the course and of the 
M. E. School system this will present problems in the next 
year, since in each case the course will continue in a 
different school. For example, those at present studying 
the course in Class III will transfer in 1977 to Class IV, 
which will be in a different school (Middle School). Thus, 
if the course too is to continue, then it must also start the 
next year in a different school. This implies the training 
of a different cadre of teachers and the provision of a 
first one will be situated in a primary school. At the 
pilot stage there may also be problems in ensuring the 
pupils who have studied the courses in Year III of a pilot 
primary school can transfer to a middle school which 
offers Year IV of the course. A similar problem exists at 
the middle level. A new group of teachers will have to 
be oriented and trained. The problem of kits only occurs 
in Biology where there is one kit for three years. It does
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not occur with Physics and Chemistry, because there is 
a separate kit for each year of the Physics course and the 
Chemistry course does not start until the second year 
of the programme, when, it will have already been trans
ferred to Secondary School. None of these problems is 
insuperable ; however the fact that in the Secondary 
School the student is already studying for the Meghalaya 
Board Examination does pose an intractable problem at 
present.

It we refer to Diagram IV we shall also see that the 
courses are possibly being introduced in too high a class 
in each case. The NCERT book Science is Doing Yr. Ill 
was designed for the equivalent of the current Meghalaya 
Class II, not Class III.

This is the current situation. By 1980 we wish to 
implement the following courses (see Diagrams III and IV) •. 
for Standards 3 and 4, a two-year Lower Primary couise ; 
foi Standards 5, 6 and 7, a three-year UppeT Primary 
course. Years 3 and 5 of these courses have to be ready 
by 1978. Since NCERT has developed already the courses 
which are the basis of the Unicef-assisted programme and 
since similar adaptations have already been carried out 
by various States, it would not be wise to ignore this 
work.

It is suggested'that the following actions are taken :

(a) that this year’s trials in Classes III and VI 
are regarded as trials of implementation, 
administration, training and evaluation ;

(b) that the trials are continued within the frame 
work of the UNICEF programme, but that 
next year 1977 the courses are introduced as 
follows ;

Class II Science is Doing Yr III.

Class III Science is Doing Yr IV

Class V Physics, Biology Yr I

Class VI Physics, Chemistry, Biology Yr 2
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(c) that immediate steps are taken to develop currricula, 
especially the writing of text book and the designing 
of kits by adapting

(i) the NCERT Science is Doing Course Year
III to V and the revised environmental
courses,

(ii) the NCERT middle school courses to form ,
an integrated science course in Physics,
Chemistry and Biology for Standards 3 and 5 
must be ready for March 1978.

The whole question of the status of UNICEF assis
tance would have to be discussed with UNICEF and
NCERT. It is clear, however, that with the proposed 
re-structuring of the school system in Meghalaya it would 
be impractical to adopt the Unicef-assisted programmes 
without sensible adaptation. The situation is not made
easier by the fact that the closing stages of the implemen
tation of the UNICEF programme have now been 
reached, as such many States have already completed the 
first two phases of the programme and UNICEF is begin
ning to reduce its input, particularly at middle level.
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PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR THE MEGHALAYA SCHOOL EDUCATION SYSTEM 

ELEMENTARY
LOWER PRIMARY UPPER PRIMARY

LOWER
8EOONDARY

UPPER
SECONDARY

VOCATIONAL

• ®  “  0 ' r  &
GENERAL

TERTIARY

TEACHER
TRAINING

11) ( i t ) /» )  «  Ch ) ••

.Note:-—Numbers refer to years of education and not necessarily to the class.
•Years 13,14,15,16representathree-year University course plus, say,aone-year Post-Graduate Course, e.g., 
for a B. Ed.
Year 14 in the TEACHER TRAINING Course (that is, the course for those from the GENERAL and 
VOCATIONAL streams who decide to become teachers) will be a combined correspondence and short in-service 

course.
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lower primary
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upper primary
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TRANSITION BETWEEN OLD AND NEWSYSTEMS
1962W 7

U
1978

I

1979

i
1989

I
1981

1

I t 2 2 2

a
r̂ -[SJ ® ©

i i i 4 ■ 0 i±)
IV © © (E) ©
V 6 © ©

VIrv-. 7 7 © ©

XII XII XII
fn t natpiH

HoUi
1 Roman numerals denote old system FORMS,
2 Arabic numeral denote new system STANDARDS.
3 /*"\ denotes introduction of revised curriculum, particularly in

Science and English.

4 denotes introduction of transition course at £1^NDARDS.

5 denotes special thrce-ycar transition based on
present four-year curriculum at lower secondary level to prepare 
lor new upper secondary stage.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMME IN MEGHALAYA

proposed Mrglaltya

I

A

B

I

II

IX

X  

XI

X I I

NCERT bails

1

2

9

10

11

12

2

8

9

10

11

12

represents yean covered by Science Education Programme



ANNEXURE III 

THE MEGHALAYA SCHOOL EDUCATION BILL, 1976
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No............................. of 1976

( July, 1976 .)

A BILL to provide for better organisation and 
development of school education in the State of 
Meghalaya and for matters connected therewith or 
incidental thereto.

To be enacted by the Meghalaya Legislative 
Assembly in the Twenty-fifth Year of the Republic 
of India as follows

CHAPTER t 

PRELIMINARY

Short title l. (1) This Bill may be called the Meghalaya
extent and School Bill, 1976. 
commen
cement. ^  j t exten(js f0 whole of the State of

Meghalaya.

(3) It shall come into force on such date as 
the State Government may, by notification, appoint, 
and different dates may be appointed for different 
provisions of this Bill, and any reference to the 
commencement of this BILL in relation to any 
provision thereof shall be construed as a reference 
to the date on which that provision comes into 
force.

Definitions. 2. In this BILL unless the context otherwise 
requires :

(a) “State Government” means the State
Government of Meghalaya ;

(b) “Advisory Board” means the Board refer
red to in section 22 ;

(c) “aid” means any aid granted to a recog
nised school by the Central Government, 
State Government, a local authority or 
any other authority designated by the 
State Government, Director, or a local 
authority ;

(xxxiii)



(d) “aided school” means a recognised private
school which is receiving aid in the form 
of maintenance or development grant 
from the State Government or local 
authority or any other authority desig
nated by the State Government ;

“appropriate authority” means—

(i) in the case of a school recognised
or to be recognised by an authority
designated or sponsored by an 
authority designated or sponsored
by the Central Government, that 
authority ;

(ii) in the case of a school recognised
or to be recognised by the 'Director,
or any other officer authorised by 
him in this behalf ;

(iii) in the case of school recognised or 
to be recognised by the District Council, 
that Council;

(iv) in the case of any other school, the
Diiector or any other office? autho
rised by him in this behalf;

(f) “Government” means the State Govern
ment ;

(g) “Director” means the Director of Public
Instruction, Meghalaya, and includes any 
other officer authorised by him to perform 
all or any of the function of the Director 
under this BILL;

(h) “employee” means a teacher and includes every
other employee working in recognised/ 
unrecognised/aided/unaided school;

(i) “existing employee” means an employee of
an existing school who is employed in 
such school immediately before the 
commencement of this BILL, and includes 
an employee who was employed in such 
school for a period of not less than twelve 
months immediately preceding the commence
ment of this BILL ;

(j) “existing school” means a recognised school
which is in existence at the commence
ment of this BILL ;
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(k) “Head of school” means the Principal 
academic officer, by whatever name called, 
of recognised school ;

(1) “local authority” means—

(i) in relation to an area within the local 
limits of the District Council, that 
Council ;

(m) “managing committee” means the body of 
individuals who are entrusted with the 
management of any private school;

(n) “minority school” means school established and 
administered by a minority having the light 
to do so under clause (1) of Article 30 
of the Constitution ;

(o) “notification” means a notification published 
in the official Gazette ;

(p) “prescribed” means prescribed by Rules made 
under this BILL.

(q) “private school” means a school which is 
not run by the State Government, a District 
Council or any other authority designated 
or sponsored by the State Government, 
Director or a District Council;

(r) “public examination” means and examina
tion conducted by the Meghalaya Board 
of School Education or any other Board
which may hereafter be established for 
the purpose, and recognised by the Direc
tor or any other officer authorised by him 
in this behalf ;

(s) “recognised school” means a school recognised 
by the appropriate authority ;

(t) “school” includes a pre-primary, elementary 
and high/higher secondary school, and 
also includes any other institution which
imparts education or training below the 
degree level, or an institution which
imparts technical and vocational educa
tion ;

(u) “school property” means all movable and 
immovable property belonging to, or in
the possession of the school and all other 
rights and interests in, or arising out of
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such property, and includes land, building 
and its appurtenances, play-ground, hostels, 
furniture, books, apparatus, maps, equipment, 
utensils, cash, reserve funds, investments and 
bank balances ;

(v) “teacher” includes the Head of a school ;

(w) “unaided minority school” means a recognised 
minority school .which does not receive 
any aid ;

(x) “educational institution” means a school 
or any other institution (including board
ing home or hostel attached to it) by 
whatever name called, the management 
of which carries on {either exclusively 
or among other activities) the activity of 
imparting education therein and includes 
all premises attached thereto ;

(yl “grant” or “grant-in-aid” means any sum 
of money paid as aid out of State funds 
to any educational institution ;

(z) “inspection” means the scrutiny of records, 
registers and checking of physical speci
fications as determined by the competent 
authority in regard to buildings, libraries, 
laboratories, play-grounds and other allied 

. matters and * the, overall appraisal of , the 
educational institution and its functionaries in 
the development of the .physical plant of the 
institution.

ESTABLISHMENT, RECOGNITION, MANAGEMENT 
OF AND AID TO SCHOOLS

Power of 3. (1) The Director may regulate education in 
the Direc- a|| the schools in Meghalaya in accordance with the 
late* educa- Provisions of this BILL and the rules made there- 

tion in under, 
school.

(2) The Director may establish and maintain any 
school in Meghalaya, may permit any person or local 
authority to establish and maintain any school in 
Meghalaya, subject to compliance with the provisions 
of this BILL and the Rules made thereunder.
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(3) On and from the commencement of this 
BILL and subject to the provisions of clause (1) of 
Article 30 of the Constitution, the establisnment of a 
new school or the opening of a higher class or closing 
down of an existing class in any existing school in 
Meghalaya shall be subject to the provisions of this 
BILL and the Rule? made thereunder and any school 
or higher class established or opened otherwise than m 
accordance with the provisions of this BILL shall not 
be recognised by the appropriate authority.

4. (1) The appropriate authority may, on an 
application made to it in the prescribed form and in 
the prescribed manner, recognise any privi te school :

Provided that no school shall be recognised unless—

(a) there is adequate financial ptovision foi 
continued and efficient maintenance of 
the institution regarding payment of sala
ry and allowances to its employees, as 
prescribed by the competent authority ;

(b) there is need foi providirg educational xaci- 
lities to the people in the locality;

(c) it has suitable or adequate accommodation 
and sanitary facilities having regard, among 
other factors, to the number, age and sex of 
the pupils attending it ;

(d) it provides for approved courses of study 
and efficient instruction ;

(e) il has teachers with pi escribed qualifica
tions ;

(f) it has the prescribed facilities for physical 
education, library service, _ laboratory work, 
workshop practice or co-curricular acti/ities ;

(g) the application satisfies the requirement laid 
down by this BILL and the rules and orders 
made thereunder.

(2) Every application for recognition of a school 
shall be entertained and considered by the appropriate 
authority and the decision thereon shall be communi
cated to the applicant within a period of four months 
from the date of the receipt of the application ; aftd 
where recognition is not granted, the reasons for not 
granting such recognition shall also be communicated 
to the applicant within the said period.



(3) Where recognition to a school is refused, any 
person aggrieved by such refusal, may, within thirty 
days from the date of communication to him of such 
refusal, appeal against such refusal, in the. prescribed 
manner, to the prescribed authority and the decision 
of the prescribed authority thereon shall be final :

Provided that the prescribed authority may, if 
it is satisfied that the appellant was prevented by 
sufficient cause from preferring the appeal within the 
said period of thirty days, extend, for reasons to be 
recorded by it in writing, the Said period by a further 
period of sixty days.

(4) Where the managing committee of a school 
obtains recognition by fraud, misrepresentation or 
Suppres ion of material, particulars or where, after 
obtaining recognition, the school fails to continue to 
c( mply with any of the conditions specified in the 
proviso to sub-section (I) oi in the public interest the 
authority granting the recognition may, after giving 
the managing committee of the School a reasonable 
opportunity of one month’s notice showing cause 
against the proposed action withdraw the recognition 
granted to such school under sub-section (1).

(5) The recognition granted under sub-secton (1) 
shall not, by itself, entitle any school to receive aid.

(6) Every existing recognised school shall be 
deemed to have been recognised under the section and 
shall be subject to the provisions of this BILL and the 
rules made thereunder :

Provided that where any such school does not 
satisfy any of the conditions specified in the proviso 
to sub-section (1), the prescribed authority may 
require the school to satisfy such conditions and such 
other conditions as may be presciibed, within a speci
fied period and if any such condition is not satisfied, 
recognition may be withdrawn from such school.

(7) Every school, whose iecognition is withdrawn 
under sub-section (4) or sub-section (6), may appeal 
to the prescribed authority, who shall dispose of the 
appeal within six months from the date of presen
tation of the appeal in such manner as may be 
prescribed, and if the appeal is not disposed of within 
that period, the order for the withdrawal of recog
nition shall, on the expiry of the said period of six 
months, stand cancelled.
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(8) On hearing an appeal preferred under sub
section (3) o t  sub-section (7), the prescribed authority 
may, after giving the appellant a reasonable opportunity 
of being heard, confirm, modify or reverse the order 
appealed against.

Scheme of 5. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in
manage- any 0ther law for the time being in force or if any 

men ‘ instrument having effect by virtue of any such law, 
the managing committee of every recognised school 
shall make, in accordance with the rules made under 
this BILL and with the previous approval of the 
appropriate authority, a scheme of management for 
such school :

Provided that in the case of a recognised private 
school which does not receive any aid, the scheme 
of management shall apply with such variations and 
modifications as may be prescribed :

Provided further that so much of this sub-stection 
as relates to the previous approval of the appropriate 
authority, shall not apply to a scheme of management 
for an unaided minority school.

(2) A scheme may be made, in like manner, to 
add to, vary or modify any scheme made under sub
section (1).

Aid to 6. (1) The State Government may, subject to 
reCschoo?sd such conditions as may be prescribed, pay to the 

' Director for distribution of aid to recognised private 
schools, such sums of money as that Government may 
consider necesaary :

Provided that no existing school receiving, imme
diately before the commencement of this BILL, aid 
shall be eligible for the continuance of such aid unless 
it complies, within such period as may be specified by 
the Director, with the conditions specified in the 
proviso to sub-section (1) of section 4.

(2) The authority competent to grant the aid 
may stop, reduce or suspend aid for violation of 
any of the conditions prescribed in this behalf.

(3) The aid may cover such part of the expenditure 
of the school as may be prescribed.

(4) No payment, out of the aid given for salary, 
allowances and provident fund of employees of the 
school, shall be made for any other purpose.



(5) No aid, shall be given to a school the 
management of which has been taken over under 
section 20.

(6) No unrecognised school shall be eligible; to 
rcceive any aid or other financial assistance fr m 
the Government.

CHAPTER III

SCHOOL PROPERTY

School 7. (1) The management of every aided school shaft 
property fuifjsh it© the appropriate authority, initially, £>t the 

time- of g?ant of aid and thereafter annually, a 
statement containing a list of school property together 
with such particulars as may be prescribed.

(2). Notwithstanding anything contained in any 
, other law fo r, the .time „being, in force, no transfer, 

mortage or lease of any movable or 'immovable' 
property of an aided school, not being the property 
specified in the rules, shall be made except with the 
previous ‘permission of the approprtate authority :

Provided that where the appropriate authority 
omits or fails to dispose of the application for such 
permission within sixty days from the date of receipt 
of the application in this behalf, the permission 
shall, on the expiry of )he said period of sixty 
days, be deemed to have been granted.

C2) Any person aggrieved by the grant or 
refusal of permission under sub-section (2) may 
prefer, in such form and within such time as may be 
prescribed, an appeal to the State Government against 
such grant or refusal of permission and the decision 
of the State Government thereon shall be final.

(4) Any transaction made in contravention of 
the provisions of sub-section (2), or, as the case 
may be, decision of State Government shall be 
void.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 
OF EMPLOYEES OF RECOGNISED 

PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Terms and 8. (1) The Director may make rules regulating 
conditions the minimum qualifications for recruitment, and the 

of emplo- conditions of service of employees of recognised 
yees of re- private schools : 

cognised
* Private Provided that neither the salary nor the service 

sc oois. con(jjtionS of an employee in the employment of an 
existing school at the commencement of this BILL 
shall be varied to the disadvantage of such employee :

Provided further that every such employee shall 
be entitled to opt for terms and conditions of 
service as they are applicable to him immediately 
before the commencement of this BILL.

(2) Subject to any rule that may be made in 
this behalf, no employee of a recognised private 
school shall be dismissed, removed or reduced in 
rank nor shall his service be otherwise terminated 
except with the prior approval of the COMPETENT 
authority.

(3) Any employee of a recognised private school 
who is dismissed, removed or reduced in rank may, 
within three months from the date of communication 
to him of the order of such dismissal, removal or 
reduction in rank, appeal against such order to the 
Director.

(4) Where the managing committee of a recog
nised private school intends to suspend any of its
employees, such intention shall be communicated 
to the COMPETENT authority and no such sus
pension shall be made except with prior approval 
of the COMPETENT authority :

Provided that the managing committee may sus
pend an employee with immediate effect and without 
the prior approval of the COMPETENT authority 
if it is satisfied that such immediate suspension is 
necer.sary by reason of the gross misconduct, within 
the meaning of the Code of Conduct prescribed
under section 9, of the employee:

Provided further that no such immediate sus
pension shall remain in force for more than a 
period of fifteen days from the date of suspension 
unless it has been communicated to the COMPE
TENT authority and approved by him before the 
expiry of the said period.

CHAPTER IV
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(5) Where the intention to suspend or the im 
mediate suspension of an employee is communicated 
to th& eemprtjent authority he may, if he is -satisfied 
that the*® a*e adequate and reasonable grounds for 
such suspensions aeeurd his approval to such suspen
sion.

Employees! f , Ever^yemployee of a recognised school s&all 
veraed 8byS*r  by m c k Code of Gonduet as may be,
a Code of prescribed and on the violation of anypro vision ;of 

Conduct, such Code of Conduct, the employee shall be liable 
^  ^uctt disc^liriaty action as may be prescribed.

Salaries of* ITT. (I) The scale of pay and allowances, medi- 
employeoe.^j facilities, pension, gratuity, provident fund and 

tg&ssribed benefits of the employees of a 
(raaosrwfi«d private sssheel shall not be Jess than those 
ttf tfee employees ©f the corresponding status in schools 
run by tteer appropriate authofity:

Pfoviied that where thraeates of pay aa(* allow
ances, 1 facilities, pension, gratuity, pro'vident

other ̂  prescribed ■ benefits of the employees of
recognised privateschool ate less than tfeose of 

19ge* em$16yees of the corresponding status ii-ct the 
schools run by the appropriate authority, the appro
priate authority shall direct, in writing, the managing 
■ewmmitfcee 0f  sudischeol to bring the same up to the 
^feve^df’those of the employees of the edrrespottcHng 

' iK' schools run'by^the appropriate' authofHyj »

P*evi<Jed further that the faHure to comply-with 
such direction shall be deemed to be non-compliance 
with the conditions for continuing recognition of an 
fcwsting school and the provisions of section 4 shall 
ap$ly ^aecefShigly.

ip ) The managing committee of every aided 
sefcaaol shall deposit, every month, its. share towards 
pay and allowances, medical facilities, pension, gra
tuity, .provident fund and other prescribed benefits 
with the Director and the Director shrll disburse or 
cause to fag: disbursed, within the first week of every 
month, the salaries and allowances to the employees 
of the aided schools.

Tribunal. 11. (l) The State Government shall, by notifica
tion, constitute a Tribunal, to be known as the 
“Meghalaya School Tribunal”, consisting ©f one 
prason :

-Provided that no person shall be so appointed 
unless he has held office as a District Judge or? any 
equivalent judical office.



(2) If any vacancy, other than a temporary 
absence, occurs in the office of the presiding officer 
of the Tribunal, the State Government shall appoint 
another person, in accordance with the provisions 
of this section, to fill the vacancy and the proceeding* 
may be continued before the Tribunal from the stage 
at which the vacancy is filled.

(3) The State Government shall make available 
to the Tribunal such staff as may be necessary in the 
discharge of its functions under this BILL.

(4) The Tribunal shall have power to regulate 
its own procedure in all matters arising auk of the 
discharge of its functions including the place or places 
at which it shall hold its sittings.

(5) The Tribunal shall for the purpose of disposal 
of an appeal, preferred under this BILL have tiie 
same powers as are vested in a court of appeal by ihc
C o d e o f  C m l  P t w s d m ,  a n d  sbaft ate© t t a w  5 of 1903
th e  pow er to  stay  the o pera tion  o f  th e  o rd e r  appeiftM 
aga in st o n  such term s as i t  m ay th in k  fit.

Chapter 12. Nothing contained in this Chapter shall 
apply to aPPty t0 an unaided minority school.
unaided

minority
schools.

CHAPTER V
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PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO UNAIDED MINORITY SCHOOLS

Power to 13. The Director may make rules regelating
^  prescribe ^  minimum qualifications for, and methods of 

qualifica- recruitment of employees of unaided; minority
tions for schools, 

recruitment

Provided that no qualification shall be varied 
to the disavantage of an existing, employee of an 
unaided minority school.

Power to 14. Every employee of an unaided minority
prescribe sck0 0 i shall be governed by such Code of Conduct 
Conduct. as m ay be prescribed.

Contract 15. (1) The managing committee of every un- 
of service minority school shall enter into a written

contract of service with every employee of such 
school:
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Provided that if, at the commencement of 
this BILL, there is no written contract of service 
in relation to any existing employee of an un
aided minority school, the managing committee of 
such school shall enter into such contract within 
a period of three months from such commence
ment :

Provided further that no contract referred to 
in the foregoing proviso shall vary to the disadvant
age of any existing employee the term of any 
contract subsisting at the commencement of this 
BILL between him and the school.

(2) A copy of every contract of service referred 
to in section (1) shall be forwarded by the manag
ing committee of the concerned unaided minority 
school to the Director who shall, on receipt of 
such oop^, register it in such, maimer as may be 
prescribed.

(3) Every contract of service referred to in 
sub-section (1) shall provide for the following matters, 
namely :—

' ' (a)' the' terms ' and' conditions - of .service , of, , 
the employee, including the scale of
pay and other allowances to . which he 
shall be entitled ;

(b) the leave of absence, age of retirement, 
pension and gratuity, or, contributory 
provident fund in lieu of pension and 
gratuity, and medical and other benefits 
to which ihe employee shall be entitled ;

(c) the penalties which may be imposed on
the employee for the violation of any
Code of Conduct or the breach of any
term of the contract entered into by
him ;

(d) the manner in which disciplinary proceed
ings in relation to the employee shall 
be conducted and the procedure which 
shall be followed before any employee 
is dismissed, removed from service or 
reduced in rank;



(e) arbitration of any dispute arising out of
any breach of conduct between the
employee and the managing committee with 
regard to—

(i) the scales of pay and other allowances,

(ii) leave of absence, age of retire
ment, pension, gratuity, provident fund, 
medical and other benefits,

(iii) any disciplinary action leading to the
dismissal or removal from service or
reduction in rank of the employee;

(f) any other matter which in the opinion of
the managing committee, outght to be, or
may be, specified in such contract.
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CHAPTER VI

ADMISSION TO SCHOOLS AND FEES

Admission 16. (1) A child who has not attained the age 
to recogn- 0 f  sjx years, shall not be admitted to class I, or

ise sc oois an equivalent class or any class higher than
Class I, in a recognised school.

(2) A student seeking admission for the first
time in a recognised school in a class higher than 
class I, shall not be admitted to that class if his 
age reduced by the number of years of normal 
study between that class and class I of an
equivalent class, falls short of six years.

(3) Admission to a recognised school or to any
class thereof shall be regulated by rules made in
this behalf.

(4) No school shall admit any student to any 
class on transfer from an unrecognised school.

Fees and 17. ( l)  No aided school shall levy any fee or 
charges1 co^ect any other charge or receive any other pay

ment except those approved by the Director.

(2) Every aided school having different rates of 
fees or other charges or different funds shall obtain 
prior approval of the prescribed authority before 
levying such fees or collecting such charges or 
creating such funds.



School
Fund.

(3) Themanager of every recognised school shall, 
before the commencement of each academic session, 
file with the Director a full statement of the fees to be 
levied by such school during the ensuing academic 
session, and except with the prior approval of the 
Director, no such school shall charge, during that
academic session, any fee in excess of the fee specified 
by its manager in the said statement.

18. (1) In every aided school, there shall be a 
fund, to be called the “School Fund” and there shall 
be credited thereto—

(a) any aid granted by the Director,

(b) income accruing to the school by way of 
fees, charges or other payments and

(c) any other contributions, endowments and
the like.

(2) The School Bund and all other funds,.
including the Pupils’ Fund, established with the 
approval of the Director, shall be accounted for and 
operated in a’ceordance with the rules made under this 
BELL.

(3) In every recognised unaided school, there 
shaM be a fund, to be called the “Recognised Unaided 
School Fund”, and there shall be credited thereto* 
income accruing to the school by way of—

(a) fee&,

(b) any charges and payments which may be realised 
by the schools for other specific purpo&es, 
and.

(©) any other contributions, endowments, gifts and 
the. lice.

(4) (a)' Income derived by unaided schools % 
way of fees, shall be utilised only for such educational 
purposes as may be prescribed, and

(&) ■ changes and payments reahsed and ail- 
other contributions, endowments and gifts received by* 
the> school shall; be utilised only for the specific purpose 
for which they were realised or received.



(5) The managing committee of every recognised 
or unrecognised private school shall file every year 
with the Director such duly audited financial and other 
returns as may be prescribed, and every such return 
shall be audited by such authority as may be
prescribed.

Affilia- 19. (1) For the purpose of any public examination 
tions. every recognised high and higher secondary school 

shall be affiliated to one of more of the Boards or 
Councils conducting such examination and shall fulfil 
the conditions specified by the Board or Council in 
this behalf.

(2) The students of recognised high and higher 
secondary schools shall be prepared for, and presented 
to, the public examinations or such other foim of 
evaluation held or made for the students of such 
schools.

(S') The students of every recognised elementary 
school shall be prepared for, and presented to such 
public examination as may be held by the Directorate 
of Public Instruction, Meghalaya, or any other 
authority appointed by the Sta4te Government for the 
purpose.
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CHAPTER Vn

TAKING . OYER THE MANAGEMENT 
OF SCHOOLS

Taking 20. (1) Whenever the Director is satisfied that 
over tha? the managing committee of any school, whether 
ment8of fecognised or not has neglected to perform any of the 
schools, duties imposed on it by or under this Bill or any Rule 

made thereunder and that it is expedient in the interests 
of school education to take over the management of 
such schools, he may, after giving the managing com
mittee or the manager of such school, a reasonable 
opportunity of showing cause against the proposed 
action, take over the managagement of such school for a 
limited period not exceeding three years :

Provided that where the management of a school 
has been taken over for a period of three years or less, 
the Director may, if he is of opinion that in order to 
secure proper management of the school it its expedient 
that such management should continue to be in 
force after the expiry of the said limited period, 
he may, from time to time, issue directions for the



continuance of such management for such period not 
exceeding one year at a time as he may think fit, so, 
however, that the total period for which such manage
ment is taken over shall not, in any case, exceed
five years.

(2) Whenever the management of any school is 
taken over under sub-section (1), every person in 
charge of the management of such school immediately 
before its management is taken over, shall deliver pos
session of the school property to the Director or any 
officer authorised by him in this behalf.

(3) After taking over the management of any
school under this section, the Director may arrange
to manage the school through any persons authorised 
by the Director in thi6 behalf (hereinafter referred
to as the “authorised officer”).

(4) Where the management of any school has 
been taken over under sub-section (1) the managing 
committee or manager of such school may, within 
one month from the date of taking over, appeal to 
the competent authority who may after considering 
the representation made by the managing committee, 
pass such orders, including an order for the restora
tion of the management or for the reduction of the 
period during which the management of such school 
shall remain- vested in ,the Pirpctpr,, as he ,may ,deem 
fit.

(5) Where the management of a school has been 
taken over under this section, the Director shall pay 
such rent as may be payable for the building of the 
school to the person entitled to receive it as was being 
paid by the managing committee immediately before 
the management of such school was taken over.

(6) During such period as any school remains 
under the management of the authorised officer—

(a) the service conditon, as approved by the 
Director, of the employees of the school 
who were in employment immediately 
before the date on which the management 
was taken over, shall not be varied to 
their disadvantage ;

(b) all educational facilities which the school 
had been affording immediately before such 
management was taken over, shall con
tinue to be afforded ;
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(c) the School Fund, the Pupils’ Fund and the 
Management Fund and any other existing 
fund shall continue to be available to the 
authorised officer for being spent for the 
purposes of the school ; and

(d) no resolution passed at any meeting of the 
managing committee of such school shall 
be given effect to unless approved by the 
Director.

Not to app- 21. Nothing contained in section 20 shall apply
lv to mino- to any minority school, 
rity school.

CHAPTER Vni

MISCELLANEOUS

Meghalaya 22. (1) There shall be an Advisory Board for 
School School Education, to be called the “Meghalaya School 

Advisory Education Advisory Board” for the purpose of advis- 
Board. ing the Director on matters of policy relating to

education in Meghalaya.

(2) The Advisory Board shall be constituted by
the Director and shall consist of a Chairman and
fourteen other members to be nominated by the 
Government.

(3) The advisory Board constituted under sub
section (2) shall include—

(a) Heads of recognised Secondary Schools :

(b) representatives of the organisation of
teachers of the recognised private schools ;

(c) managers of the recognised private schools ;

(d) representatives of parents or guardians of
students of recognised schools ; and

(e) eminent educationists.

(4) The Advisory Board shall regulate its own 
procedure.
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(5) The term of office of every member of the 
Board and travelling and other allowances payable to 
a member of the Board shall be as may be prescribed.

Delegation 23. (1) The Government may delegate all or any 
of powers. 0 f  jts powers, duties and functions under this Bill to 

the Director or any other officer.

(2) Every person to whom any power is delegated 
under sub-section (1), may exercise that power in 
the same manner and with the same effect as if such 
power had been conferred on him directly by this 
BILL and not by way of delegation.

inspection 24. (1) Every recognised school shall be inspected 
of Schools. at ieast 0nce in each financial year in such manner 

as may be prescribed.

(2) The Director may also arrange special inspec
tion of any school on such aspects of its working 
as may, from time to time, be considered necessary 
by him.

(3) The Director may give directions to the 
managing committee requiring the management to 
rectify any effect or deficiency found at the time of 
inspection or otherwise in the working of the school.

(4) If the managing committee fails to comply 
with any direction given under sub-section (3), the 
Director may, after considering the explanation or 
report, if any, given or made by the managing 
committee, take such action as he may think fit, 
including—

(a) stoppage of aid,

(b) withdrawal of recognition, or

(c) except in the case of a minority school,
taking in the management under sec
tion 20.

Jun'sdic- 25. No civil court shall have jurisdiction in respect
of any matter in relation to which the Government or 

barred°Ur S the Director or any other person authorised by the 
Government or Director or any other officer or autho
rity appointed or specified by or under this BILL, is 
empowered by or under this BILL to exercise any 
power, and no injunction shall be granted by any civil 
court in respect of anything which is done or intended 
to be done by or under this BILL.
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26. No suit, prosecution or other legal proceeding 
Protection shall lie against the Government, Director or any 
takanti,0n ot^er Person authorised by the Government or Direc- 
good1 faith. tor ^  anything which is in good faith done or inten- 

’ ded to be done in pursuance of this BILL or any rule 
made thereunder.

Liability of 27. If the managing committee of any recognised
Manager private school— 
to punish-

meDt’ (a) omit or fail, without any reasonable excuse,
to carry out any orders made by the 
Director, or

(b) presents any student for any public exami
nation without complying with the pro
visions of section 19, or

(c) omit or fail to deliver any school property
to the Director or any officer authorised 
by him under sub-section (2) of sec
tion 20, they shall be. punished with 
imprisonment for a term which may 
extend to three months, or with fine 
which may extend to two thousand 
rupees, or with both.

Power to 28. (1) The Director may, with the previous 
make rules, approval of the State Government; and subject to the 

condition of previous publication, by notification, 
make Rules to carry out the provision of this BILL.

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing power, such rules may 
provide for all or any of the following matters, 
namely :—

(i) the manner in which education may 
be regulated in the State of Megha
laya ;

(ii) the conditions which every existing 
school shall be required to comply 
with ;

(iii) establishment of a new school or the 
opening of a higher class or the clos
ing down of an existing class in an 
existing school ;

(iv) the form and manner in which an 
application for recognition of a 
school shall be made;

(v) the facilities to be provided by a
school to obtain recognition;



(vi) the manner in which, and the autho
rity to which, an appeal against the 
refusal or withdrawal or recogni
tion shall be made ;

(vii) the minimum qualifications for, and 
method of recruitment and the terms 
and conditions of service of emplo
yees ;

(viii) the authorities to be specified for the
purposes of the different provisions
of this BILL;

(ix) the particulars which a, scheme of
management shall contain, and the 
manner in which such scheme shall
be made ;

(x) variations and modifications which
may be made in the scheme of
management for a recognised school 
which does not receive any aid ;

(xi) the conditions under which aid may
be granted to recognised schools, 
and on the violation of which aid 
may be stopped, reduced or suspen
ded ;

(xii) the part of the expenditure of a 
recognised school which is to be

' ' 'covered' by' aid'; ....................................... ...........  ' '

(xiii) Particulars of school property which 
should be furnished to the appro 
priate authority ;

(xiv) the form in which, and the time
within which, an appeal shall be 
preferred to the appropriate autho
rity against an order made in rela
tion to the transfer, mortgage or lien 
of any school property ;

(xv) the Code of Conduct for the employ 
ees and the disciplinary action to be 
taken for the violation thereof;

(xvi) the benefits which should be granted
to the employees of recognised pri
vate schools ;

(xvii) the regulation for admission into 
educational institutions of pupils for 
the academic course, private study 
and other special courses and the 
attendance thereat;
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(xviii) fees and other charges which may be 
collected by an aided or unaided 
recognised school;

(xix) the manner of inspection of recog
nised schools ;

(xx) the term of office, travelling and 
other allowances payable to the 
members of the Advisory Board ;

(xxi) financial and other returns to be 
filed by the managing committee of 
recognised private schools, and the 
authority by which such returns 
shall be audited;

(xxii) educational purposes for which the 
income derived by way of fees by 
recognised unaided schools shall 
be spent ;

(xxin) manner of accounting and operation 
of school funds and other funds of a 
recognised private school;

(xxiv) fees, not exceeding one rupee, for 
preferring any appeal under this 
BILL ;

(xxv) any other matter which is to be or 
may be prescribed under this BILL ;

(xxvi) the standards of education and 
Courses of Study in educational in
stitutions ;

(xxvii) the mode of keeping and the auditing 
of accounts of educational institu
tions ;

(xxviii) the regulations of the conduct and
discipline of pupils and the penalty 
for misconduct and indiscipline;

(xxix) the manner of conducting the class
and terminal examinations and pro
motion of pupils to higher classes ;

(xxx) all matters Expressly required or
allowed by this BILL to be prescrib
ed or in respect of which this BILL 
makes no provision or makes insuffi
cient provision and a provision is, in 
the opinion of the Government, 
necessary for the proper imple
mentation of this BILL ;



(xxxi) the manner in which any enquiry 
under this BILL shall be held ;

(xxxii) the powers and functions of the 
officers and other subordinate staff 
of the Education Department;

(xxxiii) the classes or standards, education 
in and up to which shall be con
sidered as elementary education;

(xxxiv) the steps to be taken for providing 
necessary facilities for imparting 
compulsory elementary education ;

(xxxv) the distance beyond which a child 
cannot be compelled to attend an 
approved school;

(xxxvi) the declaration as to, what constitutes 
secondary or higher secondary edu
cation, professional education, voca
tional education, technical educa
tion, special education, school places, 
school age and attendance at schools 
or other institutions ;

(xxxvii) the registers, statements, reports, 
returns, accounts and budget and 
other information to be maintained

' ' ’ ' of furnished' by the local authorities 
in respect of education fund ;

(xxxviii) the establishment or maintenance 
and administration of educational 
institutions ;

(xxxix) the preparation and sanction of build
ing plans and estimates of the 
educational institutions and the 
requirements to be fulfilled by the 
buildings for the educational institu 
tions, maintained by the local autho
rities institution and private institu
tions ;

(xl) the purposes for which the premises 
of the educational institutions may 
be used and the restrictions and con
ditions subject to which such pre
mises may be used for any other 
purpose ;

(xli) the regulation of the use of textbooks 
maps, plans, instruments and other 
laboratory and sports equipment in 
the institutions ;
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Power to 
remove di
fficulties.

Power of 
Govern
ment to 
give direc
tions.

Emergency 
power of 
Director.

(xlii) the opening of special night schools
and the conditions for their working 

I and of parallel sections or classes in
the institutions for linguistic minori
ties ;

(xliii) the scale of fees or charges or the 
manner of fixing fees or charges 
payable in respect of any certificate, 
permission, marks-lists or other docu
ment for which such fees may be 
collected.

29. If any difficulty arises in giving effect to the 
provisions of this BILL, the State Government may, by 
order not inconsistent with the provisions of this 
BILL, remove the difficulty :

Provided that no such order shall be made after 
the expiry of a period of three years from the com
mencement of this BILL.

30. (1) The Government may, subject to other 
provisions of this BILL, by order, direct the Director 
or any other officer to make an enquiry or to take 
appropriate proceedings under this BILL in respect of 
any matter specified in the said order ; and the Direc
tor, or the other officer, as the case may be, shall report 
to the Government in due course the result of the 
enquiry made or the proceeding taken by him.

(2) The Government may give directions to any 
educational institution as to the giving effect to any of 
the provisions contained in this BILL or of any rules 
or orders made thereunder and the manager or pro
prietor, as the case may be, of such institution shall 
comply with every such direction.

31. (1) Where, at any time, it appears to the 
Director that the manager of a private institution or a 
local authority has made default in performing any 
functions entrusted to it by or under this BILL relating 
to the maintenance and administration of the institu
tion he may, by order in writing, fix a period for the 
performance of such function.

(2) If the manager of the private institution or 
a local authority fails to perform the function within 
the period so fixed, the Director may appoint any 
officer subordinate to him to perform such function on 
behalf of the manager for the purpose of securing the 
proper maintenance and administration of the institu
tion or for the purpose of avoiding hardship to the 
teaching and non-teaching staff employed in the insti
tution and may direct that the expenses of performing 
such function shall be paid within such time as he may
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fix* to the. Government by the Manager out of the 
funds of the institution and without prejudice to any 
other method of recovery, the whole or* any part of 
such expenses may be deducted from any sum payable 
to the institution by way of grant-in-aid.

Power to 32. Every officer not below the rank of a Deputy 
inspect InsPeetor in feapect. of an educational institution im-

' parting elementary education, and in respect of other
educational institution, any other officer not below 
such rank as may be prescribed* shall subject to such 
conditions as may be prescribed be competent to enter 
at any time during the n«s*m#l working hours of an 
educational or tutorial institution, any premises of-any 
such institution within his»'jurisdiction and to inspect 
any record, register or other document or any 
movable or immovable properly relating to such 
institution for the. purpose of exercising t o  powers 
and performing his functions under this BILL.

Penalty for 33. Ajay pefson whto wilfully, obstructs an 
°tgtructillS officer of the. Government in the exercise of any 
othe^per- power conferred , on him, o t in the performance of. 
son exercin any ftinctionv entrusted- to. him, %  or urnfar. this 
sing powers, os; any pw w i lawfully assisting suefe officer 
S?rtrtbiS is exercise of s<ueh power or in the performance 

’ of such* function ot who fails to comply with any 
lawful direction made by such officer or person shall 
be punished with fine which may extend to, two 

’ hundred 'and- fifty rupees. '

Manager, 34. Every manager of any educational institution 
teachers an(j every number of the teaching or non-teaching 
etc., to be staff 0 f  suck  institution shall be deemed to be a 
Servant Public servant within the meaning o f section 21 of 

the Indian Penal Code when on duty in connection 
with any examination conducted by the competent 
authority under this BILL.

35. There shall be constituted a Council for 
Educational Research and Training to be called 
“Meghalaya State Council of Educational Research and 
Training” which will function as the academic wing of 
the Directorate of Public Instruction and shall consist 
of such members, and have such functions as may be 
prescribed by the Government' from time to time.

36; The Government may, by notification, 
establish a Board of Teacher Education to be called 
“The Meghalaya Board of Teacher Education”, the 
composition; powers and functions of which shall be 
prescribed by the Government.



CORRIGENDUM

Substitute “5 Junior Coaches” in place of “4 Junior 
Coaches.” Appearing in Paragraph 4.11.6 of the Report.

Delete the word “ 1 Additional Inspector of Schools” 
appearing in Paragraph 6.1.13 of the Report.

Add the word “and training”  in between the word “system” 
and “need” occuring in paragraph 6.1.19 of the Report.

Substitute “Research Assistant” in place of “Research 
Officer”  appearing in paragraph 6.2 of the Report.

Please read “Secretary District Council” in place of “Sec
retary District Council Affairs” appearing in 6.2.4.


